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What could I say- ? I gazed, spell-bound, ly. The self-deception is natural, for rag of a sail forward, and they manage very reaewed and silent man, and after iway the boat, with two hands in hei
Item s: H om e-M ade an d Stolen•
again.
there are some most charming women to keep her before the wind pretty well, what had happened it was only natural tending the falls, and, thanks to the she!
to suppose that he should he less lively ter afforded by the position of the ship
It may be difficult to draw the line !E2F* The New Bedford Merbury calls the new
oonsideriu
‘Father did not drink then. I know without a particle of beauty.
Octave Feuillet.—Providence basso or ‘Alt, well, well, Mr. Gilbert, she’ll do and talkative than usual, but now he wo managed pretty well and got the betwixt Instinct and Reason. Alexander style of bonnets suppositions.
where her grave is. I wish we lived
there in that town, so I could see it al dered it that only the women have a true all right enough ; she has a fair wind foi scarcely ever spoke to any one. He nev people into her without accident. But Pope in his Essay on Man, said,
B A B Y C A S T L E .
3S r “The Cincinnati Commercial says,
ways. It is far away, though,’ with a interest in the happiness of man—his st. Helena, and she can fetch that easily, er had been what is called ‘a jolly skipper,’ she swam very deep, even dangerously
Anthony Probst died a Christian, having receiv
tills [Instinct] ‘tls Goddirects; Inthat [Reason] ed
Baby owns a tiny castle
lull remission of sins, and was wafted bv ail
sigh. ‘I wonder if she knows? I think own mother and the mother of his child I dare say, if the worst comes to the that is, he never cared much about good so. As long as she was under the lee ‘its“In
man.”
Oufthe carpet plains qf home
angelic
convoy to the regions of the blest, we
so, sometimes; and then I don’t, for it’s ren. Besides these two legitimate kinds worst; besides, she is in the regular track eating and drinking, but now-he would of the wreck this was not a matter of so
And its walls are woven willow,
ire sure no one will find itiu his heart to regret
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Snowy curtains at the window;
I could not answer her. I held no cor creatures except painful and idle delu ship or other will be sure to pick her up. twenty-four hours. And from a few moment when they let go the painter and
that there is hope for Satan himself.
Downy touch where baby dreams:
Whether or no, I can’t put the ship’s head slight expressions I heard let fall between pat her head round for the shore. We Reason, as being a more certain and un
dial for her doubt. I was simply a strang sion.
£ 3 ^ A New Orleans despatch says, “ the new
Laces, too, that softly glimmer
tlu^offieers, I concluded that they thought watched her progress for a minute or two, erring guide. Whose reason could con cotton
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is knee deep and boiling handsomely.”
- In the sunlights golden beams.
Her great eyes were set, as if looking she is wicked, obstinate, frivolous, but to her for three or four hours—and then their superior was light-headed, or not and then proceeded to lower the second struct a dam as the beaver does ? Whose
E-iT* A correspondent of the New York Post
•
cutter, the captain saying, ‘Now, Gilbert, mechanical genius could contrive and «avs
through memory for a glimpse of that add that she is beautiful, and he assured ffiid, after all, that she does not require quite right in his mind.
That’s the heritage of baby,
it is not only in goinginto pew», but in going
execute so exact and perfect a piece ol
And lie’s held in stale so grand,
grave in their past pilgrimage, with what that she will ever think kindly of you. our assistance. Perhaps the Planet may They might easily consider so, for his it is your turn.’
ip door steps, getting in and getting out of
Mother says—if no one else does—
The boats was successfully lowered, work as the cells which the bee constructs? minibuses, cart-iages and upstairs, Ac., that the
earnestness I could guess, as 1 scanned Say that she is kind, virtuous, sensible, fall in with her to-morrow or next day— conduct was certainly strange. He would
“ He’s the king of baby-laud.”
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be
“
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know
be
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all
day,
and
a
great
part
ofthe
noralsofthc present day are being impaired.
and the hands passed safely over the side,
the pure patience of the face, and thought but very homely, and she will never for ha! ha!’
Here he bravely lights bis battles,
This he said with a forced laugh, but night also, his glass always in his hand. leaving Capt. Harrison, Mr. Gilbert and ledge independent ot instruction and a Look the other way, manl
resentfully—‘This is what has made her give you in her life.
When old puas would slyly creep.
Over guarded moat or turret.
Madame De Maintenon.—In everything neither of the mates seemed disposed to This he was constanly using, looking to myself. Then the captain addressed the propensity prior to experience.” Perhaps iJ2f* Miss Efiic Parkhurstsavsshe won’t marry
o old.’
Just to curl herself in sleep.
And I left her, still straining her re that woman writes there will be thousands join him in his merriment. On the con windward, just as he did when we were mate, and said: ‘Gilbert, I must he the this is as philosophical a definition as we u# “ man who drinks.” Good girl, Etfle.
gretfnl gaze into the vanished gloom and of faults against grammar, but- also to a trary, they both looked very gloomy, and working up to the spot where we consid last man on board; step over the side. tan appeal to, and yet it strikes us that ‘Brif’A t a prayer meeting recently held not far
All is still in baby’s castle.
ilence, as if the Past could really give ! certainly always a charm not to be found 1 can’t say that I thought it a subject to ered the dismasted ship to be. This, at Stedman, fetch me my glass; it lies in there is amongst animals, particularly in from New Haven, an earnest brother whose zeal
Not the slightest noise we make;
the elephant, the horse, the dog, and even urpassed his intelligence, ottered this petition—
be joked about, nor, I dare say, did the first, did not attract much attention, but. the companion hatch.’
up its treasures.
| in the letters of men.
Surely, now the rogue is napping;
Peep! the blue eyes wide awake!
I brought it to him, and he ordered me an old rat, sometimes a knowledge that •O Lord, have mercy on us poor miserable sin
cha pter n .
| Duclus. Great and rare offerings are crew. Indeed, our captain’s behavior when it became his constant practice all
of which I am the cliiefest among ten thou
See! the dimpled arms an* round us,
surprised me a good deal; for though he day long, the officers—ay, and the men into the boat. As he followed me to the is not “ independent of instruction;” and ners,
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;
Hear tile “ cooing” mild and low;
fall us seem unmixed with relief: when nearly almost all the happiness and most was generally considered a taut hand, and too—began to guess how it was. Indeed, ship’s- bulwarks, I, ot' course, obeyed it so, wherein is that not reasou? How sand and the one altogether lovely.”
May the angels keep you darling,
3ST* Lucretia Mott thinks the marriage con
human faith in the divinity of discipline! of the blessed moments in love are of very strict in his notions of duty and dis Mr. Gilbert, to try him one day said to him, never dreaming of anything but that was it with the elephant which our old tract
Everywhere your feet may go.
should partake more of the nature of a
resolves into the weakness ol despair; | their creating, and so also friendship, cipline, no one on board had ever regard him. ina cheery sort of voice, ‘I don’t he would follow me. But when he saw school books told about? Passingatailor’.- “reciprocity
treaty” than it does at present.
Baby's man-at-arms is mother.
ed l)im as a cruel or bad-henrted man.— thirik you need look out for the ‘Planet,’ that I was safe ou board the boat, he call hop, ho lmd the curiosity to protrude his
when the bit of hope we cling to, albeit•especially, when it follows love,
And she watches all day long;
proboscis
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window;
when
the
Captain
Harrison!
Bless
your
life,
sir,
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is
wrenched
I
J.
J.
Rosseau.—Men
can
better
philosWhen his baby ship would slumber,
felt too poor to take his yyife to a
‘Thirteen is an unlucky number, Gil knight ofthe shears, to punish him for rndmuapolis.
from our grasp; when driven into cruel ophize on the human heart, but women elbow in two or three shapes. 11c was she hasn’t got legs to travel with ns!’
Then she sings a loving song.
ami so she took poison last Friday. Foolish
‘Planet! what ‘Planet?’ asked the poor bert; you are too deep as it is and will such presumption, thrust a needle into ball,
anxious to bring in the first cargo of tea,
straits by the bitterness of our anguish, can read it better.
Soon comes “ papa” home at evening
Mrs. Zerringer.
he was anxious to do well for his owner, man in a bewildered way.
do better without me. I shall stay his snout.—The majestic creature quietly
Storms the castle all so gay,
we sit at the feet ol the seorners and say,
The hoop is, after alt, no novelty. In
Makes a prisoner of baby.
[From the Sixpenny (London) M:i£azini
he took a pride in the fast passage his It was not the Planet that he was look on board to take care of the ship. Give retired, and proceeding to a neighboring £3T
‘There is no God !” the thunder of the
Bears him joyfully away!
pool ot dirty water, charged his trunk ■'j. the sex were reproached for making*
ship was making, and there was his con ing for; it was the founderingship, which way, my lads!’
T H E S T E WARE>S S T O R Y .
ast crash of misfortune subsides and we
t’lieir
petticoats short, that a hoop eight wide
founded bet with Captain Sandilands of should never see harbor more, that was
Take care of the ship, indeed! God therewith, and speedily appearing before ight decently show how their garters were
liscover that by it we have been lifted
constantly floating before his diseased help him! the ship was breaking up fast, the shop emptied a half barrel of muddy tied.”
About twelve years ago I was steward the Planet.
into peace.
water upon the tailor and his drapery.—
But it is not for me to judge him, and, imagination. Did lie not fear that, on and the cargo coining up alongside.
The last blow to little Bess came that of the Dryad, Robert Harrison, commamlZ7 f Tlie I.owell Citizen says that the number
She was a line, fast little ship of four what’s more, no one on board, officers or that day ‘when the sea shall up her dead,’ As he spoke he cast off the end ofthe In man, this would he called retributive of marriage intentions issued hy the City Clerk
to o
•=>
very night after I had left her. Drunken
orgies were dimly comprehended by the hundred and fifty tons. She was bound men, presumed to express their opinion, the lost crew would appear to plead painter where it was made fast ou board, calculation. Why is it not the same in ast week was twenty four—the largest of any
number issued any week for the past five years,
child, and they had better be left unde-1 H'ow Shanglne to London, with a cargo whatever they may have thought; only ] against him before the great judgment and we were at ouce swept twelve or an elephant ?
L I T T L E H E SS.
fifteen feet from the wreck, and if we 'The horse we call an intelligent animal. file Factory Girls make good wives.
scribed in this chronicle of her. She knew °f teas :lll|i silks. A Clyde-built ship, heat'd Mr. Gilbert, who went into his cab- Sliilt?
■Facts,
illustrating
some
property
in
His grief and remorse had fairly turned had not pulled the cutters bow round we
hortly after eight bells had struck,
£2T A negro preached was flncd$.r>.00 in Cairo,
It was a traveling photographer’s cart the reason of her lonely days and terri- j called the Planet, a great lavorite in the
that noble animal, beyond the more im the other day, for expounding the gospel with
in which i luiiml her—the fairy whom lied nights—her watching and weeping, 1trade, completing her loading at the same muttering something to himself about ‘a his brain. He now never attempted to should have been capsized instantly.
pulse of instinct, are familiar to every his fists, on tlie head of one of hisfiock.
they called Bess Williams. So petite! praying and hoping—hoping! is not that time that we did, so we sailed together nice entry to make in the log hook!’ It interfere in the navigation or working of \Ye could not have returned to the ship one.
As a case in point, we will mention IS F A novel method is adopted in Troy to
Flaxen curls and solemn, large blue eyes, (lie last to he abandoned in woman's ; an(J passed through the Straits of Sunda was the second mate’s watch from eight the ship; but the mates did not require his now if we had risked our lives to the ut a tact which
a few years ago came under -lean out houses of ill-fume. A patrolman is
to twelve, but Captain Harrison remain assistance in any way, nor did they trou most in attempting to do so. Had we
full of reminiscences of their 'native heav record? But the thing itself she shrank j *u company.
our
own
observation. A physician who stationed ill the vicinity with pencil aud note
ble
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accomplish
it,
we
most
eerWhen her father Now, you must know, that to bring
en! Very womanly in manner, and qui from encountering.
jn our neighborhood, was call for book, and hooks the customers.
et—almost grave—in speech was little came from midnight revel she hid herself. | U>e H**st ol the season's teas into market up to him and announced that supper was snltinghim, for form’s sake; they were tainly should have been compelled to use resided
proceed in haste t<J a patient out ol X3P An old bachelor proposes the following
Bess. The dignity seemed unnatural Brave little heart! she never thought of was then, and is now, a v ery great ob- ready, he sent Monsell down, saying that both first rate seamen, and Mr. Gilbert, force to remove tjie Captain. We saw to
His horse was loose in a pasture “•mime a” for "tlie 13th regular toast,’’ on the
and sat oddly on one so young. Votin'; deserting him, that the fiend might the jeet; and of course there is considerable he would keep the watch in the mean as became his position as first officer, was him wave his hand to us, and walk de town.
was open to the stable yard. Know 4th of July:—
she was—barely twelve—so she had not sooner have him. No wonder that the rivalry among the first ships loaded.— time. And when Moused returnod on a good navigator, almost as good, it was liberately to tlie weather quarter, Where that
the Fair—May their virtues exceed the
wine of life—that which makes childhood Moreover, part of our cargo was on ac deck, there he still remained, pacing lot considered, as the captain himself. But he crouched down, and levelling his ing him to be somewhat wary—espeeialh
gnitude of their skirts, while their faults are
yet peguii to miss her childhood.
„„„ to
„„ windward.
, "'hun he had a propensity to refresh him- tilt smaller thau their bonnets."*
I strolled into this domain of art out- frolicsome from very joy of existence— count of the owner of the ship, which and alt, and occasionally stopping to look a first mate iu Gilbert’s situation, with an glass, looked out
You see, although he was so cool intakS°ud grass, the doctor thought lie 3ST Tile Kennebec .diurnal says thattwenlysunny afternoon to illustrate for myself should drain into dregs before she had made Captain Harrison doubly anxious over the taffrail. The moon rose at four incapable commander, is decidedly iu a
make sure ot his purpose soonest fnur
brick stores will soon be finished in the
and friends the practical value ot this sud really tasted its flavor! No wonder that to make a rapid passage. I do not know bells or thereabouts, and soon afterward lalse position ; he has all the responsibility ing command when the ship struck, and should
by
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district.
1
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j
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safety
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m
en;
den usurper of ambrotypiug. In our re the mother’s grave in the background was
Iyet as soon as the first great excitement measure with some oats in it—catenating $55“ There has been some trouble with tho
mote village only vague, unbelieved ru the shrine to which hopes tended as soon a present in case the Dryad should be (lie .Turn the hands up, Monsell—in stun charge of the ship.
So far, however, all had gone on very I was over, his ideas went hack to their that his greed of oats avoiiIJ overpowei Snphomore and Freshmen classes in Bowdoiu
mors had heralded the advent of till as their crushed lives rekindled ! No won first ship into London, though that is like sails!’
his reason, and that he should thus he College. _The boys wouldn’t obey the orders of
Upon this up jumped Mr. Gilbert with well, and we hoped that we were goiu former channel.
wonder. -Saloons' were yet unestablish- der that she looked up at me with the sad ly enough; but I do know that he made
r<
>
make a smart passage, and he the first
a
bet
of
live
and
twenty
pounds
with
the
‘What is the old man up to now?’ II
He had no care now for his wrecked able speedily to catch his horse. lie ap he Faculty, but weut to Lewistou contrary to
cd in small towns. Therefore the travel eyes of mature experience!
old Dobbin, shook the oats at those orders.'
ing saloon performed a double office— And her father was brought to her, at captain of the Planet, for I heard the bet was on deck pretty sharply, and I could ship of the season, notwithstanding our ship, lor his good men in extreme dan proached
bim by the friendly invitation of “co-jack, 1ST Seven j-omig ladv Bachelors of Arts—
crystallizing rustic ignorance and incre midnight, dead ! There was blood on his made one day when old Sandilands was hear him forward, singing out for his unhappy delay. But our good fortune ger, or even for his own life, fast drawing co-jack,
co-jack.” The horse diew near; why not Maids of Arts or Artfull Maidens? asks
was coming to a close. When we were to a close. No—no; his thoughts wer
watch.
dulity into belief, from which resulted hands, but that she washed away witii taking tiffin on board our ship.
Providence Bulletin—have just graduated
Well, we' parted company oil' Java
Then it was, ‘In main-top-mast and somewhere about Addeg. north latitude, it fifteen hundred miles awuv, with a de- * evidently wished for the contents oi athethe
tears. Her tears could not otherwise free
plentiful harvests.
Maine Wesleyan Seminary.
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soul
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Instead of at once occupying the soli
Il,iy nearer to his master, he $57“ We learn from tlie Clarion that the
tary chair behind the wall of canvas to fulness of that word, so lightly spoken— not much rest for the officers and crew ot lower stun'sails;’ and then ‘Single reefs west, and the weather was thick, with a have given his liio to scscue, and for j \e
■)e caP,urei‘» *ie st0°d at a respect- Methodists of Skowtiegan are erecting a new
have “ my picture taken,” I stared intent dead ? The veil rent away from before either ship lrom that time forward—at in the top-sails, fore and aft;’ then ‘Hand- good deal ol rain. 1 know that this made whom he would look until his last hour,!J
| . 11 distance, stretching out his neck, eye- church on the Island iu that village.
by the braces!’ and as the helm was put Air. Gilbert very uneasy, for we were and look in vain!
ly at the framed row ol faces around me, eternal justice of a sudden. The inheri least, I know that there was none
.M
y
story
is
nearly
told.
“’S
the
measure
very wishfully, but c'ori- .$55* Tlie wheat harvest lias commenced in
getting
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upon
the
Western
Islands,
hoard
our
ship.
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skipper
carried
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]
hard
to
port,
the
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was
dragged
and saw a little girl in a corner profound tance of the soul, before faintly divined,
Ttie second mate managed to beach
t,ie whop that he had rather gi North Carolina, and promises a fair average.
ly occupied with her sewing, and my now fearfully real. Little Bess fell on tier every hand, day and night the same; aft, the fore tack boarded, the yards were md 1 had heard him talking to Mr. Mouwithout
tlie
oats
than to he harnessed loi $3y A11 old lady, hearing somebody shv the
sell
about
sighting
them
ami
‘taking
a
indeed,
he
would
he
on
deck
at
all
hours
braced sharp up, and the ship hauled to
his boat very cleverly, and well for us iu
her knees and prayed, unmindtul ot list
fancy sketched her picture instead.
fresh departure.’ But iu the thick weath the second cutter that he did so; for we a new and perhaps tedious journey.—He nails were very irregular, said: “ It was just so
She had perceived me till along, it seem ener's; of scorn; of sympathy; of falling of the night, not that he need have been the wind as close as she would lay.
therefore
withdrew
horseshi'p and 111 my young days—no tru.tiug any o f’em.”
ed, for, without looking up, she carefully tears as a tribute; oi all, save this black afraid of either of the mates taking in Then we knew what our captain had er and strong westerly gales, there was were not so lucky. When within three renewed the delightfulhistask
cropping $57* Hartford, Conn., is to have a free library,
folded her woik and laid it on a chair— est drop in her cup, which her lips must canvas before they were absolutely com been thinking about while he had been nothing tor it, he considered, but giving b ats length of the shore, a heavy roller the young and Lender grass. ofFailing
in a bequest of 6 100,OIX) having been made for that
pelled; for though they were perhaps not pacing the deck so silently during the last them a wide berth, and intended to keep took the cutter under the counter and
thimble, (the size ol a mountain straw swallow.
several
attempts
to
induce
the
animal
to purpose.
well
to
windward
of
Flores.
And
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I
so
much
concerned
personally
in
the
mat
two
or
three
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and
1
,
for
one,
didn't
turned
her
over,
sweeping
us
along
with
berry,) scissors and spool jingling in a Days passed. Mr. Williams’ face no
come
nearer
than
at
first,'
the
doetoi
j^'sume, he considered he had succeeded the capsized boat, bruised, and hali$55“ At the beginning of this year there were
little heap on top, and then she trotted more haunted the village tavern. An un ter of a smart passage as he was, yet they envy him in his reflections.
Wlmt lie could have done a few hour- nrdoing, for the night after 1 heard his drowned. So that if Mousoll’s crew and thought he would put his reason against 3TZ papers priuted iu Italy.
sightly heap ol gravel in the churchyard seemed to consider it for the credit of the
up to me.
ot his horse aud see which woiti .
‘Father is out, but I can take you, it on the hill—that was all remaining to this ship that she should beat the Planet, and before very easily he was going to do conversation with Monsell, they both' the people on shore li.nl not been on the that
new post office has been established at
prove most edeetuai. So he sat down the Fogg’s ACorner,
in Appleton, on tlie stage line
life of Seth Williams—waiting for the carried sail as hard as was safe, and oc now, when iL would not only be difficult, mine down below together to look at the look-out for us, aud ventured boldly into oats
you like.’
and walked a few paces away. The ■i'oiu Portland to Augusta, and Clms H. Fogg
the surf to our assistance we should in
‘Vou have already, my dear, and finish grass to creep greenly above it, and iilile casionally a good deal harder than was but would cause great loss of time into chart.
They had not much opportunity far evitably have been carried back by the horse now approached without hesitan -i ippomted postmaster. The designation of this
ed me to perfection.’ 1 was surprised at Bessy’s loving hands to keep it free from pleasant, A pretty general average they the bargain. Ay, and what was worse,
'ffice
is
Appleton.
made among my crockery, to be sure, it would probably be too late. For when taking observations, but I suppose Gilbert returning sea, and, in our injured and aud began to eat the oats. The doetoi
my own speech even more than she. 1 weeds.
I visited the -temple of art’ once and when we had some tolerably heavy weath we first sighted the vessel in distress was satisfied that we had weathered the helpness state, must probably have per calculated that the power of gratified ap $55“ The Ellsworth American states that a
had never been guilty of sentiment be
large whale was seen near the mouth of 1'iiiou
only once again. This was four days al er coming round the Cape. However, there was no more than a fresh breeze island, for after prieking oil' the ship on ished. But, thank God, we were rescu petite would overcome his calculations oi cicer
fore.
oil Saturday last, chasing a school of
safety, and that he might approach geuth
Her tiny face was a study as it reflect ter the funeral. Bess was not sewing we weathered it handsomely, for a stiiu'- and very little sea; now there was a con the chart, lie decided on altering her ed, though not without some casualties. as
he was eating and lav his hand upon 'orgies. Efforts were made to capture the
course
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sea
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wind
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Mr.
Gilbert
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monster, but were unsuccessful.
ed.
his
mane.
But
the
horse
thought
different
-1 dont reccollect.’ The coral lips ever an anxious expression, as if baffled sail don’t count for much when a ship is freshened so that, as we worked to wind weather braces, and shaking a reef out of located his shoulder, and two of 1113' ribs ly- He wanted the oats much, but he did $57* Beautiful was the reply of a venerable
This alteration in our were broken. Indeed, the whole Of us
worked slightly over the mental puzzle. at choosing a pathway through the cloudy bound to make a fast run. and in 27 deg. ward, it was like half a gale; and uiulei the topsails.
"I 'll IO the question whether lie was still in the
want to be caught more. How could land
"I guess ii was my father sir. 1 should future. She rose, and recognized me south we were going free at a great rate, the canvas we were carrying, our good course made almost a fair wind lor us, iiad suffered more or less, and our boat not
ol tlie living: "Xu. but I am almost there.”
we
had
been
hammering away for lay ou' the beach, keel uppermost and he contrive to accomplish both objects?
with
a
line
fresh
breeze
on
the
quarter,
ship
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it
handsomely
and
not be likely to forget.’ And the two simply: "You have come for your pict
$57“ At a “ spiritual circle” the other evening
the last two or three days close hauled useless lor the present. Tile first cutter, lints: As soon as the doctor approached, vinegary
and the skipper and mates were in high took the seas over her in great style.
azure depths lilted their gaze to mine ures’—turning away to get them.
lady asked. * Is die spirit of mv hus
Nevertheless, we did not make much aider short canvas in dirty weather, it' however, was iu pretty good order, and tne horse touk the vessel in his mouth, band present:”
-And you with them,’ 1 put in, hastily. glee, for they made certain we were beat
with a shade of doubt or distrust.
when an unswercatne. "He is,”
and walked off with it till the doctor she asked, “John
are you happy without me?”
I forgot my purpose in watching her. She started, the dear little thing,'"then I ''>£ tllu. Planet; though, not having seen way, or at least, that was our captain’s was good news to all on hoard. But we the mates consulted together on the pos stopped,
when
he
sutitdowu
ami
re-com
happy.” ‘‘Where are you, John?” “ Iu
‘Vou pride yourself on the possession of tared hopelessly into my face, (which that ship since leaving Java Head, it wa: opinion, for when we wore ship at. six were rather premature in our rejoicing, sibility of reaching the wreck, and bring menced the repast. Thus the doctor "Very
a—11.” The circle was immediately squared.
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whether
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to
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all
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scru
a good memory, it seems.’ I exclaimed,
was turning in (for he had not been in would or not. It'the3' had considered it pursued him, the horse taking up tin
for certain about the matter.
get the mainsail on her, Mr. Gilbert.’
tiny. I felt,) then burst into tears.
$STGoy. Hamilton tells the Texansthat the
with a smile.
However, there was no mistake about
‘Upon my word, sir, she has got as his berth during the last two nights, and at all feasible they could have raised half- measure whenever he advanced towards question is not whether the negro will work,
‘Bessy! Bessy!’ I cried, distressed,
‘No. Not pride. It "is natural for me
and making oil' till he had eaten al! but "will the white man work?” Tlie Governor
to remember well, that's all. Pride is don’t, I beg? Wait until 1 explain ! First the fair wind, and the Dryad walked along much as she can stagger under, and. 1 now that his mind was at ease he resolv a-dozen volunteers iu a minute; hut it him;
tlie oats, when he abandoned the empti thinks he won't do it if he can help it. And
sinful.’ She said this with an extra dash let me ask you what you intend to do? in great style, bowling off her ten and don't think she can bear it,’ replied the ed to have four hours’ sleep) the lookout was too clearly a sheer impossibily to vessel.
The poor doctor was outwitted. that’s what’s the matter.
the forecastle shouted ‘Breakers launch any boat through the surf which
You know that you cannot continue this eleven knots an hour, when one evening mate: the first time, I think, that 1 ever
of solemnity.
Nothing
remained but to return to 1 5 /' A down-east editor, in describing a coun
ahead.”
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were
getting
somewhere
to
about
2
d
heard
him
offer
a
remonstrance.
was then breaking 011 the beach. Wo the house,now
-Oh! is itW -Pious!' 1 thought to myself sort of business.’
call out the boys with their try dance, says: “ The georgeous strings of glass
Mr. Gilbert was on deck in an instant, hoped, however, against onr better judge
‘She must bear it, s ir!’ was the reply.
Shu wiped her eyes demurely. ‘I degrees south latitude,'one of our young
with a feeling of amusement.
glistened on the heaving bosoms of tlie
whips
and
drive
the cunning horse into heads
mil
gave
his
orders
promptly
and
coolly.
ment, that the ‘Dyrad’ would hold to the yard that he might
village belles like polished rubies resting on the
Her manner was a sufficient rebuke. know. 1 have thought, and thought, and | sters, who was up in the main-top, slow- ‘Send the people aft to the mainsheet,
be taken. After a delicate
surface of warm apple dumplings.”
She merely approached the chair nearer thought; and my head aches? and 1 1ing away a stun’-sail, sung o u t,‘Sail ho!’ and let some good hands lend the bunt- ‘Down with the helm, raise tacks and gethcr until the weather moderated.
display
of
much
generalship
iu
evading
beets.’ But it was too late; the only
Iu the meanwhile we were all kindly his pursuers, he was finally driven into Tlie Bangor IVhiy says that Hon. Hannibal
to the mysterious instrument covered mess Joel Lane wants to buy out the es- . ‘Where away?’ called out Captain Har- lines.’
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tablishmcnt.
Ho
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I'ispn
and
our
chief
mate
both
together,
treated and cared for, and on account ot
Ilamim, who has been in that eitv two or three
with a pall and, mounting on a stool be
broadside ou to the reef, instead of our misfortune was to he conveyed to the the enclosure and captured. Was it weeks, confined by un attack of rheumatism, is
side it, bade me be seated, in a comical everything in it today. I shall sell if he i Non see they fancied that it might he the and the tack down, I hoped he was satis
Planet, and they were all alive.
fied. The ship certainly went faster bows. A choice ot two evils with a British consul at Fayal as soon as the Instinct in this horse that taught him now able to ride out, and will probably soon re
wants it.
flutter of authority.
cover
sufficiently to return to his official duties
how
to
reason
in
this
manner?
We
should
•Right abeam ol'us to leeward, sir!’ through the water, and held abetter wind vengeance. As she struck the foremast j weather would permit. I may as well
‘But you are too young. Vou do not And then. Bessy?’
in Boston.
but siie careened over so that our lee went over the side at once, dragging with 1meimon here that by that gentleman w call a similar calculation in man. an evi
‘1 can work. I know how to do all answered the lad.
take pictures!’ I remonstrated.
dence
of
his
being
blest
with
reason.
‘What do you make her out to be?' chains were under water, and she trem it the main topmast, and there IU3' the I were furnished with needful supplies,
$57*011 Friday-night last the store of Mr.
•Not I. The sun does that.’ And the kinds of sewing—see! producing several
again sung out the captain. ‘Here, Mr. bled all over as the sea struck and delug bonny Dryad almost 011 her beam ends, and eventually sent home to England by The iox is a most cunning animal, as Lorenzo E. Sabine, in Brewer, Me., was entered
tiny thing actually turned her head aside iraples.
by burglars and about $50 wortli of goods stolen.
all hunters can testify.
Really, thought i, somewhat abashed, Monsell,’ he continued, addressing the ed her deck, lore and aft. Thus we kept smashing and tearing herself to pieces on a large steamer that called at l-Vyal.
to repress a smile.
The safe was blown open, hut the rogues obtain
When tlie next morning dawned, how The rat is more sagacious than many ed nothing there for their pams.
Quite abashed by such a woihenly dis not so very helpless at calculation—this second mate, ‘take your glass into the carrying on all night, wearing ship about a reef of the shore of the island which
top. and see what she is like.’
every two hours or so, and mostly with poor Gilbert had flattered himself he had ever, our hopes as to tile weather and suppose. Dr. Darwin relates a fact that,
play ol wit and seh-possession. I quiet child of twelve years.
$5T The largest salary paid to any one man in
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place
withiu
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own
personal
weathered so cleverly. The ship continu tlie wreck were doomed to disappoint
Up ran Monsell, and in less than a min all hands on deck.
‘Bessy, yon are wise, and I am simple.
ly sat before her, listening to her direc
New England, is said to lx- received by tlie agent
knowledge. There was a tub in his cellar ot
tions. Her little foot she plunged into lie tnv wisdom! My mother needs a ! 'de hailed the deck w ith,‘She is a large The night was tolerably bright, except ed heating very heavily and the sea broke ment. The ‘Dryad’ was gone! And what that
the Sali-h :ry Woolen Mills, Xevvburvport,
had
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in
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bottom
of
it.
They
who has fifteen thou-and dollars a year.* The
the camera. -Your head a little to the laughter like you, and I a sister. She lismasted ship, sir, water-logged, I think, when the heavy clouds drove across the clean over her waist; but though there had been only- thirty-six hours before a
quite rapidly; the doctor lowest salary was probubiv received by that
left, please. Your hands careless, please has sent me to ask you to come to her. but you may be able to see her from the face of the moon; hut no ship did we was not much shelter anywhere, the smart, well-built ship waa now nothing disappeared
knew
rats
tvere
fond
of
them,
but
was
not
.Methodist
clergyman who asserted at the Boston
deck, right over our lee quarter.’
see. Atseven hells in the morning watch, quarter-deck was comparatively secure, hut a mass of smashed and twisted tim
liaise your right shoulder a trifle.’ Then Will you?’
last week that his remuneration for
You see, at the rate were going, we the wind had risen so much that Captain and there we all, officers and men, betook ber, driven about like straw by the break able to imagine how they could contrive convention
She scanned my face intently first.
she pattcVcil softly behind my head to
tlie
first
year’s
consisted ofa new hut
raise them out of the tub without break aud a bushel of preaching
screw it in the vice: and what with tones, Then she mused along time before reply were dropping her last. At this intelli Harrison very unwillingly gave orders to ourselves. As she lay with her deck to ers, and hove upon the beach. And there to
apples, while at present he was
ing
the
shell.
One
du
3
‘
he
resolved
to
ward
the
shore,
she
made
a
lee
for
us
on
fortunate, his salary amounting to about
words, and smiles, 1 felt thouroughly en ing, evidently sifting the pros cons of gence Captain Harrison looked very much hand top-gallant-sails, double reef the
we found him! He had lashed himself watch aud see if he could detect the opera more
meshed, and willing to remain hound so such an arrangement. Perhaps she final disturbed and annoyed, and walked the topsails, and haul up the mainsail. Un that side, and that, so far, was a fortunate to the quarter-deck bulwarks where we tion. in due time a large rat approached twenty-five dollars a year.
ly felt that Providence was in the matter, deck for a minute or two without speak der this shortened canvas we still kept circumstance.
forever.
bail last seen him, and apparently in that
tub and descended into it. He clasp T he Atlantic .Monthly .—The contents'of
The fairy was merciless, and soon for she put one tiny hand in mine and an ing. Then he called down the compan beating to windward, and I knew, by the
To our surprise, the Captain seemed to position awaited his doom, for he had thean
egg in his fore-arms and elevated tho July number, just issued, are thus describ
broke the trance. ‘There, sir if you swered humbly: ,Yes, I will he a good ion hatch for me to bring his glass, which constant, anxious look-out kept by the have completely recovered his senses; he evidently made no effort to save himself, ed
himself
by the wall of the tub on his ed :t1
did
pretty
quickly,
l'or
to
tell
the
truth,
mates,
that
they
calculated
we
were
some
will step to this window, 1 will let you daughter and sister.’
was perlecth- cool and collected. He either by the hencoops or lose spars posteriors;
without the useot his fore “The Case of George Dedlaw,” is a sketch
How many years back that seems to me 1 was standing wit'll it in my hand at the where near the spot where the distressed blamed himself and no one else for the Avhieh came ashore, and most probably legs he couldbutnot
see; it will finish up beautifully.' I
of whimsical, psychological speculation, in
make an assent over the lull
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the
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what
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ship
was
last
seen
;
but
no,
the
day
dawn
could have kissed her for the unintended now! Little Bess kept her strangely
which the author’s humor deals with the phe
loss of his ship, and consulted with the must have been floating alongside. We rim. Finally he withdrew;
but in a few nomena
ot the debatable ground between nature
plighted word in the travelling ‘saloon’ going on. Now I heard what Monscll ed, the sun rose, but the clear expanse all mates as to whether the cutters could dug his grave and laid him down with minutes appeared again in eoinpati
compliment.
with aaLd
n the sudernuturul, and presents, perhaps,
Her practical duty disposed of, and her that day. That was a sister’s clasp she had said when he hailed from Lite main around was unbroken. The ship was j swim in the sea that was running, and all decency and respect; ay, with sorrow mate even larger than himself. 3rThe
lliu most remarkable instance of spiritual mani3‘ xhe
triumph sure, she smiled most graciously. gave me, in which 1 led her home—her top ; so when 1 came on deck, I looked <Jone! IVithout orders, Mr. Moused took whether the3‘ would he sufficient to hold ing hearts too, for to us he had always aboth
approached the tub; one stood out *station on record. Mr. Lougfellow contributes
‘You were afraid to trust me, sir; but first home since her mother’s breast—hut over the quarter. There, sure enough, I lii telescope up into the main-top-inast | au the people. It was extremely doubt- behaved asagood and just man, and it
sonnet on “Translating Dante,” and
aud tlie other descended amongst 4 second
e “ Passages from Hawthorne’s Note-Book”
my father says I can take tiiem better our hands long since joined in another, picked her out at once with my naked cross-trees and there he stU3’ed for a quart ful whether thC3r would do either one in the lamentable instance I have related side,
the
eggs.
Having one in his fore-arms. hre continued, as is Charles Iieade’s storv of
please God, never to he served on either eye, not very plain, to he sure, hut plain er of an hour or more. VVhen he came thing or the other, but he ordered them he had greatly erred, so also most bitter
than he.
I10 elevated his posterior parts till* his "Griffith Grant.” The paper on “ Indian jfeiH‘I can swear to that,’ said I. At which side ofthe river, as my Bessy has taught me enough to see that she was a large ship, down. Captain Harrison asked him no to be seen clear, all ready for lowering, ly he had repented
hind legs reached the top of the tub and cine” lias n peculiar interest, as coming from one
questions. There was no need ; the grave and then said: ‘My lads, the ship will no
her countenance instantly grew grave. to trust—nay, know that to the truly unit very deep, and rolling heavily.
whose life among the Indians has fitted him to
his taiUhung over the rim.—The rat in -peak
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waiting outside the tub, seized the other's stitionswith
All that forenoon we kept stretching to we can manage to hold ou till then, avc
and p-yell..logical powers; it is a most
face wearing mature panoply of reserve, aged mother missee the sunshine when mizzen-top-galiant sail set on a jury-mast
by his mouth and by main strength valuable comrihutioii to tlie history of demondistrust, and caution. It implied ac she leaves the house for ati instant. And rigged forward. As I could make out all windward, though every soul on board, shall have a better chance of getting The other day we were riding in a tail
ology.
^
Goldwin
Smith’s “ Englishman in Xorcar. At one of the stations an drew his fellow with his body out ot tinquaintanceship with 1he world so vividly. yet she is not ‘gay,’ my Bessy, hut sol this, yon may imagine I was much aston not excepting the captain, must have ashore; h3' that time, too, the weather crowded
tuaiuly ’ presents novel phases of a much beold gentleman entered, and was looking tub, and thus the egg was secured at last, .'ravelled,
Had she then no infancy? Some souls| emn, tender as when she won my first ished by hearing the captain say to the known that it was too late; but about may have moderated. It would be more about
much
bc-writteu
region, and offers
. him for a seat, when a lad ten or as the result ot a wise plan and successful some clear and ju -1 views of French Imperialare born into this world with the zeal of glance, with an atmosphere of patient first mate: ‘I can’t see her, Mr. Gilbert; middiry Captain Harrison said to tile first dangerous to attempt to land now than it
Dr. D., is a most reputable i-m, Bayard Taylor’s sketch of Ruckert, the
mate (and his voice seemed hoarse and is to stay by the ship.’ He then ordered
>’uars of age rose up and said, calculation.
guardianship about her as of an angel I think it must be Monsell’s limey!’
age on them. Little Bess was one.
it, sir. The offer was ac author, and he affirms this fact within great German orientalist and poet, is timely and
When he said this, 1 looked round, and strange): ‘You can put the helm up, Mr. | rne to go down with the mates into the | “ i;! ,
‘You can tell to-morrow: they will be watching chastened spirits.
Major Henry S. Burrage, in the
And in our twilight wanderings, some was surprised to see that he had his glass Gilbert, square the yards, shake out the'cabin, to try to lay our hands upon the cepted, and the infirm old man sat down. lis own -observation. Now was this attractive.
ready.’ She resumed her sewing.
"Siege of Knoxville.” recounts the history of
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No wonder he didn’t see her, tor the Dry he came down below, and went without small swivels, which we had on the taff•ide’s leail.T-hip and gallantry in the affair.—
that he leaves you to do his work?’ I Bess confesses that in my love her heart ad
had not been idle all this time, and we speaking, into the after-cabin. At first I rail. Moreover, he directed me to bring sir, and I am a boy,” was the quick re nan contrives to raise water from a well •The Great Doctor” is tlie first part of one those
has found peace.
meant only kindness by my query.
were leaving the wreck well astern; the did not venture to disturb him, but after up some wine or spirits, to serve out to ply. The passengers were very much jya bucket and windlass, we say it is hi.- -lories of Western life which Alice U'arv writes
Bess’ face flushed. ‘You musn’t say
breeze, too, was freshening into a smart waiting about a quarter of an hour I fan- the crew. This I managed to effect with pleased and gratified. For ray part 1 reason thatteaehes him how to accomplish .0 well. Scientific readers will bo charmed with
Ideas About Women.
-my dear’ to me. I’m Bess Williams,’ she
capful ol' wind. Upon hearing the skip cied that I heard him groan; so, by way some difficulty; and very useful the wanted to seize hold of the little fellow ■lie object. Was there not as much ol.
saiil with dignity. Her voice faltered
per’s remark, our first mate said :
ol an excuse for intruding upon him, I allowance was to the wet and shiverin''' and press him to my bosom. It was : md a similar calculation on the purl oi'
A French book, recently published at
then.
‘Bring me up my night-glass, will you, got him wine, and taking it into the cab- men. Ure learned afterward that our respect for ago which is always praise Jr. Darwin’s rats, that enabled them to
in the number
Brussels,
contains
among
other
interest
ire:— Released, a poem, bv Mrs. Wlii'nev; "To
Iraw the egg out ot ihe tub?
Sted man?’
‘O, sir I wish father would stay in and
iu. asked him to take some, sa\ ing that I blue-lights and guns certainly gave notice worthy.
I. B. ” a poem, by J . It. Lowell; "A Bundle of
T raxi.
‘And get supper ready, Stedman,’ add knew he must feel in want of some re- to the people on the island ofourwherework. I wish he would stay away from ing matters, a collection oi aphorisms
dimes,” by V. J . Sprague; "A unt Judv,” a
Portland {Maine) Press.
2»Y*u l l - F in d in g .
the bar-rooms. I wish he would find a about women, taken from the writings ed the Captain, in a way that sounded freshment. He was sitting with his el- about3, but produced no other eftect, nor
of various authors. We copy a lew of like, ‘What are you doing on deck, when bows resting upon the table, aud his lace indeed, did we look for much assistance
steady home.’ There was a world ol' pa •them:
A Mormon says faull-frndingis so easy,
yon arc not wanted ?’
thos in the childish tones. I understood
hidden between his hands.
from shore.
so much like sliding down hill, while do A C ure for C ancer .—A writer in th.
Chamfort.—In the choice of a lover
Of course I took the hint, but what with
the secret of her loneliness and ettieienWhen I spoke to him he looked up and a deary night we passed, nor when day ing better is so much like drawing it] Fhilutlelpliia Journal claims to have ; n Published by Tiekuor & Fields, Boston, at $4
cy, and I4pit tied her. A mere babe! no women consider more how he appears in going between the cabin and the galley, stared
at me as if lie did not rightly un- broke was the proepect much more in- the sled, that it is not very marvellous1 year.
eyes of other women than in her own. ar.d listening at the foot of the compan
one to care for her character save her the
derstavd >vhat I said, and then dropped spiring; but that our commander’s ad- there are so maii3' who delight in point mt'alible cure for cancer: the recipe is:
self—no one to stay beside her pilgrim Love is more pleasing than matrimony, ion, I heard and saw all that passed. Mr. his head between his hands again so I vice was good iu ur'dii"' the men not to ing the wa\\ while there are compara
The juice of the sheep sorrel pressed
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as
romance
is
more
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than
Gilbert took the glass, and, walking right lid the wine in the swinging tray am) take to the boats during the night was j tively so few who travel the better path. mi! exposed oil a pewter pi ite in tile sun
feet, and so uneoneiously keep them from
H a r pe r ' s M a ga zine .—T he illustrated nricles iu t!i.- Ju ly m nnb-r of this sterling monfhharm. Little Bess was able to say to an history.
tjle eal>in. Upon my life, I pitie evident, as we could now perceive, what
until somewhat jellied. Apply* it 011 th Vare—"Person d Recollections of the W it.” a
Bonqueart.—If we speak ill of the sex alt, looked over the taffrail a little to lee-,
utter stranger—ah ! what a womanly fear generally,
ward.
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rv interesting narrative by tli.it well known
we
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in
the
will rise against us; hut
S t r o k e . —An eminent physician
for one so young—‘You must not call if we do they
|I see her quite distinctly, sir a heavy retJtitv it—he may commit a fault and dark, th it there was a short stretch of ofS un
"Port ■i ‘my..ii." and "Soon O:the same of any individual ship
New York affirms that “ no native plication to lie continued uuiil tile (-.me. •'rust-author.
me so. I’m Bess Williams.’
.- If civ-.” "Arm-id, 1 ” is .-■.nroi't->i. md
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and
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which
women they will agree with ns.
sand and shiug|3‘ beach where we might American is ever attackedwith sun
numb'.-.' is crowed with e.velfent reading,
I longed to say something to cheer Charles Lcmsle.—Most of their faults 13-; rolling very deep, sprung a bad leak. Was a terrible one. He had left undone have some chance ol' running tile boats stroke.” He says that those who are most will lie iu the course 01' throe or unit days. •lie
neliuiliic
several
good stories and a well tilled
her. "Ho you like this business, BcsseyH’ women owe to 11s, whilst we are indept- I should say, sir;
, shouldn twonder. il one
. what he ought to have done; and in beat- ashore and even of saving our lives if subject to the attack are recently arrived 1 lie iujredieiils 01 wiii.-li the peivt-er* U ■Easy Chair.” For Sale at Spear's.
Instead of answering directly she lift
to them lor most of our better qmtli^ M ^ d V ln u t’ ^ " ^ 0VU,'b0a,'ti’ ing Ids ship to wind ward under a danger- they chanced to he rolled over in the Irish and German emigrants, Some years composed, combining with the acid plant,
1
Ihad stai ted a mitt.
ous press of sail, we all had witnessed heavy sui t, which we could not help eon atfo, one hundred Germans died on one arc believed to be important in the com
ed her eyes in meditation, and slowlyA rthur ’s Home . Magazine for July has »
. , , c,
,
.
! All this
without rc- his desperate endeavors to set right what sidel ing was more likely than not. Be Sun day from sun-stroke.—He traces the pound. Tile leaves of the sheep son
bit oli'the thread she was sewing. ‘Besprettv sleet engraving, entitled. “ Ask for It."
Dan’i Sterne.—^Host women are endow- movj„(r t|iUMr. Gilbert said
eye.
lass
from
his
rye.
i)u bad left wrong—but who can describe that as might happen tlie trial was to be j cause to excessive "eating of flesh, and are what botanist call sagittate, and whiei md tile u-ual supply of fashion engravings for
sey !’ My mother used to call me ‘Bessey.’ ed with such naturally endearing charms
She’s abandoned, I suppose, Mr. Gil- the depth of his sorrow, and tile bitter- made, and Captain Harrison proceeded dailv imhibitiotv of intoxicating drinks, j l'esembjcs iu shape the head ot an arrow 1he ladies, a choice piece of music,etc. "Petrie
But no one'else ever did before. No, I that even their very presence is generally
Miss Townsend’s story, is continued;
; bel t,’ said the captain, in a 9j*je which he ness oi' his self-reproach, when ho found Lo tell off the crew o fth e first cutter, | He says too much blood, o fa highly-in- The writer also states that he cured his leiiin.”
do not like it. It is not, and tain never beneficial.
md there are several other good stories in tile
be a home.
Madame De Stael.—Love in a women . tried to . make unconcerned, hud without that those efforts were made in vain? Too which lie placed under the charge of Mr. flamed character is the result. A surgeon | corns by an application of the leaves ot number, with much other excellent reading. It
What a cry for a child !
life is a history; in a'm an’s an episode, looking 111 the direction ot the wreck.
late! Ah, it is a hitter word to say.
Monsell. With him she would carry attributes a great part of sun stroke to sheep sorrel to them, which in a lev. may not be amiss to mention that a new volume
with the present number.
‘Well, no sir, I should sa3r not,’ replied
Homeward sailed the ‘Dryad,’ with twelve in all. This divied the crew aud j a lowering of the resisting force of th e: hours softened them so much that they begins
‘Where is your mother, little Bessy'?’ Diderot.—There exists among women
Published by T. S. Arthur.fc Co., Philadelphia,
‘She is dead !’•—very solemnly, as if an a secret tie, like thatamong priests of the the mate decidedly, as he turned round tolerable weather and fair winds, and officers equally between the two boats, j body by tile daily drinking of ice-water, could be peeled off and a cure affected.
at $2,50 a year. The Bookstores have it.
----------------------angel were present, as indeed many may- same faith. They hate each other, yet and looked at his superior with some sur- everything on board went on pretty with the exception of the captain, and | An old Philadelphia doctor considered I
| prise. ‘I should say that there were some smoothly as before; but the mates begaii made one over the compliment for the the frequent drinking of ice water as a The Machias Republican says:—“ We
have been. ,It is many years now since, thty protect each other’s interests.
Stuill.—No woman, even the most In- hands onboard ol her, if notall the crew; to perceive something peculiar in the second cutter.
* fruitful source of stomach inflamation,. learn that the Steamer City of Richmond t Four casesof sunstroke occurred Tuesshe stopped calling me by name, yet I
day in New York.
always feel holier when I speak of her.’ tellectual believes herself decidedly home-! they have rigged their jury-mast with that Captain’s conduct. He was usually a This having been arranged we lowered I consumption, and intestinal affections. 1is literally crowded with freight.”

■octni.

MisecUiunr.

fear that Southern lands will be cut up
back part of the city, at the time the
into “ Northern farms” and cultivated by Terrible Fire in Portland! train left.
the labor of “enfranchised negroes,” that
L atest.—The latest we are able to
seems most to impel the Whig to adjure
F riday, J u ly 6, 1866,
learn from Portland, by' telegraph via
H a lf the City in A sh e s!
its friends, to keep their lands, and their
Bangor, is, that at eleven o’clock the fire
pride, and their poverty, and to nurse
H a te s c f A d v e rtis in g .
was still raging, but was beginning to be
One square, three insertions,
$1 00 their peculiar “ Southern,” principles.
One square, one week,
. 75 The benefit to be gained by doing this
The Fire Still Raging. got under control.
Less than one square, one week,
5*»
One column one year,
100 00 would seem to be, that Southern gentle
A krest of a Shipmaster on Charge
Halt column, one year,
%
55 00
One third column, one year,
■*.35 00 men can “ use the negro labor” themselves,
Of B urning iiis V essel .—AA’e learn from
One quarter column, one year,
30. 00
One column, six months,
55 00 if Northern men are not allowed to “ de Account of the Con]lagcation by M r. the Boston papers that Capt. AVilliam
Hall column, six months,
35 00
H . F. M urch of the F asten s
One-tliird column, six months,
20 00 prive them of it.” That is, if “calculating
Grant, late master of the ship “Young
New England schemers” do not come in
E xpress.
Aleehanic” ot this port, was arrested in
/Special IVotices.
One square, three weeks or less,
$2 00 to the South and buy lands, and hire ne
Boston, on Tuesday morning on board
. Each additional week,
50 groes to work at fair prices, and teach
No advertisement received for less than 50 cents.
the Portland boat, on a charge of setting
Editorial notices 10 cents per line, but no notice less them to be men, why, then, perchance
The most terrible and destructive con lire to his vessel. The “ Youn<JftIechanic”
than 50 cents.
Obituaries will be charged at Gcents per line for every high-minded Southerners can command flagration which ever occurred in this
was owned by Air. AA'm. AIcLoon, of this
line in excess of three.
the services of this black population, and State, broke out in Portland, at about city, and was fitted out to take ice of the
S . M. PETTINGILL & C O ., N o. 37 PARK Row, N e w
oppress
them
almost
as
much,
and
pay
four o’clock yesterday afternoon, and was Tudor Ice Company', from Boston to
York , and No. 6 S t a t e S t r e e t , B o s t o n , are our
Agents tor the Rockland Gazette, in those cities, and them almost as little, as when they were
still raging this forenoon, having des Hong Kong. She sailed from Boston on
are authorized to take Advertisements and Subscrip
tions for us at our Lowest rates.
slaves! Is not this about what the Rich troyed about half the city, before the boat the 5th of March last, and on the 5th of
mond
Whig
means
?
S. R. NILES, (successor to V. B. Palmer,) Newspa
left there this morning. The telegraph April was totally destroyed by fire off the
p e r Advertising Agent, No. 1 S c o l l a y ’s B u il d i n g ,
But the Whig is vainly fighting in a offices have been burnt, and direct tele coast of South America. There was an
C o u r t S t r e e t , B o s t o n , is authorized to receive
advertisements and subscriptions for this paper, at bad cause, against manifest destiny. The graphic communication destroyed, but
th e rates required by us.
insurance of $92,000 on the ship and
South need not think to live as it has from the officers and passengers on the freight, and $22,000 on cargo belonging
done.
It
must
look
facts
in
the
face
and
steamer
Regulator,
which
left
Portland
at
The Richm ond Whig Against
to the Tudor Co., The underwriters
accommodate itself to them. Southern four o’clock this morning, and arrived suspecting foul play in the matter, set
“M anifest D estin y .”
planters
can
not
go
on
in
the
old
fashion.
here
at
half-past
ten,
we
learn
some
par
With the close of the war* against the
on foot an investigation, as a result of
Union, opened an era of glorious possi Enterprise, born of free labor, must come ticulars of this most disastrous fire. The which a statement has been obtained
into
the
South,
aud
the
Whig's
policy
fire
broke
out
at
about
a
quarter
past
bilities for the South. Accepting the re
from some of the crew that the ship was
sults of that great conflict in a true spir cannot stop it. Indeed, it would seem four P. M., in a boat-shop on Commercial fired by Capt. Grant’s order. Capt. Grant
street,
not
far
from
the
Portland
Sugarfrom
its
own
words,
that
it
is
too
late
to
it, it would have opened the door to a
was arraigned before U. S. Commissioner
more happy, enduring and honorable iuaugaratc the narrow, foolish, suicidal House, and the flames spread rapidly up Hallctt and entered a plea of not guilty
into
the
city,
to
the
northward
and
east
policy
of
refusing
to
sell
land,
and
keep
prosperity than it could ever have reach
to the charge, giving bonds to the amount
ed under the false and unjust system i* ing out Northern men and Northern en ward. The Sugar-house, with its im of $50,000 for his appearance before the
terprise;
for
in
speaking
on
the
same
mense
stock,
was
soon
in
flames,
and
the
strove so hard and so wickedly to perpet
same court next Tuesday, when a full
uate. With a frank acknowledgment of subject we find the Whig, saying: “Ala fire spread with resistless force through investigation will be had.
bama
within
one
year
of
peace,
begins
the
heart
of
the
city.
Fore
street
is
near
having been in the wrong, an honest and
T h e F ourth of J uly.—N o demonstra
sincere -loyalty to the whole country, a with five thousand Northern cotton plant ly destroyed, Exchange street is burned
tion whatever in the way of celebrating
renunciation of those peculiar “ Southern” ers. It is frightful to think where she will down on both sides through ils entire
principles which have been so sternly end. There is not a single Southern State length, Middle and Congress streets are the “Fourth” was made in this city, and
condemned at the cannon’s mouth, by in which this process, this fatal process of burned from a short distance below the the day passed off in a very dull and qui
et manner. There was not even the usual
a nation which could not submit to their New England colonization is not going United States Hotel, and it was expected
domination, and a disposition to do most on. We muststop it, and, from this hour, the “United States” would be destroyed. display of bunting, from the shipping and'
in the streets, although a few flags were
for itself and for the country, under the we must resolve to stop it, before it en The Sugar-House, the Post Office, Fox
system of universal freedom and equal wraps and crushes us in its anaconda Block, Wood’s Hotel and the new City flying. Three or four sailing parties
went out from the harbor, and at home
rights to all classes of men, the South folds. We do not mean that it must be Hall are all destroyed.
AVhcn the boat left, passengers state the ladies of the First Baptist Society held
might have entered at once upon a new stopped by a resort to violence or any
an attractive strawberry festival in Atlan
career of true progreA in which it might unwarrantable means, but by refusing, that buildings were on fire for a mile in
tic Hall, during the day and evening. The
soon far outstrip all that it ever accom as we have the right to do, to sell our extent: most of the buildings on Mnnjoy |
latter entertainment, however, though
plished in the past. The neglected rivers lands or any part of them, or lease or were said to be on fire, and it was thought
tenant them out to radical enemies of the the flames would reach the Grand Trunk moderately' patronized, was not so fully
of Virginia would soon be lined with
South.”
R. R. Depot. The extent of the calamity attended, and did not result so profitably,
thriving towns and villages, her line wa
AVe think that the process of die regen cannot be stated, until it is known wheth as might have been expected. There was
ter-power would soon be set to the task
eration of the South will go on, and have er the devouring element lias been stay, an excellent temperance celebration, by
of driving the wheels of a hundred fac
little fear that the Whig will be able ed, and how much of the lately beautiful the Good Templars and Sons of Temper
tories, and her rich soil would soon teem to “ stop it.” AVhy this process should
and prosperous city of Portland has es ance, at Searsinont, where the Rockland
with abundant crops. The fertile fields
Band was engaged, and another of simi
“ enwrap” and “crush” the South, we can caped its terrible desolation.
of the more Southern States would large
not see, unless that which is to be “crush The following account of the lire, writ lar character, and equally' successful, at
ly increase their productiveness, under
ed,” is nothing more worthy of preserva ten to Mr. Noyes, of the firm of A. N. AVest Camden. A Rockland rumseller
the impetus of free labor, and the whole
tion tlAn the spirit of treason and oppres Noyes &. Son, Exchange street, Portland, came to grief at the former place. AVe
South would be regenerated and reinvig
sion. And this is just what the Northern by Air. L. 11. Murch, the messenger of the j saw comparatively little drunkenness in
orated by the substitution of freedom for
“colonization” of the South will tend to Eastern Express on the Regulator, has the city during the day, but still enough
slavery throughout its borders. Such
do. Why the Whig should call Northern been furnished us by Air. T. E. Simonton, ’to show the authorities that they still
would have been the speedy result, had
men “radical enemies” of the South, we of this city, for publication. Air. Noyes j have some work to do to complete the
the South been early wise, in accepting
the results of the war: but it was not cannot explain on any other hypothesis. had left the city, and Air. Simonton, who j reform they have undertaken.
wise, and it has not yet learned wisdom, They are enemies of oppression, of se received the letter in his stead, kindly T V The English steamers sailing from
and so its regeneration must come slow cession, of rebellion, of slavery, but not placed it at our disposal as soon as he ob this port which have, of course, ready ac
ly, and through pain and late repentance. enemies of any true interest of the South. tained it.
cess fo the British markets have found
Steameu R egulatok, July 5, 1SGG.
It is a mark of a noble and generous If any Southern man fears the coming of
the steam Refined Soap of Alessrs. Loathe
Alit.
N
oyes :—A'ou have probably heard
Northern
men,
bringing
enterprise
and
nature, that when fairly beaten and shown
before this of the terrible lire in Portland, & Gore, so superior, that they even for
loyalty
and
capital,
itpnust
be
simply
be
to be in the wrong in any matter, it frank
but as Horace wanted me to drop you a ward orders from Atontreal, when hot
ly accepts the lesson and nobly improves cause that Southern man is a rebel, and line about it, I will do so. Your store is touching here, for supplies of soap. A
for
no
other
reason.
To
all
others
but
burnt
to the ground. AATien I left it at 10 testimonial of which Alessrs. Leathc &
it. Such is not the case with the South.
the lire had not reached it, but got
Its attempt to destroy the Union is sig rebels, Northern enterprise brings just o’clock
there,
I think, about half-past eleven. I Gore have reason to be proud.—Press.
nally defeated. Its system of human the assistance that is needed. Let the was tip town again at half-past twelve,
V3P D r . B u rnell' s Syruf, adverti.^d
slavery, and of aggrandizing one class tide of Northern emigration to the South, and both sides of Exchange St. were all
of the community at the expense of the roll on, then, though such papers as the burning, the lire having got down to in another column, is an article that can
Carr’s
confectionery
store
on
that
side.
oppression of another, has long received Richmond Whig howl as loudly as they Horace had only one team to help him not be too highly recommended, tor it
the condemnation of the most enlighten may. No Southern man who wishes to move, and but two men. He had c-ngag- really is all that it claims to be, and no
ed nations of the world, and has been make the most profit to himself and gain ed a good store-house on Long AA’hart, family should be without it. All who
eliminated from our own nation at such the most prosperity and honor for his where the fire probably did not reach.— test it say there is nothing equal to it.
When I left, all he laid got out was one
cost, and with such determination, as to State, need fear that he will be either truck-load of tin. He said he should get
T V The Kennebec Journal says of the
leave no possibility, that the people of the “driven out" or “starved out” by selling all the tiu and sheet iron out first. He various speeches made at the State Con
United States will ever look upon its hid a portion of his lands and associating probably did not get out but a small por vention at Bangor, none told more effec
of the stoves, as he had but little
eous shape again, with the least degree himself with Northern enterprise and tion
help. Your house is of course all safe, tively or was better received than the re
of allowance. But the South, generally, Northern capital. The South has long as the fire did not go in that direction. marks of T. R. Simonton, Esq., of Cam"
neither accepts the defeat of rebellion nor lived under a system at variance with hu So much in regard to your own affairs. I den. Iiis words were caustic, to the
the destruction of slavery. The same man rights and republican principles. Its will now give some particulars in regard point, and so genial in manner, as to en
to the fire; and after you have read this
spirit of hostility to the Union and to its people must now learn the ways of free yourself, please let the Rockland people list general commendation.
impartial free institutions which instigat men. If they will but go on with the see it, as they will, no doubt, be anxious
ed secession and sustained armed rebel great car of national progress, it will car to hear about the.lire. I will endeavor to P e r s o n a l .— Dr. George C; Estabrook,
lion, still remains—overpowered, but not ry them onward to honor and prosperity, be as near correct as possible in my state late Adjutant Surgeon in the United States
ments, considering the great excitement
eradicated. The same spirit of exclu but if they vainly throw themselves prevailing all over the city. The fire volunteer army, has recently located him
siveness, of the superiority of a class, of against its resistless wheels, in the effort caught in Deguio’s boat-shop on Com self at Tenant’s Harbor, St. George, for
oppression of the weak and ignorant, to impede its progress, it will grind them mercial St., at about quarter-past four, the practice of his profession. Dr. Esta
just as we were going into the harbor. brook is a son of that eminent and liigly
which maintained the system of human to powder.
No one had been in the shop for the day,
slavery and unpaid labor, still remains
R eligious .—As the fruits of the recent and it is supposed it may have caught esteemed physician, Dr. J. II. Estabrook,
with those who sought to establish this revival at Camden Village about seventy- from India crackers, or something of that of Camden, and surrendered a lucrative
system upon the ruins of a free republic. live persons have been added to the re sort. It rapidly spread to other wooden business in Savannah, Ga., to give his
We hope there are many in the South spective churches i there; thirty-five of buildings, and in less than an hour services to his country', and was appoint
Brown’s sugar-house buildings were all
who have accepted the legitimate results whom were added to the Baptist Church, on fire. 1 dont think much was saved ed Assistant Surgeon of the 119th U. .$•
of the w ar; who recognize that secession under the pastorate of Rev. Nath’l Butler. from it. It continued to spread to the C. Infantry, where he won the high praise
is forever defeated, and that slavery is Last sabbath must have been to his people many tenement houses and Irish houses of the officers for his unt iring energy and
in the vicinity, and also to Staple’s ma
abolished in fact, as well as in name; and a very interesting day, as they were per chine-shop, and 1 think that as far as it his professional skill and kindness, as
who really desire to do their best to make mitted to assemble twice at the baptismal got on Commercial St., it did not get on well as for his excellent social qualities
as a gentleman. Dr. E. has had great ex
the South happy aud prosperous in honest waters in which were buried in the “ like to the lower side of that street at all.
The fire continued into York street, perience as a surgeon, and we trust that
loyalty to free institutions. But this is ness of His death” the child of eleven thence
into Pleasant, Fore and Centre his connection with the people of the
not the spirit that finds most frequent ex summers and the matron of more than streets, burning out hundreds of Irish \
pression from Southern men. The press seventy winters. The Rev. gentleman families. It swept over to Cotton street j thriving village where he has taken up
of Richmond is as hostile to Northern performed a day’s labor worthy to be re and thence to Cross street, but when 1! his residence, may be mutually profitable
left at one o’clock it had not got up very ;
ideas, as ardent for Southern exclusive corded for the diversity of services with far on those streets. It continued t o : to him and to them.
ness, and as much opposed to the prac which it was crowded. Besides the regu burn from Cross to Union street, and 1 1 Circus and AIexagerie Coming.—The
tical realization of the abolition of slav lar forenoon and afternoon services, and think (but am not certain) took the shoe j Great Quadruple Combination of G. T.
ery, as if that city were still the capital of the two baptisms spoken of above, were dealer’s block on that street. Manufacture’ j Bailey' & Co., will bo in Rockland on
Block below 1 understood was not burnt, j
the Southern “Confederacy.” Six weeks a conference for the reception of candi It was soon into Aliddle, Plum and Ex Tuesday the 10th of July. This exhibi
ago the Richmond Whig had an article on dates for baptism, the sabbath school, (he change streets. I think every building tion will offer a greater amount of attrac
the “ True policy of the South,” from giving of the “ right hand of fellowship,” on Exchange street from the foot to the tion for a single admission fee, than any
Hall is laid in ashes—also all of
which the following is an extract .the administration of the Lord's Supper City
Aliddle street on both sides from Cross other show travelling. They not only
“ Mother earth still remains to us, and and the evening devotional meeting;— street to the Post Office, including the have a very extensive and well selected
block where B. Greenough & Co., were. Menagerie and a first-class Circus com
our rivers still flow in spite of thei mine services in all.
It did not extend to the lower side of
C anute of Radicalism. We have o uJ
mines and minerals, our seeds anS
Fore street in the vicinity of Ansel bined, but they will present many fea
our sinews; we have our railroads' * D eath of Capt . J. B. Litchfield .— Lothrop’s, or had not when l came from tures never before olfered to the public.
A
A
'e
(jeeplv
regret
to
announce
that
a
de
there. The new City Hall is probably in Among the most prominent of these, will
and canals. We own the soil and can
work it. Let us keep that soil—selling spatch was received by Mr. Benj. Litch ashes, all the upper part of it was burnt be (he gigantic living Ilippopitamus, the
to no enemy. The time was—only a few field, Jr., ot this city, last Saturday, in when we came away, and 1 think the rest
will go, although they had some hopes of only one in America, and imported from
mouths since—when we looked with fa
vor upon alienations of land; but subse forming him of the untimely death of his saving it. I heard the inside of the Post the AA'hitc Nile, at an expense of over
quent developements have changed our son, Capt. Julius B. Litchfield. Capt. Office and Custom House are burnt out, thirty thousand dollars. There is also a
opinion. It appears to be the object of Litchfield left here, the last of May, for but then all are still standing, Wood's
Yak, the only one on this contithe Radicals to surround us by a cordon New Orleans, in the new barque Emma Hotel and residence opposite are burnt, Tartar
also the block where Woodman, True & nent, and a den with four Baby Lions,
of stringent influences that shall compel
only
ten
weeks old. Attached to the cir
C.
Litchfield,
built
by
his
father,
going
Co.,
were,
all
of
Lime,
Alilk
and
Silver
us to part with our lands to the greedy
is Air. James Alelville, the great Aus
capitalists of the North, who wish to out as supercargo, with the design to pre street are I think gone, and the fire was cus,
tralian
Rider,
and AVambold and Kenne
catching
in
streets
still
further
down.
carve up the Southern States into North pare himself for the position of a ship
dy, two of the most original and comical
ern farms, to cultivate them by enfran master. On the arrival of the barque at When we left at four this morning the clowns
in
the
arena.
*
fire was raging as bad as ever; it was go
chised negroes, to introduce the feature
of proprietary absenteeism which prevails the bar, the sad news was sent up to the ing along on the upper side of Fore street
S
pecial N otice to R eaders of the
in Ireland, and ultimately to starve aud city, and telegraphed to Mr. Litchfield, ali the way to India street, and also in
drive us out of our inheritance. Under as we have stated, that on the 30th of Congress St., Cumberland St., and even Gazette .—The special attention of read
such circumstances it becomes the duty May Capt. Litchfield “fell overboard and to Oxford St., and AIunjoy hill was about ers is asked to notices of Ilunnewell’s
all on lire. Engines has come from Saco Standard Aledical preparations, which
oi the Southern people to refuse to part
with their lands to any not known to be was lost.” This was only three days after and Lewiston and others had been sent will appear in our special columns from
triends, and to submit to any discourage the barque left this port. AA’e have yet for, but the hard wind prevailing made it
ments, difficulties and privations that learned no further particulars. Capt. almost impossible to accomplish anything month to mouth, and known as Hunnetoward putting out the awful fire. The wcll’s Eclectic Bills—Ilunnewell’s Tolu
may be incident to their cultivation. If
they cannot grow rich by holding and Litchfield, as is well-known in this city, United States Hotel was not on lire, but Anodyne—and Ilunnewell’s Universal
cultivating their lands, they can, under went out. with the Fourth Maine regiment, it was thought it would go. I have no Cough Remedy. Their purely offiicinal
the most unfavorable circumstances, in l8 C l,a s a lieutenant, and was subse time to write more.
Yours, L. II. MURCH.
character entitles them to the fullest con
make a support out of them for their fam quently promoted to the rank of Captain,
ilies—they can keep out those who medi
fidence and in results the fullest expecta
tate their ruin, and dim use the neoro la lie was taken prisoner, and was hejd a By telegraph from l?angor, we learn tions will be met. Sold by all regular
b o r of which the selfish and calculating long time in Southern prisons and made that passengers arriving on the morning
New England schemers would deprive his escape finally to the Union lines, hav train, which left Portland at 5 o’clock, re dealers in medicine.
them.”
ing previously made two daring attempts port that the fire commenced in a boat TV We w'ould call attention to the ad
It is rarely, that we see a more forcible and being recaptured. lie was a few house near the B. & M. railroad depot,
vertisement of the City Liquor Ao'ency,
and exact parallel of the fable of the “ dog months since elected foreman of Dirigo and near Gorham’s corner, and swept up
in the manger” than is contained in this Engine Company, the members of which, Fore, Aliddle, Federal and Congress No. 9 Kimball Block.
extract. The class represented by the have taken suitable notice of his death. streets. Steam fire-engines had been ar
Cholera. Dysentery, Coughs, Colds and
quickly cured by American Life
Whig, cannot infuse life and enterprise His sad and untimely decease is a heavy riving from various places, and some Rheuiuulismurc
Drops.
and prosperity into their .State themselves, blow to his parents and to his brothers from Boston. No depot had been burned
The Ilair Restorer that gives the best satisfac
and they will not allow any one else to and sisters and is regretted by a large when the train left. The fire was then tion
is Pcstachine—used and sold every where.
do so. 11 ith their water-power, their circle of friends.
raging on AArashington st., or Nigger Hill.
F
or J oppa w ith D espatch .—Launch
minerals, their fertile soil, they cannot
Every bank in the city was in ruins, and ed, at Addison, Thursday, June 21st,
develope these resources themselves,
What a curious being a printer is ! lie every newspaper office was destroyed at the ship yard of L. A. Knowles a
aud they will starve in their proud stands when he sets and sets when he early in the night. The new City Hall barque called the Nellie Chapin 5(10 05poverty, before they will associate with stands, and when he wishes to set with was entirely destroyed, the dome falling 100 tons. This vessel has been char
tered, as we learn from the Machias
ease he always stands erect. It is how
Northern enterprise and capital, to ben-] ever, the nature ot the case which causes in at two o’clock A. AI. The fire had not Republican, by the Rev. G. J. Adams,
eflt themselves and their State. It is the him to stand. ,
gone beyond Cumberland street at the to take his Colonly to Jaffa.

Jtotfelanti ffiajete.

Item s: H om e-M ade an d Stolen.

D eath o f XT. S. Senator Lane.

Despatches received on Monday last
It2f*Gen. Grant was invited to visit uiuety-six
Places ou the Fourth of July. It's likely he at Washington from St. Louis state that
Gen. Jas. II. Lane, United States Senator
went to ull.
JOT" The English Congregationalists and Bap
tists are discussing the question, why they should
not be one people. As the English Baptists are
largely “open coimniiniou” in their views, with
the same essential ideas upon church polity as
the Congregationalists or Independents, the line
whicil separates them is very narrow.
H3P New A'orkcity has just received amillion
of dollars from liquor licenses granted.
USD The Newburyport llerald says:—“ All
parts of Maine appear to be awake to the impor
tance of domestic manufactures, and if the spirit
that prevails there now can lie kept up seven
years, Maine will have a permanent foundation
for greatness, surpassing any other State of New
England.”
.JETTThe City Council at Batli have made pro
vision for furnishing ice-water for the public.
IST" Rev. J. \V. Roberts, brother oi' President
Robert of Liberia, was ordained in New York
June 21st. missionary bishop of the .Methodist
Episcopal Church, in Africa.
JE0" The Bowdoinham Bugle, published at
Bowdqin College, gives forth no uncertain
sound in behalf of General Chamberlain, wiio
was formerly a professor in the college aud is
now the union candidate for Governor of Maine.
JOT In a recent address, Rev. Dr. Adams of
Brunswick said that of tiie members of iiis
church in that town at the time of his installa
tion in 1829. only some eight or ten remain. Of
the Congregational minister of the County, some
thirty or more, only one, Rev. Air. Jones is left.
.JS T Lieutenant-Grant lias accepted the posi
tion of Second Vice-President of the Washington
National Alonument Society, which had been
tilled by Lieutenant-General Scott.
jar The Free Will Baptists of New Hamp
shire held tneir yearly meeting at Holdcrness
Iasi week, which was largely attended. They
vote to raise §50,000 for the Institution at New
Hampton.
j a r The weather for the j a-t week lias been
all that our farmers could wish.
J2T Alessrs. A,C. Dennison <£ Co. have erect
ed a new paper mill at Mechanic Falls—making
four now in operation ill that place. There is
not a more profitable manufacturing business
in the country than paper-making.
JHT Dr Garcelon of Lewiston is a competitor
for the Congressional nomination in the Second
District. Mr. Perham the present member, is
a candidate for renoinination.
JST The wheat crop in Georgia is harvested,
and turns out by no means as bad as was feared.
The Alabama harvest is also a fair average.
J3 T C r u el P u n is h m e n t . Airs. Dr. Walk
er, recently punished for wearing Bloomer rig
in the streets of New York, and thereby shock
ing the modesty of that very moral city,"recently
made a speech at the National Dress Reform
Association, in which she suggested that the
greatest punishment that could be indicted upon
Jell'Davis would be to dress him in the hoops
aud long style of dresses of the present day. and
require him to do the work of a four story house,
and be made to go up and down stairs seven
times a day.
T h e A'a ll e v o r t iie A mazon . In a lecture
on the Amazon, delivered at Rio Janeiro, Prof.
Agassiz said tiie general impression in regard lo
tiie Amazon river was verv erroneous, not only
in regard to tiie climate of that region, which lie
had been informed was unhealthy, but also as to
its fertility. He found Ilie valley of tiie Amazon
uncommonly fertile and its climate verv healthy.
It was Iiis opinion that it would one day become
tin' mart of tiie world, supporting iii comfort
twenty jnillious of inhabitants.

Ifom Kansas, shot himself through the
head on Sunday night, aud died at nine
o’clock yesterday morning. General Lane
was born in Indiana; the public position
to which he attained in after life is due
mainly to his own energy of character.
He was a representative to Congress from
Indiana from 1858 to 1855. He afterward
settled in Kansas, and, taking an active
interest in politics, was chosen senator to
Congress for the term ending in 1865.
lie was then re-elected, and his present
term would have expired in 1871.
We have no news at present of the cir
cumstances of his painful death, but it is
known that ho has been in ill health forsome time.

The W ar in England.
The importance of the European in
telligenee brought by the different arrivals
of yesterday, and spread before our rea
ders in our news columns this morning,
c m hardly be over-estimated. It records
the beginning of a war Avhich promises
to supass, in magnitude, any struggle
on the eastern continent since the days
of the first Napoleon, and the result of
which it would be difficulty indeed to
predict. Although no serious collisions
have yet taken place between the belli
gerents, all have gone too far to take a
backward step; and it is sate to assume
that 110 tempoary peace can now be
patched up, but that the contest must
go 011 until the bayonets of the victo
rious powers have marked anew the
boundaries on the map of Europe.
The Prussian troops have entered Sax
ony and Silesia; the Austrian army is
getting into position to encounter them :
Italy has not sought for delay, but boldly
declared war at once, and Victor
Emanuel's forces liaA'e crossed the Mincio. Meanwhile the other great powers
are watchful in their neutrality; the letter
ol the French Emperor very intelligibly
intimates that lie will be oil the alert to
push forward his boundaries when the
proper moment arrives; Gortschakofl'declars that Russia will not allow France to
interfere without, also taking part herself;
and so the nations not already at war
seem to stand close upon the brink. Eng
land alone has not yet manifested a dis
position to enter the lists; and, as if to
compensate for her tranquility in the
general tumult, the government has been
defeated in Parliament, and a choice be
tween a change of ministry and a general
election only remains; while the difficulty
of the East is ever liable to precipitate
England also the general Avar. As cacii
successive steamer brings us the news of
the events on this stupendous chessboard,
Americans cannot but watch tiie game
with intense interest,—ail interest for the
present, unbiassed by very much sympathy
for any party beyond the natural desire
to see Italy once more in possession of
her rights and territory as a nation.—
lioslon Advertiser.

I t a r Sta te B ank B il l s S u m . Goon.

We
A m erican Seam en.
have been shown a letter from the Association
of Boston Banks, declaring that Stale hank bills
The New York Nation, of a recent
will continue to be taken in lioslon after the 1st date, contained a spirited article upon
of July. Tills will grealy facilitate business ill the present condition of our seamen,
many quarters.—Portland Slur.
P ete ttsox’s La nit: N ation a . M <2AZINK
fur Juh IS an Attracti\ o number. The “ W ter
Lillies” is ; beautiful steel engra ■ill". and the
double izi colored ste *1 fashion p ate - of un
surpass •tli xcelonce. Some of tin best liter ary

talent in tiie country is employed upon this mag
azine. and while it is tile cheapest, being furnish
ed for §2,00a year, it is alsoone of the best. For
sale by Spear.
IS 'W h en youth made me sanguine, I hoped
mankind might be set right. Now, that I am
very old, 1 sit down with this lazy maxim, that
unless one could cure men ofbeing fools, it is to
no purpose to cure them of any folly, as it is
only making room for some other.—Horace
Walpole.
U p s e t .—Capt. Abraham Richardson of Tremont, with three others were capsized in a boat
oil'Bass Harbor one day last week. They hud
another boat in tow, and one of the men jumped
overboard cut the painter and cleared her from
the sinking boat and bv this means thev were all
saved.

E3* There is no class of men so independent
as farmers. He who owns land—no matter if
but a patch—need nevermore cringe for employ
ment; lie can always find work for himself.
J A f A thrifty young man married a rosy
young Irishgirl, much to (lie horror ofliis moth
er and sisters, hut defended hunseif by tiie fol
lowing logic—" If I marry an American girl I
must have an Irish girl to lake care of her. and I
cannot support both.”
JS j" A man waa fined two dollars, aud costs,
amounting to about fifteen dollars by a justice in
Farmington last week, for using profane and
abusing language to a neighbor.
J' ff' Tiie Press says that about fifty freedmen,
male and female, passed through that city Fri
day, hound eastward, where they have been en
gaged as family servants.
Jh ir "Pupa. I know Avhy that old-fashioned
liistol of your'ii that grandpapa lit with in tiie
Revolution is called a horse pistol."—" Wbv, my
son:-" “ Because it kicks so.”
Ed?* "Aluiiy” says Prentice, “ who think a great
deal of the maxim, that 'the trillli shouldn't be
spoken at all times,'can’t be made to understand
that falsehood never should.”
E3T A young lady in California broke her
neck while resisting the attempt of a young man
to kiss her. A fearful warning.
dST Passion has its foundation in nature; vir
tue is acquired by tiie improvement of our rea
son.
E B ' Garters witli diamond buckles are worn
Willi the hoops of Paris.—K.r.
The new hoops arc quite prevalent in this city,
hut we observe no buckles. Alost of the garters
are of reil tape, aud tied above the knee.—Mem
phis Bulletin.
“ Come! Oakum with me!” said a sliipcaulker
to his sweetheart.
DOT’ Thirty-five apothecaries went fishing in
Boston harbor Tuesday. As they are reported
to have enjoyed themselves to the utmost, no
doubt the fish took their prescriptions freely.
IT.eC Philadelphia is excited at t !i<? horsewhip
ping of a merchant ill Iiis counting room by a
lady wlio.se matrimonial intentions he had frus
trated.
333“ “ Straightedge," a trotting horse, was sold
in Albany last week, to Boston parties, for §7800.
323“ It is suidtha’ August Belmont made over
two millions by the la:e rise in gild.
V alla xd ig ha m S t u m p e d . —A t a recent
gathering of the democratic managers in Ohio,
Vallaudigham's proposition to stump liie State,
was respectfully hut peremptorily declined.—
U hat is to become of poor A'allan’digham, even
when the democrats will not have 111111?
I2 T A sentimental old bachelor says a wo
man’s heart is tin: “ sweetest" thing in tiie world:
in fact, a perfect honey comb—full of sells. lieuware.—So nth Ca rol tan.
JT-tr* “ Matrimonial insanity” prevails in Lafay
ette, Indiana. Two well-known politicians of
Unit city bad left their families, and gone after
what the Boston Post calls “strange calico."
E-iT Apropos of typographical blunders, the
New Haven Palladium says: “ AVe believe it
was our predecessor, Mr. Babcock, who, in an
energetic editorial, exclaimed, 'Is there 110 halm
in Gilead?’ Imagine Iiis consternation, next
morning, to find Iiis elaborately wrought sen
tence turned with Ilie startling question, “ is there
no bam in Guilford?’”
USD At Springfield, Mass., a lady sent the fol
lowing volunteer toast: “ Spruce old bachelors,
tiie evergreens of society.”
U3T A priest has been preaching iuNew York
against tilting hoops. Hu suvs: ” 1 cannot shut
my eyes to tiie abomination when il is in front
of me ou the street.” Gammon! The old foul
call shut his eyes if he has a mind to.
U gf A young couple had been married by a
Quaker, who, after the ceremony, remarked:
“Friend, thou art now at tiie end of iliy troubles.”
A few weeks after, the young man came to the
good miuistcr boiling over with rage; Iiis wife
was a regular vixen. “ I thought you told me r
was at the end of my troubles.’, So I did friend;
but I did not say which cud.”

FEOxM i5Cmo:P_Ii.
The B r e m e n 's News.

N ew York, July 2.—The steamship
Bremen, from Southampton, 20th has ar
rived.
The Great Eastern leaves the Medway
with the new cable on the 80th tilt., anil
will commence laying the cable July 8.
TICK O E R 3 IA X W A R .

The Paris Moniteur says the Prussians
entered Dresden on the I7th. The King
of Saxony had withdrawn into Bohemia.
The King of Hanover and the Crown
Prince joined the army at Gottingen.
Diplomatic relations between Prussia
and Bavaria had been broken off The
Bavarian Minister had left Berlin.
An engagement is said to have taken
place between the Prussians and Hessians
near Frankfort, and one regiment of Hes
sians almost annihilated.
The Federal plan of operations is reconquest ot Holstein. Oldenburg and
Anhalt had withdrawn from the confeder
ation.
Garibaldi was to leave Como as soon as
the volunteers were completely equipped.
They Avould proceed to Bergamo and
Brescia.
The Cuba’s N ew s.

H alifax , N. S., July 2.—The steamship
Cuba, Captain Stone, from Liverpool at
f P. M., June 23, and Queenstown June
21, for Boston via Halifax, arrived here
at two o’clock this afternoon, with 28
Halifax and 117 Boston passengers.
The steamship Persia, from New York,
arrived on the afternoon of the 23d.
The Cuba .sailed for Boston at 6 o’clock
this evening.
Purser Brown of the Cuba reports:
Spoke no vessels. During the last four
or live days of the passage experienced
thick fogs.
No military news of importance has
yet been received. Preparations for the
great struggle continue night aud day,
but the main armies have not yet met. Il
is stated that tile Union States, whose
levies are congregated at Frankfort, are
much discouraged at the aspect ot affairs,
and are greatly disposed to complain that
Austria had thrust them into danger be
fore she aviis able to protect them. It is
rumored that Bavaria hesitates for the
present to take an active part in the cam
paign, on the ground that Austria is not
ready.
The Prussian troops entered Austrian
territory, near <iderberg, in upper Silesia,
on the night of the 21st.
The movements of Gen. Benedek are
kept very secret. Nothing more than
rechnnoisances appear to have been made
by the Austrians in upper Silesia.
The Prussians continued to fortify
themselves at Dresden.
Etiiden had surrendered to the Prus
sians.
The Vienna papers assert that the Sax
on town of Zirtan has been destroyed by
tile Prussians in consequence of the re
fusal of the inhabitants to pay Avar con
tributions.
The Prussians have taken the Elector
ot Hesse and his minister of war prison
ers, aud sent the latter to the fortress of
Mindcn.
The Saxon army has succeeded in join
ing the Austrians.
It is also reported that the Hanoverian
troops have etl'ected a junction with the
Federal army corps.
The Federal army corps around Frank
fort amounted to GO,000. The headquart
ers of Prince Alexander Mere about to
be transferred to Frankfort.
The Oldenburg minister at the Diet has
been recalled, and Mecklenburg was ex
pected to follow.
The Federal Council of Switzerland lias
been officially informed that Italy Avould
commence war on the 23d.
The Austrians have declared Venice
and Trieste in a state of siege.
The Austrian outposts at Apaiso Avere
attacked by the Italian volunteers ou the
22d. Several shots were exchanged.
It is officially denied at Berlin that
Prussia lias ordered a conscription in the
counties they have entered.

Dr Hickington, chaplain to Charles II.,
used to preach at the king's vices. This
the king took to himself, and so one day
he said, “ Doctor, you and I ought to be
better friends; give up being so sharp on
me and see if I dont mend on your hand.”
“Well, well,” quoth the Doctor, “1 will
make it up with your Majesty ou these
terms, as you mend, I'll mend."

A Boston runner recently visited this
city, collected a bill of several hundred
dolla.is against^one of our business firms
and also took an order for $500 worth of
goods. In due time the package of goods
arrived, aud also another package con
taining $35 in the State bills of one of our
banks, returned, as a note inclosed said,
as being uncurrent. The firm paid the
express bill on the package, went to the
bank and exchanged the State bills lor
National bills, and sent back the $35, at
the same time returning the package of
goods to Boston with the explanation
that as our money is “ uncurrent in Bos
ton that they could purchase no goou^s at
present.”—Lewiston Journal.
Oh io .—The platform adopted by the
Ohio republicans was a very brief one.
The chief was as follows :
Bcsolved, that this convention fully in
dorse the amendments to the consti
tution proposed by Congress to the legis
latures of the states as a liberal, wise and
patriotic adjustment; and the Union
party of Ohio pledge it their united and
hearty support.
I W W JJHI—in— Pi' H I'IIMBB3M3B—

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

H U N N E W E L L ’S
The claims for this valued
» « —-iy **»ll are beyond that
ot any other in use. A test of
them will not only prove this,
butjthe greater error ot G rapiu^* wliich has hereto
fore been cu.led C lin r a c i e r . The t C b E C T l t
1*1 LLS never require over tico, and seldom but one
for the dose, act ou the bowels without the slightest
griping, a point of the greutest importance, particu
larly iu

E C L E C T IC
n TT r u
1 J I j I jS .

C H R O N IC C O N S T IP A T IO N .
For which take n S in g le P ill every or every other
night. They never produce debility, and Cu c I n d ig m tio u . I)y»g>cp*iu, fticutiiiciit*, L iv e rn n il
K idney C o in p lu iiiit, P ile*, W o rm s , Com
of, o r liupuvitieM o f tin* b lo o d , L on o f A p
p e tite . a n d a ll Llera iig e u iciit* o f HoiveU o r
S to m a c h .
%
S&T Sold by all Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Medicine, at 25 cents per Bottle.

JOHN L. IIUNNEWELL, Proprietor,
P r a c t i c a l C h e m ist,
No. it Com mercial W h a rf, Boston, M ass.
Physicians or Dealers supplied in Bulk. Formula
and lull Testimonial to this Great Aloine Develop
ment, also the celebrated Alteratives Laxatives from
the Formulas of Drs. Haskell and Davies, sent ou de
mand.
4w29

contrasted with what it was twenty years
IM P O R T A N T TO F E M A L E S .
ago. and suggests several reforms, which
The celebrated DR. DOW continues to devote his
it thinks would be advantageous to all
entire
time to the treatment of all diseases Incident to
concerned. While we agree with it in
the
female system. An experience of twenty-three
its general estimate of seamen, we would
years
enables
him to guarantee speedy aud perma
remind it that this is a Avorld of change.
nent relief in the worst cases of Suppression aud all
Society itself, in civilized countries, is
other Mens trual Derangements, from whatever cause
not what it was twenty years ago; in the
All letters for advice must contain $1. Office, No. 9
Southern States, for example, the whole
Endicott street, Boston.
social system lias been revolutionized,
X. IS.—Board furnished to those who wish to re 
and although the changes, in other States,
main under treatment.
have not been so marked, yet they have
Boston, July 2, 18450.
Iy29
produced a new order of tilings in gener
al. The changes of the land react upon
W hy W ill You Suffer.
the sea, for from the land the ships and
The remedy is within reach of all. Smolander’s
those wiio man them proceed.
Compound Fluid Extractor o f Buchu, will cure you ot
The discovery of gold in California and
all Kidney Diseases, Rheumatism r Gout, Gravel,
Australia demoralized the great mass of
Dropsy, and Chronic Gonorrhoea and will renew and
our seamen, to such an extent, that they
restore your exhausted and failing energies. If you
have not yet recovered their normal con
have been a too eager vatary o f pleasure nothing will
dition. It has been said, by a famous
do you so much good as Smolander’s Extract Buchu.
l a te s t via Lien-pool.
nautical writer, that after the Devil effect
For many diseases incident to females, Smolander’s
ed tiie tall of man, he introduced gold in L iv er po o l , J une 23—Keening.—There Buchu is a sure and sovereign remedy. Get the gen
lias
been
no
collision
ot
any
importance
to the world, that be might never rise
uine. Price only One Dollar.
again. Be this as it may, the tact is 1111- j betM'oen the belligerents. The Prussians
Sold by S. E. BENSON, Rockland, and Apothecaries
deniable, that the whole human family had entered Austrian Silesia. The Aus generally.
have worshipped gold more than God.. trians still show designs of activity. It BURLEIGH & ROGERS, Boston. General Agents
Seamen were no exception to the general is officially announced that the war in
ASK FOR SMOLANDER’S BUCHU. Iy3
rule; they deserted their ships in Mel Italy commences on the 23d inst.
L atest via Q ueenstow n.
A Cough, Cold, or Sore Throat,
bourne and Sail Francisco, and went gold
digging. So eager were they for gold,
Q eeexstgwx. June 23.—The Italian R e q u ir e s im m e d ia t e a t t e n t io n a n d s h o u l d b e
CHECKED. I f ALLOWEED TO CONTINUE,
that many shipped lor the gold 1101 ts army crossed the Minico unopposed oil
I r r i t a t i o n o f flic Lung-4, n P e r m a n e n t
without wages, and th.cn, of course left the 23d.
T h r o u t Aiieef ion. o r a n I n c u ra b le
The Prussians left a small garrison at
their vessels when they reached their
L u n g Di»cn»p
destination. At first, many were s\i<:-| Dresden, aud advanced to Bohemia witliIS OFTEN' THE RESULT.
eesslul, but their success in finding gold out resistance.
often caused their ruin; unrestrained by A slight collision between the Austrians
B row n’s B ronchial Troches
tiie discipline of the sea, and possessed ot and Prussians occurred in Silesia as the HAVING A DIRECT INFLUENCE TO THE PARTS, GIVE
the means of gratifying the lowest desires former retired.
IMMEDIATE RELIEF.
Nothing authentic is known concerning F o r u ro iic h itit* , A w tlim a. C a t a r r h . C o n of their nature, they undermined their
health and became the prey of landsharks. the communication made by France* to
ha m p t i r e a n d T h r o a t Di*cn«*etf,
Thus diseased, without, money and with Austria. The Tieiina Bresse says France TROCHES ARE USED WITH ALWAYS GOOD SUCCESS.
out friends, they were picked up by denies that she lias made any agreement,
SINGERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS
crimps, who, alter making them drunk, with Prussia. Italy maintains full liberty will Ilnd Troches, useful in clearing the voice when
bundled them on board of ships, taking of action. If Austria does not menace the taken before Speaking, and relieving the throat after
care to appropriate their advance ayages existing kingdom of Italy, if successful, an unusual exertion ol the vocal organs. ThevTroc/t&J
and does not advance beyond Milan. lire recommended and prescribed by Physicians, aud
to themselves,
What could he expected, from a crew France will not interfere but assist in the have hud testimonials from eminent men throughout
composed ol such men, but insubordina conclusion of a definite treaty of peace, the country. Being an article ot trite merit, and hav
tion? Frequently tlie officers themselves and will further propose that Italy pay ing proved their efficacy by a test of many years, each
were broken-down gold-diggers, who had indemnity for Austria’s renunciation of year finds them in new localities in various parts of
the world, aud the Troches are universally pronounced
been robbed by land sharks. A ship thus the fruits of victory.
St Petersburg ad vices deny that a move better than dther articles.
manned and officered was liell afloat.
Mutiny, murder, and unheard-of cruelty ment of troops has been made and says O b t a in on ly “ B r o w n ’s B r o n c h ia l T r o c h e s ,”
became the order of the day, until the that non-intervention continue to be the a n d do n o t take a n y ot the Worthless Imitations that
may be otTered.
name of American ships became infamous policy of Russia.
the world over. As late as ten years ago,
Sold every where in the United States, and in For
C
ounterfeits,
A
lterations,
Ac.
hardly a ship arrived from a gold port
eign Countries, at 35 cents per box.
3w27
without having been the theatre of some | The following is a list of new counter
horrid outrage. Not because the seamen feits and altered bank notes detected in
had lost their skill, or the officers their circulation during the past week, ending
power to command, but because both had Jane 29, 18GG:
Have saved more than 50,000 persons from death,
Attleboro* B an k , Bristol Co., Mass. for they cure in a ‘ingle day. Cholera, Dysentery, all
been demoralized by gold, or rather by
Complaints, Fever and Ague, and Neuralgia.
— 1 0 s, imitation.
Female ou eagle; Summer
the bad use they had made of it.
Also, a sure cure for Diptheriu, Coughs and Rheuma
But disease or death have nearly swept right end, tanner; left end, male por tism. All Druggists sell them.
OKKIN &KINNEU & CO., Proprietors,
away the first generation of gold-diggers, trait: red TWO across. Very well exe
Spriuglield, Mass.
and during the past five years we have cuted.
K o cR lam l liu n k , Maine.—20s, imi
noticed a very great improvement in tiie
tation.
Female
between
2
and
O;
right
character ot seamen. They have been
taught, by the sad experience of others, | end, female and cornucopia; left end, fe R o o t ’s P e s t a c iiin E p re se rv e s th e life o f th e H a ir;
ch a n g e s it from g ra y to its o rig in a l color in th re e
that gold-digging is not now what it was male and spear.
e e k s; p r e s e n tin g th e h a ir from fa llin g ; is th e best
A m e ric a n B a n k , Providence, R. I. wa rtic
even ten years ago, and are, therefore,
le fo r d re ssin g th e h a ir e v e r found iu m a rk e t; w ill
—I Os, altered. Yig. eagle, tree, female, su rely rem o v e d a n d ru ff a n d cure all diseases o f th e
less given to desertion.
Our navy, during the war, was manned, lower left corner; right end, portrait of sc a lp ; is
and, in a great measure, officered from Franklin.
P E S T A! CVH I N E
the merchant service, yet it showed itself,
T he Crops in Canada.—Gentlemen
the model navy ol'the world, in its per Avho
delightfully PERFUMED; cures BALDNESS, and
liave’just
passed
through
Canada
sonnel. Not a iniiLiny, nor even a case from Windsor and Sarnio to Montreal, will not stain the skin; is a perfect Restorer aud
Dressing Combined. No other preparation for the
of capital punishment, took place in it concur
in stating that the crops west of hair contains Pentachio Nut Oil. bold by all Drug
during the whole war. \Ye cannot call Bellsville,
G. (’. GOODWIN & CO., RUST BROS. &
and particularly west of To gists.
BIRD, REED, CUTLER & CO., Agents, Boston,
to mind a single instance, where a com ronto, are very
indeed. Spring Muss.
mon sailor was even tried by a court Avheat will, it promising
ORRIN SKINNER Sc CO., Sole Proprietors,
is
thought,
lie
a*
much
martial. Facts, like these, show that we
Springfield, Mass.
crop than last year. Fall Avheat May 25,1866.
i>;}tf
have, at least, sixty thousand officers and heavier
has been a good deal injured. Other
seamen, who have proved themselves an crops
ERR OR S OF YOUTH. ~
are
generally
very
good,
and
the
honor to our country.—Com. Bulletin.
A Gentleman who suffered for years from Nervous
appearance of the country upon the whole Debility,
Premature Decay, and all the effects of youth
is described as splendid.—Montreal Wil- ful
indiscretion, will, for the sake of suffering humani
T ruth —“ Truth is mighty and will prevail.”
So will Ilerriuk Allen’s Gold Medal Saleratus
ovi rail others, notwithstanding so many in the
trade are trying to imitate it and deceive the
pub i •with a spurious article. Our advice ii use
no oilier, try no other, call for no oilier, and he
put off with no other, i'or we know there is no
other nsgood. It takes less in quantity; it is
far superior to soda to use with cream tartar; it
is free from all deleterious substances: you can
obtain much better Biscuits with it than with
any other saleratus or with soda; we have.
Try it, and speak from experience.

Among the great wonders of the world is tic
J Monroe Taylor Gold Medal Soup, and a great
wonder is, that any sane person will have any
other its long as that is to be hud: it makes hap
py wives, happy daughters, and happy husbands,
and washing day more like a gala day than a
working duv, it is a perfect panacea and will go
farther and do better than any other soap made.
Try it.

A Clear Complexion is not merely an
ornament, but is a token of sound health.
This cannot be secured by the use of
washes and lotions. It can only be gain
ed by keeping the system in a healthy
state. This is the effect of ifA IlS D E W S
V E G E T A B LE S A N A T IV E P IL L S,
which thus remove the effect by striking at
the cause. Depot, 187 Broadway, New
York.

O u r L ady R eaders Should try J. W.
Bradley’s Justly Celebrated Duplex Ellip
tic Skirts, justly pronounced by Fashion
Magazines and the Press the Most Dura
ble, Economical, and Graceful Skirt ever
produced. The “Empress Trail” the
Latest Fashion, and “Pride of the World"
J23“ A minister called at the house of a friend
Figures will not lie, aud the statistics ofthe are the Most Popular Styles in Use.—See
of his, the other day. and found the wife ill tears.
“ What is tiie matter, my good sister?” 0 I1, sales of I’halon’s “ Night-Bloomtug Cereus” Advertisement.

John, my good husband has run away with wid
ow Smith and I’m out of snuff.”
| 3 P “ Dn you know tiie prisoner. Mr. AViggins?” “Yes, to the hone.” “ What is his cliarcctcr?” “ Didn't know he had any.” “ Does he
live near von?” “So near that lie lias only spent
live dollars for fire-wood in eight years.”

The Alexandria, Va.,*Journal says:—
“ We are now fully satisfied that there
is a deeply laid plan In Virginia, extend
ing throughout the South, to keep alive
for future hopes, purposes and organiza
tion of the late disunion conspiracy.
One measure ofthe disunionists is to hold
control of the lands ofthe South. Anoth
er measure is to retard settlement by
Northern men through a system of terroism. Ail important pare of the plan con
sists in a deliberately organized system
ot military emigration from Europe.
These are the foundation measures ofthe
new sectional disunion conspiracy. Sect
ional politics, negro serfdom, commemor
ation ot disunion battles, generals, and
heroes, the annual floral decoration of
soldiers graves, added to the incendiary
teaching ofthe press aud the pulpit, are
expected in time to do their work of co
operation.”

during the last two years show that it lias attain
ed a popularity never reached by any of the
A Rebel S eeking Perm ission to R e tu rn .
French, English, or German perfume previous
W a s h in g t o n , July 3.—A letter has
to their exclusion from the country under the
been received here froiri* the rebel Gen
present tariff. Sold everwhere.

eral Megrnder, now in Mexico,

J ohn B uy, T urned

avIio

Quaker .—The writes to a friend, asking him to intercede

venerable j r f n Bull, jvho, as a foreign
correspontlwit says, has fought, with or
without cause, everybody, everywhere—
has turned Quaker, and is lecturing the
the Prussians, Austrians, and Italians on
tltp folly and wickedness of war, as he
lectured us during our conflict. The
British Lion is ready for the Millenium,
and to lie down with the lamb. Gentle
and amiable John Bull!

ty, send free to all who need if, the recipe and directions
for making the simple remedy by which he was cured.
Sufferers wishing to profit by the advertiser’s experi
ence, can do so by addressing
JOHN B. OGDEN,
ly8
No. 13 Chambers St., New York.

A S in g le Box o f B R A N D R E T f l ’S PIL L S
contains more vegetable extractive matter than twen
ty boxes of any pills in the world besides; fifty-five
hundred physicians use them in their practice to the
ixclusion of other purgatives. The first letter of their
alue is yet scarcely appreciated. When they are bet
ter known, sudden death and continued sickness will
be of the past. Let those who know them speak
right out iu their f vor. It is a duty whfch will save
life.
Our race are subject to a redundancy of vitiated bile
at this season, and it is as.dangerous as it is prevalent;
but Brandreth’s Pills afford an invaluable and efficient
protection. By their occasional use we prevent the
collection of those impurities which, when in suffi
cient vuantities, cause so much danger to the body’s
health. They soon cure Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia.
Loss of Appetite, Pain in the Head, Heartburn* Pain
iu the Breast-bone, Sudden Faintness aud Costive
ness. Sold by all respectable Dealers in Medicines.
May 10, 180(3.
4w2I

'S T w i g S

n, m. d.

with the government that he may not be
arrested. “ I want permission,” he says, P h y s i c a l ! & S u r g e o iij
“ to return to the Putted States. The im
ROCKLAND, M B.
perial government lias gone to destruc
tion and has no money, and we have to
OFFICE IX WILSON & WHITE’S BLOCK.
get away from here. Many have already Office hours from 9 to 11 A. M., 2 to 5 and 7 to 8 P.
left. Price and myself and some others M. Residence on Myrtle Street.
are still here, but we are compelled to \
Special attention given to diseases o f Women and
look out for some other place to oo to .! Children.
There is no hope for anything more here.’ j March 27, I860.
15tf

M A S O N IC M E E T IN G S ,
HOLMES’ HOLE—Ar June.30th,|sch Mary A, Mer
rill, Rockland for N York.
MASONIC HALL.
ISABLED and returned soldiers, widows and or
)
6
r
phans of slain soldiers, and the unemployed ol
F O R E IG N P O R T S.
both sexes generally, in want of respectable and profi
Ar at Matanzas 21st, barques Almira Coombs, Bucktable employment, incurring no risk, can procure such
AouA d e M a g n o l ia .—The prettiest th in g , the
nam, for Boston; Chas Bfewer,fcMcDermot for New
by enclosing a postpaid addressed envelope, for par “sweetest thing,” and the most o f it for fhe least
Stated Conclaves, 1st Monday of each month.
ticulars, to
DR. C. N. GERMAINE; E. C,
money. It overcomes the odor of perspiration; softens
D1L JOHN M. DAGXALL,
* W. J. BOND, Recorder.
lyS
Box 153, Brooklyn, X. Y.
and adds delicacy to the skin; is a delightlulperfume
allays headache and inflammation, and is a necessary KING SOLOMON’S CHAPTER OF ROYAL ARCH
.Juife 20, lat 24 83, lonSO 14, brig Adelaide, of Thornarfon, 60 days from Newport E lor Matanzas.
MASONS.
Stoddard’s
companion in the siok-rooin, in the nursery, and upon
Stated Convocations, Thursday after the full moon.
the toilet sideboard. It can be obtained everywhere
,W. H. WASHBURN, II. P.
S E I O k E & A © JP iSSE T O S at one dollar per bottle.
C. R. MALLARD, Secretary.
C O N D IT IO N
A sure P r c v e u l a l i r c and C u r e for
S a r a to g a S p r in g W a t e r , sold by all Druggists
—OF the —

D

C H O L E R A . ,

Cholera M orbus, D iarhoca, D yscntcri/, S u m 
m er C om plaints, P a in in the Stomach
am i Dowels, &c.
Its action .is i m m e d ia t e and e f f ic a c io u s . Its
virtues have be»*u tested by thousands since the Chol
era Seuson of 1849. Physicians USE and r e c o m m e n d
it. All admit it to be the B e s t C o m p o u n d k n o w n
for the Complaints for which it is designed.
STODDARD & BURTON, Proprietors, Troy, X. Y.
For sale bv all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
J . WEBSlEU &. CO., Nashua, X. U., Traveling
Agents.
May 17,1866.
3m22

S7^T f £ e t c h e b 7
D ruggist & A pothecary,
OPPOSITE BAY VIEW HOUSE,
C A M D E N , M e.
February, 14,1SG6.

9tf

WALD0B0R0’ NATIONAL BANK,

S. T.—1860.—X.—The amount of Plantation Bitters
sold in one year is something startling. They would
fill Broadway six feet high, from the Park to 4th St.
Drake’s Manufactory is one ot the institutions of New
York. It is said that Drake painted all the rocks in
the Eastern States with his cabalistic “S. T.—1800.—
X,” and then got the old granny legislators to pass a
law “preventing disfiguring the face of nature,” which
gives him a monopoly. We do not know how this
but we po know the Plantation Bitters s e l as no oth,
er article ever did. ' They are used by all classes of
the community, and are death on Dyspepsia—certain
They are very invigorating when languid and weak,
and a great appetizer.
S a r a t o g a S p r in g W a t e r , sold by all Druggists,

C. P . F E S S E N D E N ,

' D ruggist & Apothecary,
XO. 5 KIMBALL BLOCK,
R o o k l ix l l cl , 3 1 c •
Apriipo, 1864.
19tf

LIFE

INSURANCE

The Mutual Life Insurance Company,
O f N ew Y o rk .
ESTABLISHED FEBRUARY 1, 1S43.

7

T ™ S 6S 7 "

$138,456 91

CATARRH, RHEUMATISM.

DR. FRIEDRICH,
FROM 62 CARVER STREET, BOSTON,

Amount outstanding,
Individual deposits,
State Bank circulation outstanding.
Profit and Loss,

38,750 00
42,454 65
2,(HO 00
4,249 76

]V £ o n ey

L. W. HOWES, Agent,

ROCKLAND, Me.
lOtt

E V E R Y AVOMAX

Cn.
Capital Stock paid,
Surplus fund,
Circulating Notes received from
Comptroller,
$41
Less amount on hand,
2

“ In lifting the kettle from the fire I scalded myself Formerly consulting Physician and Surgeon of the
Royal Bethany Hospital, Berlin, Prussia,
Waldoboro’, July 3, 1S66.
very severely—one hand almost to a crisp. The tor
ture was unbearable. * * * The Mexican Mustang
WILL
BE
AT
THE
Liniment relieved the paiu almost immediately. It
healed rapidly, and left very little scar.
Thorndike H ouse, Rockland,
C ii a s . F o s t e r , 420 Broad St.,Philada.”
J)A 1D FOIt
This is merely a sample of what the Mustang Lini
From TUESDAY MORNING, July 10th, until MON
ment will do. It is invaluable in all cases ol wounds,
DAY
MORNING,
July
10th,
Old M etals and Paper Stock,
swelling^, sprains, cuts, bruises, spavins, etc., eithe
upon man or beast.
AND AT THE
Beware ot Counterfeits. None is genuine unles
wrapped in fine steel-plate engravings, bearing the
signature of G. W. Westbrook, Chemist, and the p ri
M aine H otel D am ariscotta, H IG H E S T CASH P K IC E S
vate stamp of D e m a s B a r n e s & Co., New York.
AID lor OLD JUNK of all kinds, by
Gw29
A. R. LEIGHTON, at the Brook.
S a r a t o g a S p r in g W a t e r , sold by all Druggists From MONDAY MORNING, July 16th until SAT
URDAY NIGHT, July 21st.

One of the oldest, if not the oldest company of the
kind in the country: and having the largest and best
pacing surplus capital and assets, most securely in
vested, it insures cheaper than any other companies,
ami pays a larger dividend than any to policy-holders.
Dividends annually which may be deducted from the
annual premium or added to the policy. See the fol
lowing extract from one of the most reliable newspa
pers in the country, published iu same city where suid
Insurace Company is located:
L ife I nsurance.—No branch of business in the
country is increasing more steadily or rapidly than
that ol life insurance. Thousands and tens of thous
can be consulted.
ands, who once thought it almost an immorality to se
cure to their families a sum of money payable at their
EXCLUSIVELY IX CASES OF
death, are now acting on the principle that it is abso
lutely wrong not to do so. Our crowded advertising
All who value a beautiful head of hair, apd its pre
columns contain substantial evidence of the great
popularity and prosperity of several of the leading servation from premature baldness and turning gray A sthm a,
life insurance corporations of this city: but first and will not fail to use Lyon’s celebrated Kathairon. It
foremost amongthem all is the “ Mutual Life Insurance makes the hair rich, soft and glossy, eradicates danT racheitis,
Company ol New York,” of which Frederick 8. Wins
ton, Esq*., is President. This institution now shows drulT, and causes the hair to grow with luxuriant
B ronchitis,
(see their annual statement iu another column) nearly beauty. It is sold everywhere.
fifteen millions ot dollars in cash astses, or a gain of
»
E. THOMAS LYON, Chemist, X. Y.
over three millions during the past year; and this
A cute and Chronic C atarrh.
large amount is safely secured in government stocks, S a r a to g a S p r in g W a te r , sold by all Druggists.
ou bond and mortgage, and on real estate worth
double the amount loaned. Its profits are divided an
P a rtia l Deafness,
nually among the policy-holders, and have been larger
than those of any other company known. This com
pany takes no notes o r policies issued, hut requires
D ischarges from the E ars,
cash in all cases. We have not space lor particulars
iu detail, but beg leave to state to every reader ol this
journal that there is no better managed or more re W iiat Did It ?—A young lady, returning to her
Noises in the H ead,
sponsible corporation on this continent than the Mu
tual Life Insurance Company of New York.—.Veto country home ufter a sojourn of a few months in New
York Independent.
D izziness,
Yoik, was hardly recognized by her friends. In place
See the following example showing the
of a rustic, Hushed face, she had a soft, ruby,complex
ACTUAL RESULTS OF THE WORKING OF A ion, of almost marble smoothness; and instead of
Tie D olereaux,
LIFE POLICY NOW EXISTING IN THE
22, she really appeared but 17. She told them plainly
C o., o f N ew Y o rk . she used Hagan's Magnolia Balm, and would not be
M u tu a l Life
N eu ralg ia,
Cash Assets Feb. 1st, 18GG, ovoir
$14,500,000 without it. Any lady can improve her personal apAmount insured the past year,
31,394,507
R heum atism ,
8,000 pearauce very much by using this article, It
i be
Number of policies issued the y
for $10,000 ou j ordered of any druggist for only 50
A policy issued in 1843 !o a gent Iand all other diseases of the
tlie Lite plan, his age being 4u, paid yearly
Up i S a r a to g a S p r in g W a t e r , sold by all Druggist?
to this time, February 1st, he had paid 23 _
amounting in all to $7,360. In case of his "death his
E ye, E ar and Throat,
policy stands as follows:
.
Original policy, $10,000 00Dividend AddiDividends added
tions,
$8,OSS 70
quiring either MEDICAL or SURGICAL Aid. Par
iu 20 years,
8,083 70 Whole Ain’t paid, 7,300 (JO
ticular attention given to children afflicted with discmirges from the Ear (*o very often caused by scarlet
Making present
Amount
Ilcimstreefs inimitable Hair Coloring ha- been lever, measles, &c.) Parents having children afflicted,
value of his pol
.•than paid
are informed that they can be cured of that DIS
£7 28 7 0 [steadily growing in favor ior over twenty yet
icy incase of his
AGREEABLE and DANGEROUS affliction, surely
death, S1K.OSS TO
j acts upon the absorbents at the roots of thee hair, and and permanently, and that the SOONER they have it
For ihe last three years his annual h dividend has changes it to its original color by degrees. All in attended to the more readily it can be effected. (I say
dangerous
affliction, as in many cases partial or total
been $432, while his payment was only $320 :i
stantaneous dyes deaden and injure the hair. Heim- dealness, and even i u ip n r iiio ii o f Hie m e n ia l
challenge any other company to show equal
street’s is not a dye, but is certain in its results, pro faculiicM is the result, if the disease is too long neg
cess on a policy of the same kind. Could a belt
vestment have been made in any other safe monied motes its growth, and is a beautiful H a ir D r e s s in g . lected.)
The Doctor begs to inform all applicants that they
institution '<
Price 50 ceuts and $1.00. Sold by all dealers.
will not be accepted as patients
Reader, call iu and secure a policy while y
go.
S a r u io g a S p r in g W a t e r , sold by all Druggists.
W in s t o n , President.
UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES WHATEVER,
Rockland, April 6, I860.

L vox’s E x t r a c t of P u r e J a m a ic a G i n g e r —for

Royal Havana Lottery.

I le a l an d L asting Benefit.

P

Will RESTORE Gray nair to Its ORIGINAL COLConducted under the supervision of the Captain
OR; STRENGTHEN and PROMOTE the growth of General
of Cuba. Prizes paid in gold. Prizes cash ed
the weakest hair; stop its falling out; keep the head
clean, cool, and healthy; can be used freely; contains and information given by
G EO R G E UPIIAM *
nothing injurious; is unparalled as a HAIR DRESS
No.
63 North Main Street, Providence, R. I.
ING ; and is reccommended and used by our best phy
sicians. I assure you, ladies aud gentlemen, it is all
you require lor the Hair. Sold by all Druggists, and
at my office, No. 1123 Broadway, N. Y. SARAH
A. CHEVALIER, 31. D. At wholesale in Boston by
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Weeks and Potter, M. S.
Burr & Co., Carter & Wiley.
“The Zero Refrigerator, with Water C ooler___
bined,—is easily kept clean; has a square ice box;
will keep provisions from spoiling; ailords at all times
a glass of ice-cold water. It is certainly an improvemsnt on all others.”—Hall’s Journal of Health.
Prices—$26, $33, $38 and $42. Discount to the
W h i t e ’s P a t e n t L e v e r T r u ss is warranted to
605 Sixth Avenue,
cure Ruptures radically. The Power is made Stronger trade. A L E X . M . L E S L U
or Weaker at pleasure, by simply tusniug a screw.
No pressure on the Back or Chord. Enquire of the
principal Druggists everywhere, or at the office of
ttY V hiieS P a t e n t L e v e r T r u s s C o . , ”
your house with gas, send for circular of the UN IO N
609 Broadway, New Y'ork.
G A S C O M P A N Y , 40 Bromfield Street, Boston.

F

L E W I S IUC1IAI6DSOA,

T H E STA R M E D IC IN A L P O W D E R CO.
The M c K in le y P o w d e r for
the speedy and certain cure of U1
cers of the Throat and Nose, Elon
gated Palate, Swelling of the Ton
sils, Coughs, Colds, Quinsy, Hoarse
ness, Diptlieria, Clergymen’s Sore
Throat, Catarrh ot the Nose, and
Bronchitis. See Circular, contain
ing certificates containing certificates from Dr. Thus.
E. Wil on, of Wilson, Peter & Co. Wholesale Drug
gists, Louisville, Ky.; D. 31. Hildreth, one of the pro
prietors of the New York Hotel; 3Irs. Elizabeth Crit
tenden, aud others. Office, No. 694 Broadway, New
York.

Lyon’s M agnetic Powder,
SURE DEATH TO
Cockroaches, Fleas, 3Iosquitos, Bugs, aud all obnox
ious and troublesome vermin.
I T K ILLS IF S T A F T L Y .
Use no Insect Powder but Lyon’s. It is the only sure.
Insect Killer. Examine Carefully. Each genuine
Bottle has Demas, Barnes & C’o’s. private revenue
tamp on, and the signature of E. Lyon. If you
want to be rid ot insects, buy a 25 cent bottle of

O F F E R IN G

BRADLEY’S BDPLEX ELLIPTIC
or Double Spring Skirts

to sell the BEST

A CHOICE LOT-OF

M

S

I

L

K

NERVOUS DEBILITY,
ST. VITUS’ DANCE,

S

Approved b y the P h y sic ia n s o f the Hoard o f
H ealth o f the C ity o f N ew York.
BOUT 27 acres of land, mowing
This is a medicinal compound inclosed in a pad, to
and pasturage, together with
•Worn
on the Pit of the .Stomach, the heat of the
House and Barn. Has a good shore
sufficient to volatilize enough ol the conprivilege; situated in South Thom- body being
to afford Perfect Protection. The most delicate
astou, on the Seal Harbor road, about
u
or
infant can wear them with equal protection,
me-quarter mile from Weskeag bridge.
uy person wearing the pad can feel safe from any
CHARLES BRADBURY.
sudden attack of Cholera, Cholera Morbus, or other
Julv 4, 1866.
4w29*
iowel Complaints. Price $1.50. For sale at wholeale by
H a ll & K u c h e l,
)
.
DetnaMi Huriic« <fc Co# {^*e'v ^ or^*
Y virtue of authority from Hon. N. T. TALBOT,
J . V# H U L S E Sz CO.* 73 Pearl St., Proprietors.
Judge of Probate lor Knox County, the under
signed oiler lor sale the following personal property
belonging to the estate of the late A. if. KIMBALL:
58 Shares in Rockland National Bank.
10 Shares in Lime Rock Bank,
ALL SU FFER ER S
lu Shares in North Bank.
From P u lm o n a r y D iseases, Ferrous D e bility,
112 Shares in Rockland Water Company.
Fem ale W eaknesses , or Chronic Disorders, of any
14 Shares in Rockland Fire and Marine’lns. Co.
nature, and all whose vital forces are depressed, ren
Shares iu McNeil Iron and Coal Company.
dering necessary a
2 Shares in Xewburyport Gas Company.
1-2 SIdo Forest Eagle.
N E R V O U S T O N IC .fc IN V IG O R A T O R .
5-16 Bark Hanson Gregory.
rill learn the means of certain R elief and res
1-8 Bark Emma C. Litchfield.
toration to health, by writing for our H JrFKW
1-iO Brig Kitty Coburn.
C IR C F L A B , which, (with advice) will be sent free
1-8 Brig Allred.
to all. No stamps required. Address
1-8 Brig Dudley.
J . W IN C H E S T E R
C O ., 36 John St., X. Y.
1-3 Soli. J. O. Hertz.
1-8 Sch William Jones.
3 1 Sch New Globe.
I
N
V
I
S
I
BLE
1-8 Sell Defiance*.
1-8 Sell A. F. Ames.
PHOTOGRAPHS.
1-10 Sch Louisa Crockett.
1.4 Sch Autamla Powers.
T in : GU1CAT WONIJKIi OF Till*: a g e . Beaut;1-8 Sell James Brophy.
ful and perfect Photographs instantly made in the pal
lor, by man, woman, or child. Price 26 cents per
! Administrators.
package, with full directions. 3IEEKER it PH K,v29
FORD, 106 Nassau Street, New York. Liberal dis
count to the Trade.

fo r* t* » a le .

A

CONFUSION OF THOUGHTS,

M E R C U R IA L

(Circular.)

BAD COMPLEXION,

U

luformatiou relative to the new B o u n ty Act
which has passed the House, will he cheerfully given.
Address

HALL & CILLEY, R ock lan d .
June 25, 1866.

Important to In valids!

28tf

E astern Stage Company.
B A T II A X D

IN SU R E A R E A D Y SA LE .

Good B la ck Silks Selling; a t S I,25
Fine D ress P laids

“

0.25

D eL aines

“

<> 0,25

Kid G loves

"

“

y f l- lr i

-A rra n g e m e n t.
"
On and after June 1st, 1866, coaches will run as folws, every day except .Sunday:
Leave Sagadahock House, Bath, at 7.30 A. 31. and 3.15
P. 31.
,eave Rockland at 2 and 6.30 A. M.
Connecting with all trains on the Portland & Iveuebec and Androscoggin Railroads; also with the
Steamboats leaving Bath ior Boston.
Through tickets are sold to Boston, Portland, Lew
iston and Farmington by the drivers, at reduced rates.
Also at the Boston &. Maine and Eastern It. It. De
pots in Boston, Portland and Kennebec in Portland,
Androscoggin in Farmington and Lewiston.
Extra Coaches and teams furnished at shortest no
tice,
J . T. BERRY, Agent, Rockland.
W. L. WHITE, Agent, Damariscotta.
G. W. RICKER, Agent, Bath.
June 28, 1866.
28tf

1,25

Good T w eed Cloth for Boys

CHOLERA

W ear, Selling at

0,30

S elling at

C O N S T I T U T I O N L I F E SY 2U T X *
eradicates, root and branch, all Eruptive Diseasesof
the Skin, like
ULCERS, PIMPLES, BLOTCHES,
and all other difficulties of this kind, which so much
disfigure the outward appearance of both males and
females, often making them a disgusting object to
themselves and their friends.

E

C O N S T IT U T IO N L IK E

REM EDY,

Spring anil Summer

SHEETINGS,

G O O DS,

MARRIAGES

either of the Face, Neck, or Female Breast, and should
be taken a9 soon as the swelling is detected, thus pre
venting their breaking, and producing troublesome
Discharging Sores, which disfigure so many of the
younger portion of the community from six to twenty
years of age. Young children are very subject to Dis
charges from the Ears, which depends upon a Scrofu-#
lous constitution. These cases soon recover by taking
a few doses of the Life Syrup.

s

All scrofulous persons suffering from general De
bility, Emaciation, Dyspepsia, and Dropsy of the
T.imha, Abdomen—and, in the female, Dropsy of the
Ovaries and Womb, generally accompanied with InIkmination and Ulceration of the Uterus—are perma
nently cured by Constitution Life Syrup. The disease
kuowu as Goitre, or Swelled Neck, the Life Syrup
will remove entirely. 1 he remedy should be taken for
some time, as the disease is exceedingly chronic and
stubborn, and will not be removed without extra
effort.
Tumors of the Ovaries, Tumors of the Breast, and
swelling of other glands of the body, will be com
pletely reduced without resorting to the knife, or op
erations of any kind.

Y

Epileptic Fits, Sympathetic or Organic Diseases of
the Heart, as Palpitation, Diseases of the Valves,
prfc/ducing a grating or filing sound; Dropsy of the
k * irt Case, and all the affections of tins important
Oi* an, (persons suffering from any acute pain in the
nfe ion of the heart,) will be greatly relieved by Conutiou Life Syrup.
ROKKN-DOWN a n d DELICATE CONSTITUINS, SUFFERING FROM INDI3POS1TION TO EXio n , P a in i n t h e B a c k , L o ss o f 31 e m o r y ,
U vE b o d in g s , H o r r o r o f C a l a m it y , F e a r o f
L- e a s e . D im n e s s o f V i s i o n ; D r y , H o t S k in
K > E x t r e m it ie s , W a n t o f S l e e p , R e s t l e s s L* .s; P a l e , H a g g a r d C o u n t e n a n c e , a n d L asUDE o f t h e 3 I u s c u l a r S y s t e m , — a ll re q u ire

V: aid of the CONSTITUTION LIFE SYRUP.

R

A N EW F IR M .

L. & J. KAUFMAN’S,

Messrs. H ew ett & Fogler,

9>ry Goods Business,

Q D 1 E IS 9 S

P

D E A T II S.

DRY

FOR A LL

.,1

FORM S O F

ULCERATIVE DISEASES,
te^.er of the N o s e , T h r o a t , T o n g u e , S p i n e , F o r k W vd, o r S c a l p , no remedy has ever proved its
t* al.
u IOTII PATCHES upon the female face, depending
CJ,. in the diseased action of the liver, are very unpleasto the young wife and mother. A few bottles of
CONSTITUTION LIFE SYRUP will correct the
Secretion and remove the deposit, which is directly
under the skin.
in the diseases of the Liver, giving rise to Languor,
Dizziness, Indigestion, Weak Stomach, or an ulcer
ated or cancerous condition of that organ, accompa
nied with burning or other unpleasant symptoms,
will be relieved by the use of CONSTITUTION
LIFE SYRUP.

GOODS,

MARINE JOURNAL.

CLOAKS AND CLOAKINGS,

T

{ E r A s A GENERAL BLOOD-PURIFTDTO AGENT,
L i f e S y r u p s t a n d s U n r iv a l l e d by an t
P r e p a r a t io n i n t h e W o r l d .

the

T H E R I C H .A ^TD P O O R
are liable to the same diseases. Nature and Science
has made the CONSTITUTION LIFE SYRUP for
the benefit of all.

P U R E BLOOD
pr^lucea healthy men and women; and if the consti
tution is neglected in youth, disease and early death
are the result.

WHISKERS!

Price, $1.25 per bottle; one half dozen for $7*

P

CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION

r a n

A S » 9&9 V33,

A

C

SM A L L BEER

W

SYRUP

CURES ALL SWELLING OF THE GLANDS,

0,12

F e w Style Prints,

FAMILY PHYSICIAN

F

R u ssia an d A m erican Crash

I n th e L a n d
The written description given by patients, of symp
Should read and remember these important factsabou Indigestion, Nausea, Heartburn, Sick Headache,
- A L S O .Cholera Morbbs, &c., where a warming, genial stimu toms, etc., he does not consider a reliable guide.
DR. DODD’S N E R V IN E ,
Jt is therefore u t t e r l y u s e l e s s to apply for ad
lant Is required. Its careful preparation and entire vice
or remedies merely by letter; and as tin* Doctor’s
t
AND INVIGORATOR.
purity make it a cheap and reliable article for culinary time is generally very much occup ed, lie cannot even
A m ong'M edicines* it is W oman’s Dest Friend purposes. Sold everywhere, at 50 cents per bottle.
prtimi.se to answer such letters.
All who wish to consult Dr. F. will please take no
A LAKGE LOT OF
Leucorhea (or Whites), Amenorrhea (suppression),
Amenorrhaga (flowing). Dysmenorrhea (painful men S u r a lo g a S p r in g W a t e r , sold by all Druggists. tice that his stay is IRREVOCABLY limited to the
time above named; that it is impossible tor him to
struation). Dyspepsia, .sick Headache, drag/'iug down
prolong his stay even for a single day, and therefore
sensations, loss of strength, mental depression, con
“ The wonderful pr<
of Medical Sci- in ortier to obtain the full benefit of his stay, an early
stipated bowels, sleeplessness, irritability, and the in
six years only, call is desirable.
nice during the the
numerable symptoms of low vitality and disturbed cir
mikes it possible for the conscientious Phy
l)r. F. will RE-VISIT Rockland and Camden, at
culation—are cured by this extraordinary medicine.
sician
to
declare
uow,
that
Con.sum u ncus' regular intervals, as often as the interests of his pa
One te ftspoonful in water is worth more as an Invig
s us certainly cured us intermituut fever, tients may require.
orating Tonic, than any amount of Alcoholic Bitters,
____and
as
certainly
prevented
as
Small
pox.”
which are always attended byre-action and depresCharles E. King. M. I)., L. L. I)., etc.
L o s t o i* S t o l e n .
NO CHARGE FOR CONSULTATION;
Tv I N G ’ 8
D O D D 'S N E R V IN E .
equalizes the circulation of the Nervous Fluid, pro
A GAXG OF FORGY XETS.
PREPARED PRESCRIPTION
hut tor NO other diseases than the above named need
motes the free circulation ol the blood—aids digestion
—cures costiveness—regulates the bowels,and restores [Made from the Prescription of Rev. Chas. E. King, appplications lor advice be made, as only to those the
TATIIOEVER will return said nets,
s, or give informathe vita! organ< to their natural activity. It contains M. D., L. L. D..1&C.J is confidently presented to the Doctor devotes his whole attention.
T T tiou where; they may be found, will be suirablv
suitably
No Opium or other poisonous drug, and as an Invig- public lor the prevention and Cure ot
A r t if ic ia l Eyes i n s e r te d w ith o u t P a i n .
J. T. BERRY & SON’S
arded. The gang* consisted of two new nets with
orator will make strong and healthy the weakest sys
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Forty Portraits of distinguished Statesmen, Clergy
No woman should despair ol perfect restoration to
•
ROBERT DYER.
H A L F P R I C E ,
men, Soldiers, Criminals, as follows: Webster, Tal
(IN ITS MOST ADVANCED STAGES,)
health until she has thoroughly tried Dodd’s Nervine.
IT C H ! IT C H ! ITCH!
LIME ROCK ST., KOCKLAND, Mu.
Bartlett’s Harbor, No. Haven, June 20,18G0. 3w28
leyrand, Clinton, .Metternich, .Jefferson, Cavour, Peel,
All Druggists sell it. Price $;.0J.
for the Radical Cure ot ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
Aliy style ol team for auy purpose can be furnished O’Connell, Bussell, Buckle, Anton Probst, Thomas
11. B. &TORKK & CO., Proprietors,
CATARRH, and all affections of the THROAT and
promptly.
Rallies, Gen. Scott, Albert Barnes, Isaac Ferris, Chas.
1v27
75 Fulton Street, New York.
AIR PASSAGES; for General ami Special Derange
Coaches are run to all the Boats and Public Houses. Hodge, Andrew L. Stone, Thomas Verinilyo, Leonard
.A. *T. S H j YW & CO.,
ments of the NERVOUS SYSTEM : and for all Func
Particular attention is given to furnishing teams Bacon, Horace Bushnell, II. J. Breckenridge, II. W.
tional Disorders of the Stomach and Bmccls.
W heaton's O intm ent
and Coaches ior luneruls.
Beecher, T. L. Cuvier, K. S. Stoors, J. T. Duryea, etc.
DB. B IC K N E L L ’S SYHUP !
It immediately increases the strength and deepens
, Books kept at this office for the different Stage <M;r J 'o ri.u . Rklations— The Servant Question;
P illabury B lock , Opp. T h o rn d ik e H o tel.
the color ot the pine blood. Jt subdues t ile Chills aud
Will Cure the Iteli in AS Hours.
• THE GREAT
-ALSOLines.
Manhood and Womanhood: How to Punish a Child.
Fever and diminishes the Expectoration. It checks
April 20, I860.
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cares SALT UHKIM. ULCERS, CHIL
J . T. BERRY,
P hysI ologv—Feeding Children; To Young Mothers.
the night sweats, always in from seven to fourteen days. ISI.Also
Al.V.S, awl all KRUlMTONs OK THU SKIN.—
Signs ok Chakadtkk—Physiognomy ol Statesmen;
FRED 11. BERRY.
The appelite is at once invigorated, and the patient
BLEACHED AMD UNBLEACHED
50 cents. For sale by all druggists.
National Characteristics; The Law ofOualtty; In
Rockland, July 4, 186G.
29tf
Also, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus, Summe rapidiy gains flesh: the cough and the aijjicult breath- Price
By sending 60 cents to WEEK* & POTTER, Sole
tellect, North aud South; The Great Mystery; An
Complaint, Pain or Cramp
speedily relieved; the sleep becomes calm and Agents,
ach or boweli
170 Washington street, Boston, i: will be for
other Prophecy; Teach Children to Think: Milton’s
r stomach, hunters’ Cholic, &c.. and is warrant
NEW MED1EAL BOOK,
warded by mail, free of postage, to any part of the
Last Poem; Soidiariug and Crime. A rich number.
ed to CURE or no
Is purely vegct^le, without
United
States.
20
cents, or $2 a year. Address
WITH A REALLY ASTONISHING RAPIDITY.
particle of opiate or narcotic. Highly aroinat
Oct. 25, 1865.
Iy45
FOWLER & WELLS, New Y'ork.
pleasaut to the taste, mild, but sure in its effects,
The PRESCRIPTION should be used in every ci
warms and strengthens the system, acts like a charm, where the Physician commonly prescribes ‘‘Toxic
IN P R I N T ,
Just Received and for Sale at the LOWEST 3IARafibrdiug almost immediate relief, and a taste of the I r o n , A c id s , B a r k , q u i n i n e , C o d -L iv e r o i l ,
P atent Sttap KET PRICES, bv
BY DR. SAMUEL SHELDON FITCH, A. M., 31. D.
article will satisfy the most incredulous of these facts. W h is k e y &«*., and in every case, by w h a t e v e r
it Catch-ei
E. B. MAYO.
The Author o f numerous Medical Works.
Sold by all dealers iu medicine. Please send for cir n a m e k n o w n , in which there is exhibited any one
ish Hook.
March 15,1860.
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cular and trv it. Prepared onlv bv EDWARD SUT- or more ol the following
Six sizes.
IIis Six Lectures on the Prevention and Cure of
T o \, Providence, It. 1. DEMAS BARNES & CO., of
Consumption,—Diseases of the Heart,—and the Rules perfect nap; spring’s open in the ush’s mouth; best
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New York, and GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., of Bos
JUST RECEIVED AT
ever offered; everybody wants them. Wanted .—A
to
Preserve
Health
and
Life
to
a
Hundred
Years,—
In
this
city,
July
2d.
by
Rev.
A.
R.
Abbott,
3Ir.
Al
Difficult o r Irregular Breathing, Loss o f Breath,
ton, Gen’l Agents.
Givius, of Ali’lford, Me., and 3Iiss Etta A. Spen have been read by thousands, aud have carried hope dealer or agent in every town to sell them. Send 30
For sale in Rockland, by C. P. FESSENDEN S. E. Cough, Wasting o f Flesh, Bleeding from th e Lungs, bert of
to all readers, and health to all who have fulfilled its cents and stamp for two hooks and trade prices, o
Bradley, 3Ie.
BENSON, Dll. F. G. COOK and L. M. BOBBINS, Loss of Appetite. General Debility, Fight Sweats, cer,
teachings.
$l
25
lor
1
doz.
to
Jo»«*pli
H
rigg*.
335
Broadway
In
this
city,
June
28th,
by
Rev.
W.
O.
Holman,
3Ir.
Flying Pains th ro u g h th e Shoulders, Chest, Face o r
Druggists.
,
6ni2?
Fitch’s aim in this new book is to direct habits (Room 35,) New York, who is also agent lor the new
Limbs, Ferrous Headache, Ferrous Prostration, Gid Harvey (1. Snow, ol New York, and Mrs. BessieFree- tsoDr.
as to avoid indisposition,—to manage indisposition
diness or Dizziness Excessive Paleness, Sore Throat, muu, of Rockland.
P a ten t A n im al Fetters,
in this city, June 30th, by Rev. Geo. Pratt, 3Ir. so as to prevent disease,—and to treat disease so as to
G e n t s :—Having used and witnessed the beneficial Drowsiness, Sleeplessness, Sour Stomach, Ileart-B
Henry R. French, ol Rockland, to 3Iiss Lenoru Cran- restore health. He would cure a hacking cough, and for horses, mules, and cattle; just what every farmer
effects of P e r r y D a v is ’ P a in K i i . l e k , I take great Oppression o r Sinking of th e Stomach, before or after don, of Camden.
t!?us prevent consumption: he would clear a husky needs; light, strong and durable. Price $2each; $18
A splendid assortment, consisting of all kinds of
c ting, Remittent Fever, o r., <jr., a u d ESPECIALLY
In Washington, July 1st, by E. G. Webber, Esq., throat, and thus stop croup or diphtheria; lie would per doz.
pleasure in recommending it to the public as the very all Female Disorders o r Uterine Irregularities, such
3Ir. Geo. A. Chase, and 3Iiss Elthea L. Darnrer, both regulate a disturbed state of the stomach and bowels,
best Family Medicine with which I am acquainted. as Difficult, Painful, Suppressed, Scanty, Excessive, of
and
thus
stay
dysentery
and
cholera:
but
should
any
Washington.
of carrying o
In this establishment are employed nearly one hun Delayed, Premature o r to o Frequent Menstruation.
In Belfast, July 1st, 3Ir. Thomas O. Hayes and 3Iiss diseases supervene, he at ouce comes to our aid with
S ta te m e n ts fro m I'n tien tH . Sec,
the exact remedies necessary to a prompt cure, lie
3Iary A. Rice, both of B.
dred persons, and your P a in K i l l e r has been used
In Belfast, June 23d, Mr. Chas. T. Knight, to 3Iiss glances first at those diseases which the sick cannot
“ Your Prescription saved my daughter’s life, and
with the most astonishing results, f or F o u r Y e a r s
well doctor, but which require the aid of a capable
has saved me hundreds of dollars.”—Rev. E. H um Pauline 31. Ciframings, both ot Xorthport.
not a single severe case of Cholic, Summer Complaint p h r e y s , Remsen, N. Y.
In Belfast, June 28th, Joshua Fessenden, Lt. U. S. physician, and that when properly and timely treated,
or Dysentery, but has yielded like magic to the cura “ We bless God for the benefit we have received A., formerly of this city, to 31iss Alary A., daughter of are always curable. These diseases, he savs, are Con
sumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, Diseases of
Win.
H.
Conner,
of
1L
from
your
Prepared
Prescription.”—Rev.
P.
P
e
r
e

have taken the Store in
tive powers of the “ Killer;” and lor Cuts, Bruises, g r in !;, Blossburg, Penn.
In 3Iorrell, May 20th, by Joseph 3Iears, Esq., 3Ir. the Heart, Dyspepsia, Headaches, Liver Complaints,
C L O A K IN G S ,
etc., it is in almost daily use, and with like good
“ Every one to whom J have recommended it has Elisha Thomas, of -Morrell, to Miss Mary J . Seavey, Piles, Kidney Complaints, Female Complaints, Kheunntisin,
Neuralgia,
Skin
Diseases,
and
all
diseases
of
Belfast.
benefited much by its use.”—Rev. C. D. J ones,
effects.
S P E A R BLOCK,
(ti ENG EMBER’S PATENT.)
and discolorations, freckled, moths, &c., which attack
Racine, Wis.
JOHN TANNER,
and
destroy
the
complexion.
UT
ON
AND
TAKEN
OFF
in
a
MOMENT
by
any
B i b l e H o u s e , Astor P l a c e , N. Y.—In the early
Formerly occupied by C. F. Kittredge,
The second great class of diseases, which the pa
one, without sewing, eyelet, screw, rivet, or cut
Foreman ol Wrightson & C'o’s. Printing Establishm’t, part of February, 1865, I was suffering from a violent
S H A W L S, '
in the cloth. First premium awarded by American
tient, or his friends can always doctor, and for which
cough, lor which I had been treated during six months
^
Cincinnati, Ohio.
infallible remedies are given, are Diphtheria, Croup, Institute in September, 1865. They can be changed and fitted it up in splendid style for the business
previously without benefit. I had Fight-Sweats which
Scarlet Fever, 3Ieasles, Whooping Cough, Typhoid from one garment to another in an instant, and as where they have an entire new stock of
Sold bv Druggists and all Dealers in Family Medicines. completely prostrated me. In the evening, hoarse
Fever, Dysentery, Asiatic Cholera, Cholera Morbus, they never pull off nor tear the cloth, they are the
June 10, 1866.
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ness would come -on, which would prevent me from
BALMORALS AND SKIRTS.
In Belfast, June 15th, 3Ir. John 31. Shuman, aged Cholera Infantum, Diarrhoea of adults and children, onlv reliable BUTTONS FOR MEN’S AND BOYS’
speaking above a whisper. 1 had then had two attacks
Colds, Congestion of the Lungs, Lung Fever, Burns, CLOTHING; the most, convenient BUTTONS FOR
of hemorrhage from*the lungs. My furnily Physician 54 years, 1 month and 2 days.
TO CONSUMPTIVES.
Erysipelas,
&c. Remedies for each ot these are giv LADIES, as by their use the appearance of the gar
assured me that he could do no more lor me,yet I was
' i Waldo, June 20th, John Coombs, aged 67.
en, which the sick or their friends can prepare and ment can be altered to suit taste or occasion. For the
The advertiser, having been restored to health in a growing rapidly worse, and had been compelled to
successfully administer.
ARMY AND NAVY they are invaluable, us they can
WHICH CAN’T BE BEAT
few weeks by a very simple remedy, after huving^suder- leave business for nearly two months. All my symp
He next gives the proper treatment of the Hair and in an instant be exchanged for a new set removed for
ed for several years with a severe lung affection, and toms indicated, unmistakably, the presence of CON
Teeth, so as to preserve both in health and beiuty cleaning, or changed for plain covered buttons when
that dread disease, Consumption—is anxiousAto make SUMPTION. In the begining ol February, Mr.
F o r Style or Q uality.
through life. He next gives a remedy for Sea-sick desired. They have been adopted by tailors and
known to his fellow sulfercrsjthe means ol ci
H e n r y F i s h e r , Treasurer o f the American Bible
A large assortment of all kings of
ness. Finally, he gives recipes for preparing Hair clothiers, and those who have used them will have no
To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the pre Society, presented me with a bottle of the PREPAR
Dye, Cologne Water, and Tooth Powder, all unsur other. In order to let the public at once see the great
scription used (free of charge), with the directions toi ED PRESCRIPTION. In a few days, my appetite,
They i
w sffering for sale
passed by any other preparations.
advantage of these goods we offer to send by reiurn
PO R T O F ROCKLAND.
preparing and ii-ing the same, which they will find a (which 1 had entirely lost) returned; within a week,
It is as little as we can do to advise our readers to mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of the price, one set
s u r e C u r e lor C o n s u m p t io n , a s t h m a , B r o n c h it is , my cough had almost left me; and in less than two
obtain and read this book. It has 76 pages; price 35 SELLVE BUTTONS, Ladies’ or Gents’, Plain, 40 cts.
C o u g h s , C o l d s , and all 'Throat and Lung Affections, weeks, the Fight-Sweats were broken up. Thence
A rriv ed .
cents. Send 35 cents to Dr. S. S. Fitch. No. 25 Tre- Fancy,50cts.; 1 doz. Suspender Buttons, 40 cts.; or
00V U O 5T M O B S '
The only object of the advertiser in sending tin* Pre forward I regained strength rapidly, and am now
mont street, Boston, 3Iass. Be particular to give Post one ASSORTED BOX containing 1 doz. each, for
scription is to benefit thcafllicted, and spread informa regularly attending to my duties as clerk to the
June
25th,
sclis
Cyclone,
Babbidge,
Matanzas
for
tion which he conceives to be invaluable, and he hopes AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY, in whose employ Quebec; E Arcularius Jackson, Boston; Nile, Hall, office, Town, County and State, and the book will be coats, vests, pants, and overcoats, at $1 75 per box.
of all kinds.
A full descriptive list, from which any style of Button
3m29
every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will cosfcthem ment J have been nine years. I am now enjoying Portsmouth; Sarah, Tli mas, N York. 26th, sells sent to you by mail, free of postage.
TABLE LINENS AXD WHITE GOODS.
can be ordered, will be sent by mail on application.
nothing, and may prove a blessing,
good health. Your PRESCRIPTION effecteda CURE, Delaware, Crockett, N York; Utica, Thorndike, Port
Call or address W. B. WATKINS. Sole Agent. No.
Parties wishing the prescription, f r e e , by return when my friends despaired of my recovery.
land. 27th, sclis 31 Langdon,Hix,Danvers; Punama,
A ccounts and Claims.
416 Broadway, corner Canal St., New York, P. O.
mail, will please address
Snow, N York; 3Iary Hull, Poland, Boston. 28th,
Til OS. J . CONGER.
Box
6858.
Please
state
where
you
saw
the
advertiseR ev . EDWARD A. WILSON,
he Committee of the City of Rockland on Accounts
sclis .John Adams, Spofiord, Portsmouth: Sea Serpent,
lv8
Williainsburgh, Kings Co., New York.
“ I h ave h ad N e r v o u s o r S p a s m o d ic A s t h m a for Calderwood, Boston: Nepouset, Snow, Salem; AnL*nt. Show this to your friends.
and Claims will meet at the Aldermen’s Room on
S ilk s and S h a w ls,
eleven years. D u rin g th e la st s ix y ears I h ave n ev er geline, H ix ,-------; Bengal, Pillsbury, ------- . 30th,
the first Saturday of every month, and continue in ses
an u n in te rru p te d n ig h t’s re st. It o ften seem ed to sells Onward, Ward well, Bangor: Maria Louisa, Rob sion from 9 to 12 and from 1 to 4 o’clock. Accounts
Cholera, Diarrhoea, and D ysentery ! had
D r. L am ontefs Corram e th a t I w ould die before I could g e t a ir in to my inson, Boston; Post Boy, Andrews, Gardiner; 31 Sar may be lelt at the Treasurer’s oliice.
CLOTHS
for MEN AXD BOYS’ WEAR,
__________ _ . I la is the greatest stimu
A CURE IS ■WARRANTED by DR. TOBIAS’ CELE lungs. I w as h ag g ard a n d sp iritless, an d suii'ered so gent, Glover, N York; Adrian, Everett.N York; Win
JA31ES WALSH, Chairman.
C L O T H S ,
lator in the world. Will lorce whiskers or Mous
g re a tly 'fro m ‘sh o rtn ess of bre.-ith,’ th a t I was comRockland, April 18, 1866.
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taken by persons of temperate habits. This medicine dence to m y j lace o f business.
the Variety Store, is the place to buy your
merits. Address
“ The night before I obtained the ‘PREPARED dike, Portsmouth.
A fine assortment for.
has been known in the Nnited States ovsr 20 years.
H E E V E S & CO., 78 Nassau St., New York.
PRESCRIPTION,’ was the worst I ever passed. On
BLEACHED and BROWN SHEETINGS,
Thousands have used it, and found it never tailed to obtaining the remedy, I took a teaspoonlul at noon
Sailed.
Parasols
and
Fans
Cheap.
and
again
at
night,
and
slept
all
night
without
wak
cure any complaint for which it was recommended,
REMIUM CHESTER WHfTE PIGS for sale, sent
June 25th, sells Baltic*-------, Savannah; II S IlodgI have n o t h a d a b r o k e n n i g h t ’s r e s t don,
F o r M e n an d . B o y s ’ W e a r.
and all those who first tried it, are now never without ing.
by Express to all parts of the United States. For
Babb, N York; J RJameson, Jameson,Camden.
s in c e . * * * * *
I no longer look ‘haggard,’
Circulars and Prices address N . P . BO Y ER & C O .,
sell Charlotte Aim, C sandier, Boston. 29th, schs
it. In the Cholera of 184S, Dr. Tobias attended 40 have gained in strength and spirits, and am not at all 27tli,
Gum
Tree, Chester County, Penn.
Sarah,
-------,
Providence;
Utica,
Thorndike,
Port
afflicted with ‘shortness of breath.’ I shall be glad to land ; Baltic, Pierce, Spruce Head to load lor N Yrork.
and lost 4, being called in too ate to do any good.
And
a
good
assortment
of
all
kinds
of
goods
usually
E X TREM ELY LOW T H IS SPRING.
have any one afflicted with Asthma call aud see me. 39th, schs Susan and Alary, Hall, N York; Corvo, Children's Carriages aud Hand-carts.
kept in a dry goods store, so cheap that prices cannot
DIRECTIONS.—Take a teaspoonlul in a wine-glass
fail to suit customers.
“ EZRA C. LANG DON, No. 334 Fourth Street, N. Y.” Achorn, N Y'ork; Empress, Kennedy, X York; Hard pH E A P, at the Variety Store.
DESIRABLE HOMES
of water every half hour for two hours, and rub the
Rockland. 3Iay 10, 1866.
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scrabble, Gregory, -------; Cornelia, Ilenaerson, N * /
The
“
PREPARED
PRESCRIPTION”
is
put
up
in
IN h a m m o n t o n , n e w j e r s e y
abdomen and extremities well with the Liniment. To a $1 bottle, and is sold by Druggists generally, or Y'ork; Gentile, Henderson, N York; Granville, 3Iorallay the thirst, take a lump of ice iu the mouth, about orders may be addressed to the Sole Proprietors, ton, Lynn; Sea Serpent, Calderwood, Boston; NeA truct of 690 acres of excellent land for farming and
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
G . MOSES & Co., 27 C o k t l a n d t s t r e e t , pouset, Snow, Salem; James R, Miller, Gardiner; Pi
fruit growing, situated a the thriving Town of Ham*
the size of a marble every ten minutes. It is war OSCAR
HAKE
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FOR
BUSINESS
lot,
Thompson,
N
York;
Ocean
Star,
Haskell,
N
York:
N. V. Consultation tree. Circulars, containing
nionton, 28 miles from Camden, within 300 yards of
James
Henry,
Oliver,
N
York;
Elia,
Crocfeer,
to
load
ranted perfectly innocent to take internally. Sold by PARTICULARS o f MANY CASES successfully treated,
For a Han with Small Capital.
Cuniden and Atlantic Railroad, and but few miles to
for
Charleston.
New York Railroad. The land will be divided into
all duuggists, price 40 aud 30 ceuts. Depot, 56 Court- will be sent free bv mail. Soldiu Itocklaud by L. M.
OUNTY and Town Rights of a valuable patent for lots
SCOTCH GIYG IIAM S,
and
ROBBINS.
tide tl
that can be so-d in every house. I t, fi of
"L 2 to 50 acres, U
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andt St., New York.
D IS A S T E R S .
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May 10, I860.
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SELLING LOW, at
Sch R IT Perkins, (of Frankfort) Lane, master, from large. For partic•ehirs enquire ol CHAS. L>. ULMKU, E ,VTL? ,-’
Bangor for St Pierre, Miq, with a cargo ol lumber, in store formerly ioccupied by S. H. Tyler, Front St., aelpaliia. ^ ^ A ritLL’ *Su*~l
W H ISK ERS! W H ISK ERS!
April 27, 1S66.
brick and lime, foundered on the 20th, in Iat43 10, Ion North Lnd, Rockland "Maine.
T 16A W S F O l U i A T 8 0 A !
Do you want Whiskers or Moustaches ? Our Gre
30. All hands saved. Capt Lane and crew'public June, 25, I860.
F a n c y G o o d s,
The superstitious of antiquity are only “food for cian Compound will force them to grow onthesmooth- 66
ly tender their thanks to Copt Bourse and crew of sell
laughter” at the present day, and yet this is an age of •t face or chin, or iiMf on bald heads, in Six Weeks, William T -Merchant, ol Gloucester, who rescue*! them
rice, $ l .00—3 packing for $2.00. Sent by mail any- from their boat at sea, and landed them at Halifax,
I
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o
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e
.
here,
closely
sealed,
on
receipt
of
price.
FOR
ONLY
Miracles,
and for the kind treatment they received aboard their
in lu /a r a r t* tie ..
HEREAS, niv wile, GERTRUDE V., has left
accomplished with the aid of science. For example: Address, WARNER & CO., Box 138, Brooklyn, N. vessel. Also to the U S Consul at Halifax, who
my bed ami board without sufficient cause, this
promptly provided for them in their destitute condi
grey, sandy or red hair is
is to forbid all persons from trusting or harboring her
April 15, 1865.
ly 17
tion,
B H M e K E L L .U t’S
on my account after this date.
CHANGED IN A MOMENT,
DANIEL TOLMAN
PA TEN T BEER POWDER,
M EM O R A N D A .
Rockland, June 27, 1866.
3w28*
lu tUe richest conceivably black or brown, by a simple
W . would b« happy to iee all our old trl.& di ami
STRANGE BE T T R E E.
A > O M A K E IT I
application of
J J AVE
a \ ijremoveu
removed io
to me
the middle store,m
atore, in PILLSBURY
riLL SD U nl tb» public generally, and we are ready now tojftve von
Every young lady and gentleman in the United States
N O T IC E TO M A R IN E R S .
Five kinds flavoring,—Lemon, Sarsaparilla, CheckBLOCKOormerly occupied by J . S. Willoughby, Hi great
can hear something very much to their advantage by
G-rass
a
t
A
u
c
tio
n
.
CHISTAD0R0S HAIR DYE,
Ierberry, Hop and Spruce. No Beer made that can opposite
>nc
the Thorndike Hotel
return mail (free of charge,) by addressing the under
RoeUand, April at, 1806.
TAT ILL be sold on Monday, July 2d, on the premises compare with it Rich , Sparkling , D elicious.
Rockland,
March!, 1856.
........................
D O M E ST IC P O R T S .
Manufactured by J . CRISTADORO, 6 Astor House signed. Those having fears of beiug humbugged will
# IT of CHAS. CROCKETT, twenty acres of grass, | Any one can make it.
l?-------- families,
........
— Farmers,
variety
by not noticing this card. All others will please
NORTH HA VEN—Ar June 27th, sch Ceylon, Bev in lots that will cut from ono to three tons hay.
New Y ork. Sold by Druggists. Applied by all Hair oblige
stores, should use it.
-n - ^
_
F irst M aine Cav;a i m
address their obedient servant,
erage, Banquereau. Sid. schs Mazeppa, Banks. Bay j Sale to commence at 2 o’clock, P. M.
Dressers,
PE
R
S
O
N
NOYES
47
India
St.,
Boston,
W
hole-I-K
ISH
J
D
a
i
T
e
i
S
,
S
a
l
t
.
B
O
O
t
S
.
&
C
.
THUS. F. CHAPMAN,
of St Lawrence; Fleetwood, Young, Bay of St Law'-1
IE "Campaigns of the First Maine
le Cavalry
Cai ■j,” by
GEORGE CABLES, Auctioneer, sale Agent. Sold by all Dealers.
* x the Brook
ly8
831 Broadway, New York.
jejune 13, 18G6.
4w2G
Chaplain Merrill.
Rockland, June 26, 1800.
iw28
Sample Boxes by Express, 50 ceuts.
|
21tt
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ECMI'CHI

ACHES IN BONES,
DEPRESSION OF SPIRlTg,

CONSTITUTION LIFE SYRUP purges the sys
tem entirely from all the evil effects of MERCURY,
removing the Bad Breath, curing the Weak Jointt
aud Rheumatic Pains which the use of Calomel is sure
to produce. It hardens Spongy Gums, and secures
the Teeth as firmly as ever.

LOOK AT THESE PRICES,

11 O C K L A X I) .

S U M M E It

D IS E A S E S .
ROTTING OF BONES,

FEELING OF WEARINESS,

All of which we are selling at prices that will

Important to Soldiers and Seamen.
NDER the lute Acts of Congress, we are now se
curing the following new classes of claims :—
PeiiiriouM f o r D e p e n d e n t F a th e r s .
N n v P e n s io n s ol* $ 15 to $25 p e r m o n th
f o r Soldier** to ta lly d isa b le d .
Reunion* fo r O r p h a n b ro th e r* o f d e c e a s
ed Soldier*.
M ileage for Officers d isch arged out o f the
S la te .
M ileage for d isch arged Seam en .
Nearly all who served in the Navy from this State
are entitled to this.
for destruction of rebel vessels at 3Iempliis, Teun., to officers and men of the Benton, Cairo,
vjurondolet, Louisvrile, St. Louis, 3Ionarch and Queen
of the West.
ize M oney fo r th e c a p tu r e o f a ll
ses, including prize money to those engaged in
the fight at Mobile in August, 1864.
Also all Bounties, Arrearages, Pensions and Claims
under earlier laws. All claims prosecuted at the legal
rates, and with the promptness which results from
long experience and superior facilities for the busi-

EPILEPSY.

Thousands who have suffered for years will blest
the day on which they read these lines. Particularly
to weak, suffering women will this medicine prove on
Inestimable blessing—directing their footsteps to a
Hope which fulfils more than it promises.

DOMESTICS &C.

FO R S A L S .

B

SHATTERED NERVES,
LOSS OF POWER,

SALIVATION,

ADAM JU M E L ’S M nuim uulni Kilim ,
tor developing the female form. Mechanical Ap
pliances used when necessary. Orders addressed to
Agent for Madam Jumcl, 363 Canal Street, New York,
promptly attended to. Send stamp for circular.—
M adam darnel’s W rinkle O bliterator sold by ull
Druggists.

Hulse’s Protector From Choler.i,

r
N ERVO USN ESS.

C A R R IA G E S

A NEW REMEDY.

Marsdeii’s Vegetable Sanative Pills

R H C E U N L A - T IS M .
If there is any disease in which the Constitution
Life Syrup is a sovereign remedy, it is In rheumatism
and its kindred affections. The most intense pains ar«
almost instantly alleviated —enormous swellings ore
reduced. Cases, chrenic or vicarious, of twenty or
thirty years standing, have been cured.

CLOAKINGS,

KUIBALL BRO TH ERS & CO.

PREPARED BY

Are purely Vegetable, free from any 3Iineral or 3fer*
ciiriul Preparation, and compounded with great care,
'hey may be reli ul on in cases ot Constipation, Bilious
Disorders, Nervous or Sick Headache, Gout or Rheu
matism, Dyspepsia, Dropsy.

BALT RHEUM.

This taint ( h e r e d it a r y and a c q u ir e d ,) filling life
with untold misery, is, by all usual medical remedies,
incurable.

DRESS GOODS,

Safe and convenient, the size of a cigar case only.
Folded and unfolded in a twinkling. To farmers,
sportsmen, uiul persons living in the country, they
are invaluable. Everybody should have one. For
sale by Crockery and Hardware Dealers everywhere,
and at wholesale by
W IL L IA M B . W IL L IA M S,
Wholesale dealer iu Glass-Ware, ill MilkSt., Boston.

R

!

KING’S EVIL,

ERYSIPELAS,

Folding and Pocket Lanterns.

W

L o s t! L o st I

GLANDULAR SWELLINGS,

ULCERATION’,

Will Not B e n d or B r e a k like the single spring
They are both Durable, Economical, aud Stylish,
will p r e s e r v e their p e r f e c t aud b e a u t if u l
s h a p e where other skirts arc thrown aside us useless.
W eals, B ra d le y Sz C a ry , 97 Chambers St., N. Y.

A gents W anted in every Town

SC R O B W JX uA ...
STRUMA,

Ju u c tio n C ourt A-Sudbury S t., Boston, Mass.
Can be relied on as the most pleasant, safe and effec
tual remedy lor Diarrluea, Cholera, Chronic DiarE S T E R N LA ND AGENCY’. Full infor
rluca, Cholera Morbus, Dysentery, Colic, and Loose
mation furnished in regard to Lands in Western
ness o f the Bowels. It may be taken with perfect safe
Kansas. Settlements under the Homestead Act, &c.,
ty by infants when teething, or by the sufferer in the
by
inclosing
60 cts. to 11A3IMOND & PRICE, Lancl
lowest stages of^ Chronic Diarrluea—causing a sooth Agents, Council
Grove, Kansas.
ing sensation of relief to the patient, and being fol
lowed l), a complete cure.

OST somewhere between the shoe-store of II. N.
house ol
Israel
Keene and the dwelling-house
of Capt.
C
Snow on Main St., on Tuesday, July 3d a CALF
SKIN WALLET, containing" somewhere between
twenty and twenty-live dollars. The tinder will he
suitably rewarded on leaving the same at .Mr. Keene’s
store, or at Capt. Snow’s dwelling-hoii

'n n n

A RE NOW

Lyon’s M agnetic Powder.

It stands lor merits without a superior.

^ ^ T this Office, a BOY to carry papers.

AND

We would call the attention of all sufferers from r£i\ DOLLAR SEWING MACHINE
Sick Headache, Sour Stomach, Dyspepsia, Dizzine ,
+
ever offered in market.
Bilious Headache, Indigestion, Costiveness, &c., to T H E S T IT C H IS B O T H S ID E S A L IK E !
I’a r r a n I’m ElTerveiiccut S e ltz e r A p e r ie n t,
as the best Remedy known for the above and similar For Circular &c., apply to
complaints. Sold by all Druggists.
A . M . B A D G E R Sz CO., Rochester, N. 1\

NO. 9 KIMBALL BLOCK, ROCKLAND, Me.
July 4,1860.
29tf

A V a n te < l

H ave Just R eceived

FASHIONS FOR 1866.

MANUFACTURE AND SELL

T. W . M A R S D E X ,
4 .8 7 B R O A D W A Y , N e w Y o r k .
For sale by all Druggists.

C ity L iquor A gency ,

Rockland, July 5, 1866.

A positive and specific remedy for all diseases origi
nating lYom an I3IPUKE STATE OF THE BLQODf
and for all (hereditary) DISEASES transmitted from
PARENT TO CHILD.

CARMINATIVE SYRUP

SOSTSSs

i f t y t o n s , of o ld b o n e s wanted immediatelv at the Brook, bv
A. It. LEIGHTON, at the Brook.
Rockland, July 4, 1856.
6m29

LI FE S Y R U P .

GAS MACHINES. ,4‘nfSffiSSi

M A R S D E N ’S

L

A. J. SHAW & €0.,

RUPTURE CURED!

Second-Hand Stoves
BOK233i

CONSTITUTION

ZERO!!

Stated Communications, 1st Wednesday of each
For the Quarter ending June 30, I860,
month.
D p..
K. E. WORTMAN, JF. M.
ENOCH DAVIES, Secretary.
Notes and Bills discounted,
$37,843 65
Due from the National Bank ol Redemp
ROCKLAND LODGE OF FREE AND ACCEPTED
23,802 85
tion, Boston,
MASONS.
Bonds deposited with U. S. Treasurer, to
50,000 00
secure circulating notes,
Stated Communications, Tuesday preceding the full
15,900 00
Other U. S. securities,
moon.
Cash on hand, in circulating notes of other
ELI HALL, IF. M.
3,400 00
Nationul Banks,
C. It. MALLARD, Secretary.
Cash
on
hand,
iu
circulating
notes
of
State
Rockland, June 1, 1806.
24tf
211 00
Banks,
179 41
Specie,
1,300 00
Legal Tender Notes,
ye ear
5,820 00
Compound Interest Notes,

^

DRY GOODS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

E m ploym ent for Both Sexes.

e in o v a l .

p
CATHARTIC
CATHARTIC
CATHARTIC
CATHARTIC

LIFE
LIFE
LIFE
LIFE

PILLS. 1
PILLS. *
PILLS.
PILLS.

PRICE 2 5 CENTS PER BOX.
PRICE 2 5 CENTS PEr. BOX.
TRICE 2 5 CENTS PER BOX.
PRICE 2 5 CENTS PER BOX.

W1I, H. GREGG £ CO., Proprietor..
MORGAN £ ALLEN. General Amenta,
No. M Cbff Street, Now York,
GEO. C. OOODWLN * CO., Boston,

A C E N T A QUART!

A. J. SHAW & Co.,

r

E. B. SPEAR’S.

N ails, Glass,

AT the21tfBrook.

Putty, &c.
H. H . CRXE,

feJMWNA.

5 B = a 5=5=55

Easte:im E xp ress Company.

SALE OF PUBLIC LANDS.

T h e R ockland II a m i ,

L and Office , Bangor, Juue 1,1866.
N pursuance ot law as defined in Chapter 5,
Sec
5, Se
tion 32, Revised Statutes, Public Notice is hereby
given that the following Schedule of Tracts urid Par-

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
chandise &c., and will forward the same from
Rockland, per the several steamers as follows, viz.
Leaving Rockland for Portland every Monday at 11
o clock A. M. per steamer Lady Lang.
Leaving Rockland for Portland every Monday at 5
o’clock P. M. per steamer City of Richmond.
Leaving Rockland lor Boston every Monday at 5
o’clock P, M. per steamer Katahdin.
Leaving^ Rockland for Bangor every Tuesday at 4
o’clock A. M. per steamer Lady Lang.
Leaving Rockland lor Bangor every Wednesday at 5
q’clock A. M. per steamer Katahdin.
Leaving Rockland for Mgchiasport every Wednesday
at 5 o’clock A'. M. per steamer City of Richmond.
Leaving Rockland for Portland and Boston c
Wednesday at 11 o'clock A. M. per steamer Lady Lang.
Leaving Rockland for Bangor every Thursday at 4
o’clock A. M. per steamer Lady Lang.
Leaving Rockland for Boston every Thursday at 5
o’clock P. M. per steamer Katahdin.
Leaving Rockland for Portland every Thursday at 5
o’clock P. 31. per steamer City of Richmond.
Leaving Rockland for Portland and Boston ev<
Friday at 11 o’clock A. M. per steame*- Lady Lang.
Leaving Rockland fpr Bangor every Saturday at 4
o’clock A. M. per stealner Latly Lang.
Leaving Rockland for Bangor every Saturday at
o’clock A. M. per steamer Katahdin.
Ltaving Rockland for 3Iachiasport every Saturday at
5 o’clock A. M. per steamer City of Richmond.
Drafts, notes, and bills collected. Bills ol exchange
on Foreign countries procured.
The business entrusted to us will receive proper care,
and be forwarded with promptness at leasonable rates!
Competent 3Iessengers are employed to travel in
charge of Express matters on ail the boats.
Agents office. 3d door from the corner, in Berrv Brick
Block, south side Lime Rock Street.
G. W. BERRY,
Agent Eastern Express Company.
Rockland, May 10, 1660.
:;itf

PORTLAND and N EW YORK
S T E A M S H IP C O M P A N Y .
S E M I-W E E K L Y

L IN E ,

wood , will

until further notice run as follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNES
DAY and SATURDAY , at 4 o’clock, P. M., and leave
Pier 38, East River, New York, every WEDNESD AY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock, l’. 31.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
lor passengers, making this the most speedv. safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York anti
Maine. Passage, in State Room, $G.00. Cabin passage
$5.00. 3Ieals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
J o h n ’ liaDgor’ **ath» Au^usta» Eastport and St.
Shippers are requested to send their Freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M., on the day that they leave
Portland.

For Freight or Passage apply to
E3CERY & FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL & CO., No. 86 West Street, New
York.
Feb. 22,1866.

I

J. WIGHT, Leader.

RE prepared to tarnish Music for Celebrations,
^•Excursions, Picnics, &c.
E. A. BURPEE, Seci'elary.
,
,
, ,
---- ---------- ------ per&w«
than the minimum fixed in the advertised list.
Rockland, June 23, I860.
3ih27
The said to be by Sealed Proposals in conformity
with the provisions ol the foregoing Chapter and Sec
tion, which require that ten per centum ot the mini
K e e p Cool.
mum price ot tlie township or part, shall accompany
ADIES will find a great variety of elegant, licv each proposal, which sum shall constitute a part of,
FANS at the Music store, Hovev Block.
and be allowed in, the cash payment to be made upon
27t(
ALfcEirr SMITH.
the township or tract purchased.
Payments required to be one third cash, remainder
in three promissory notes payable annuullv in one,
Tricked Up.
two and throe years, witli satislactory bond* for pay
ment
stuinpage.
n the door-step of O. S. Andrews’ Bookstore, a 'fin*of
sum deposited by any other bidder, who does
_ LADY’S BREAST-PIN. The owner can have the not
become a purchaser, may be withdrawn by liirn at
same by calling at my residence on Pleasant street, any
time after the bids are declared aud made,
proving property and paying for this advertisement.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.
SUSAN 1IA31MOND.
Rockland, June 19th, I860.
3Iin. price

G. F.

BAILEY & CO’S
G reat

KNOX COUNTY—In Comt, of Probate held at Rock Part of Township No. 2, II. 8, W. B. K. P . /
land,on the second Tuesday of June, 1806.
at the minimum of $1,000 for the tract,
cts
ebec c a b jo n e s
g e o r g e j o n e s North part of No. 1, li. 0, W. B. lv. 1\,
10,510 acres,
4
Remainder South half 3, K. 4.
do.
10,014 acres.
5
the personal estate ot said deceased:
PISCATAQUIS
COUNTY.
O
rdered
,
'That
notice
thereof
be
given,
three
weeks
Will exhibit at
successively, in the Rockland Gazette, printed in Rock
No. 4, 5, 0, 22, 17, 23 & 24, in Town
land, in tjnid County, that all persons interested may Sections
ship No. 2. R. 11, W..E. L. S., 4288acres
4
attend at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on Elliotsville—Lots
No. 4 & 5 R. 1; 4 &5 R.2;
the Second Tuesday of July next, and show cause, it
2, 3, 6, 7, 8, R. 3; and Gore, 1250 acres,
2
auy they have, why the prayer of said petition should
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
not be granted.
N. T. TALBOT, Judge.
9, R. G, W. E. L. S., Sections No. 4, 10, 14,
A true copy,—A t t e s t O . G. 11ai.i., Register. 3w27
10 ;l4 of 5, and of 11, 3244 acres,
2
L. 1L 2, being S. W . a u d other parts re
COUNTY'—In Court ot Probute, held at Rock
maining unsurveyed, 8423 acres,
3
T uesday J u ly lO tli, 1S6C. KNOX
land, on the second Tuesday of June, 1866.
C. R. 2, W. E. L. S., at the minimum price
of thirty cents per acre for file,township;
)T7ILLIA3I A. ATHEARX, Administrator on the
fifty cents per acre for either quarter;
►
V estate of BENJAMIN ATI1EAKN, late of
and seventy five cents for selected sec
Hope, in said County, deceased, having presented his
tions. Proposals deemed most favor
second account of administration ot said estate lor al
able
in the aggregate will be received.
A
This Colossal Establishment, the largest and most lowance :
22,080 acres.
Ordered , That notice thereof be given, t“ ee week!
complete in its varied features ever presented to llie
successively, in the Rockland Gazette,printed in Rock E. R. 1, W. E. E. S.
public, combines in
Sections No. 17; Lots 1 Sec. 18; 2 Sec. 18;
land, in said County, that all persons interested may
3
attend at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on **1292 acres,
Sec. 3; Lots 3 Sec. 1; 4 Sec. 4; 1 Sec. 10;
the Second Tuesday of July next, and show cause, it
2 Sec. 10; 3 See. 10; I Sec. 10: 1Sec. 16;
any they have, why the said account should not be
O N E G IG A N T IC S H O W !
2 See. 16; 3 Sec. 16; 4 Sec. 16; 3 Sec. 15;
allowed.
4 Sec. 15, 2851 acres,
4
N. T. TALBOT, Judge.
A true copy,—Attest:—O. G. II ai.i., Register. 3vv27 S D No. 2, It. 3, W. E. L. S.
Lots No. M, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93,
£ The Specialties aud attraction of no less than
94, 95, 96, 97, 03, 101, 100, 100, 107, 108,
R I N G ’S
109, 86, 2289 acres,
3
11, R. 6, W. E. L.S.
Section No. 6; Lots 10, 19, 23; N. W. ,'.i
F ou r Complete E xhibitions!
Sec. 17, 1105 acres,
:i
Reserving the privilege of withdrawing Sect. 6.
SOMERSET COUNTY".
C, R. 17, W. E. L. S.
S. W. *4,5870 acres,
.
6
S. E. ’.i, remainder, 4325 acres,
5
ISAAC R. CLARK,
That greatest marvel of the Animal Kingdom and
.
Land
Agent.
This is the Ajibkosia that Bing made.
Antediluvian wouder, the gigautic
June 9, I860.
12w2G
.
, widow of
,
QUADRUPLE COMBINATION, R late ot Washington,
in said County, deceased,
having presented her application for allowance out of

This is the Cure that lay
In the Ambrosia that Ring made.

This is the 3fnn who was bald and

From Bangor via Portland, the P. S. fc P., Boston
and Maine and Eastern Railroads daily, (Sundays
excepted; at 5 A. M. From|Boston daily (Sun
days excepted) at 7 P. 31. <r
The Superior Sea going Steamer

gray,

Who now hns raven locks, they say.
He used the Cure that lay
In the Ambrosia that King made.
This is the Maiden, handsome and
— e*y»
Who married the man once bald and
gray,
Who now has raven locks, they say.
He used the A mbrosia that Ring
made.

CAPT. F. A. PRINCE,
the well-known, Sate and Reliable Steamer

R E G U L A T O R ,
CAPT. S. A. BLANCHARD,
Will form the daily line as above, leaving Bangor ev
ery MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURS
DAY', FRIDAY' and SATURDAY" morning, at 5
o'clock, lauding at Hampden, Winterport, Bucksport.
Belfast, Camden and Rockland, arriving in Portland

Married the maiden, handsome aud

.To the
gay.man once bald and gray.

Imported by G. C. QUICK, Esq., at an expense of over

From the White Nile, 2000 miles above the City ol
Cairo. This remarkable animal, “the Behemoth of
Holy Writ,” is accompanied by Ali. his Egyptian
trained and captor, and is the only animal of his
species that 1ms ever been exhibited in America. The
peculiar characteristics, habits, history, &c., of this
strange creation of nature will be described each day
and evening in a brief but interesting lecture by Prof.
E llingiiam .

PER

S A N F O R D ’S

In d ep en d en t L i n e !
OUTSIDE ROUTE FR03I BAN
GOR TO BO STO N. The large
nch, new steamer

Teacher of Oil PaintingPerforming Elephants,

S a tu rd a y , th e 2 3 d d ay o f J u n o lu s t..
at 1 o'clock P. M.,
To choose officers tor the ensuing year.
To see what measures the company will take to drain
the quarries lying North ol Lime Rock .Street.
To transact such other business as may legally come
before said meeting.
C. W. SNOW, Secretary.
Rockland, June C, 1866.
2w26

F o r S a le .
JL
ANTONY and CLEOPATRA, VICTORIA Ulld ALBERT.
These remarkable animals, under the direction ot their
trainer Col. Clias Johnson, have been educated to such
a degree of perfection as to border on the marvelous.
No idea can be conveyed through the medium of
language of their extraordinary and multitudinous
performances. They dance, play the organ, stand on
their heads, and perform an infinite variety of other
teats almost iucfedible, except; to those who have wit
nessed them.

Grand G alaxy o f T a le n t!

HOCKLAM), BKOOKLIXE A N IJ

MT. DESERT.
The last sailing Schooner
JA NE B R IN D LE , W. H a l l , Master
ILL run as follows, connecting with Boston
steamers :—
Will leave Rockland for Brooklin, every WEDNES
DAY’, at 8 o’clock, A. 31., touching at North Haven,
Green’s Landing, (Deer Isle.)
R eturning , will leave Centre Harbor, Brooklin,
every THURSDAY' at 8 o’clock, A. 31., for Rockland.
Will leave Rockland for 311. Desert, every SA’l litDAY.aiS o’clock, A. 31., touching at North Haven,
Deer Isle aud Swan’s Isle.
R eturning , will leave Bass Harbor, every SUN
DAY, at 8 o’clock, A. 31., for Rockland.
Agents—Rockland, TOLMAN A KELLS: North
Haven, J . SMITH A BRO.: Deer Isle, GREEN
DAVIS: Swan's Isle, S. BARBOUR; Nit. Desert, B.
BENSON, S. HOLDEN A CO; Brooklin, A. Hooper.
N. B. All errands entrusted to our care will be at
tended to with promptness. Strict attention will he
paid to buying and selling 3Ierchandise, Produce &c.
Her lay ilaysfat Ilockland, will be Tuesdays and Fri
days, when she will be up for EXCURSIONS, for out
point in the vicinity.
*
W. HALL.
Rockland, April 6, 18G6.
JGtf

W

CO’S

A LA11GE ASSORTMENT
— OF—

H e a d y - M a d e C lo th in g ,
Comprising an assemblage of Living Wonders from
all sections of the globe—among which are many rare
pecimens, which are presented tor the first time to
ft? public. Among the Animals on exhibition are
the following.-—

Wholesale Grocers and Provision
D

F I a

l

b

r

s

,

82 Commercial Street,
TH OM AS BLO CK ,
J . E. Twitchell, \
J . Q. Twitchell, S
J . p. Champlin, )
June H, I860,

Portland,Jffe.

F A It 31, containing about ^lo

TREASONS W riY T H E
M ade a t W ALTHAM , Mass.
IS THE BEST.
It is made on the best principle. Its frame is com
posed of SOLID PLATES. NO jar can interfere with
the harmony of its working and no sudden shock can
damage it* machinery. Every piece is made and fin
ished by machinery (itself famous for its novelty, as
as well as for its effectiveness) and is therefore proper
ly made. The watch is what all mechanism should be
-ACCURATE, SIMPLE, STRONG AND ECONOM
ICAL. Except some high grades, too costly for gen
eral use, foreign wq^phes are chiefly made by women
and boys. Such watches are composed of several
hundred pieces, screwed and riveted together, and
quire constant repairs to keep them in any kind of
der. All persons who have carried “ancres,” ‘
pines” and “English Patent Lever,” are perfectly weil
aware of the truth of this statement.
At the beginning of our enterprise, more than ten
years ago, it was our first object to make a thoroughly
good low-priced watch for the million, to take the
place ot these foreign impositions—the refuse of for
eign factories—which were entirely unsaleable at
home and perfectly worthless everywhere.
ow well we have accomplished this may be under
stood from the fact, that alter so many years of pub
lic trial, we now make 3IORE THAN HALF OF AL
THE WATCHES SOLD IN THE UNITED STATES,
and that no others Ireve ever given such universal sat
isfaction. While this department of our busines
continued with increased facilities for perfect work,
we are at present engaged in the manufacture of
watches ol the very HIGHEST GRADE KNOWN
TO CilRONOMETKY, unequalled by anything hith
erto made by ourselves, and unsurpassed by anything
made in the world. For this purpose we have the
amplest facilities. We have erected an addition to
our main buildings expressly for this brunch of our
business, and have filled it with the best workmen in
our service. New machines and appliances have been
constructed, which perforin their work with consunr
mate delicacy and exactness. The choicest and most
approved materials only are used and we challenge
comparison between this grade of our work and the
finest imported chronometers. We do not pretend to
sell our watches for less money than foreign watches,
but we do assert without fear of contradiction that for
the same money\our product is incomparably superior.
All our watches, of whatever grade, are fully war
ranted and this warrantee is good at all times against
us or our agents in all parts of the world.
CAUTION.—The public are cautioned to buy only
of respectable dealers. All persons selling counter
feits will be prosecuted.

A W ft(Q)g a

C L O T H S ,

H. H. CRIE.

A T tlie Brook.
A
21tf

Crosby. 30

Su^ar, Itlolasses.

FAMILY GROCERIES,
OF ALL KINDS.
40 Boxes Navy and Cavendish Tobacco.
•MX) Choice Cigars ot various brands.
75 Boxes Confectionery.
150 Boxes Chase & Co.’s Lozenges.

II. II. (THE.

N et Twines.

EST qualities, very low, wholesale and retail, at | WRAPPING PAPER, all
j ES, &c., at Wholesale ai
the Brook.
21tf
H. II. C
Al! b o a g h l

B

F A I i

T S

VARNISHES.

BANKER & CARPENTER,
MANUI’ACTUBEKS,
STORES, {
'S tate strecA’ V,nf ° } u
{ 20 Day street, New York.

WILBOR’S COMPOUND OF

F ishing Tackle.

L

A 1'

£ Jsil tl'i
tl *fr. : f C Jfj tLdH'sL
Tlie shades of night
ni
were falling fast
As through an ei
A youth who bore ’mid snow and ice
A banner with this plain device,
“ WING’S PILLS! WING’S PILLS!”

II. II. CRIE.

#

’

HASKELL

%

Wing's Anti-Bilious Kindly Pills!

T H E EYE!

DR. E. KNIGHT has discovered a new
treatment for the Eye, by which he is curing
&some of the worst cases of Blindness and
Deafness ever known, without instruments

or pain.
C A N C E R S .—I)r. Knight’s new treatment for
Cancers surpasses all others now in use. It cures
withoutkniie, plaster or pain, ami heals without a scar.
Every kind of Diseuse treated with great success.
Humors of every kind eradicated from the system. No
charge for consultations. Office, 259 Tremont st.,
Boston.

K IM B A L L & CO
m il M a n u f a c tu r 
* o f e v e ry v a rie ty er IloUMChold
F u r ii ii u r i
in all kinds of UphoNtery Goods, Looking
Glasses, Mattresses, Ffathers, &c.
Bedsteads, Wholes ale ami R etail .
4 0 4 W o x l.in g to n S tre e t, lioMtou.

T IM B E R .
SOUTHERN 11ARD PIN -! TIMBER
AND FLOORING BOARDS,
Just received,—a Inrse n -sortmeut. - - - Also,

White Pine, Onh & Spn-ee Timber.

Save Y our M o n e y !

H A T S & CAPS,

FAIRBANKS, BROWN & CO.

T H E U N IO N M O W E R

B A R H E T T ’S T H E

H A L L ’S

Vegetable Sicilian H a ir Henewer
has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation
for tne Hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no
injurious properties whatever.
It is not a Dye, it strikes at the Boots and fills
the glands with new life aud coloring matter.
W IL L R E S T O R E G R A Y H A I R
I T S O R IG IS A J j COLOR.

TO

I t w il l Jceep th e H a i r f r o m f a l l i n g o u t.

I t cleanses the Scalp, and maJces the H a ir
SO F T , L U ST R O U S, A X I) S I L K E N

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING!
No person, old or young should fail to use it.

It is recommended and used by the F IR S T M ED1 CAL A U T H O R IT Y .
Ask for Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian
Hair Renewer , and take no other.
The Proprietors offer the S icilian Hair Re 
newer to tbe public, entirely confident that it will
bring back the hair to its original color, promote its
growth, and in nearly all cases where it has fallen
off will restore it unless the person is very aged.
R .’ P . H A L L & C O . P r o p r i e t o r s ,
Nashua, .V. U.
Sold by all Druggists.

No. IO STA TE STH33ET, BOSTON.

S C A L E S ,

20tf

$ 1 ,0 0 0 R e w a r d
If the Sicilian Hair B knewbr does not give sat
isfaction in all cases when used in strict accord
ance with our instructions.

Sawed to order and for sale by

B U R N I N G O IL

KORSE-RASiE.

HAIR RENEWER.
It is an entirely new scientific discovery, combining
many of the most powerful and restorative agents
in the vegetable kingdom.
We have such confidence in its merits, and are
so sure it will do all we claim for it, that we offer

JA M E S & ST E T SO N ,

Wilbor's Monitor Hair Dye

The best Riding Rake known.

H A L L ’S
V E G E T A B L E S IC IL IA N

IT

BOOTS, S hoes, R U B B ER S,

I t Cannot be Exploded,

The old, the young, the middle aged unite to praise

FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE
-iters, D e c o ra to r* .

Now some one speaking said to him *
“ Will they cure tiie sick and slim V
*clear rung
W O N - T a * A Y O . V K II>59 L L \ R
I.'-Unowii l.ingii.1 lie a cuts
to r u small b.ittle of If AI Ik I>\K, when you run eei
'IMPS PILL- ;•
“ Wi:
u bottle live times us large, of a better live,
Of all descriptions,
W IN G ’S V K G K TA R R F A M IL Y I
for the same money.
! This youth proved his assertion true !
i
a
few
ol
the
many
genuine
testimonials
51 & 5<> D iddle S treet,
Iion, to wit;—
j
1
>r.
AN
D
E
R
S
t
Se
SON,
of
Bath,
kn
IS SUI'KItSKIJING ALL OTIIEIIS. "
Over Woodman, True & Co.’s,
j iiuti properties of these Pills ami commc
requires no preparation,
■s not smut or wash
A FULL ASSORTMENT
j cases ot Bilious Derangements, Sick-ileadaehe, Liver of!,it will
not soil tlie finest lineOne application will
\
I Complaint, Dyspepsia, Piles, &c.
last until tin- hair grows out, \......
be applied at
s
L IV E R CO M PLA IN T, DYSPEPSIA, Ac. the* roots without more trouble th:
minion hair
May 11, I860.
For the good of the afiiicled, I would say that I
It is tenrranfed not to injur,- the II,nr or Skin.
been afflicted for over forty ye ir> with pain in my side,
only
I ALLA.
..................
nly by
B. WILBOK, Chemindigestion, and frequently vomitings, and also symp ist,3»anufacturc-d
E X C E L S IO R
No. 166 C
street, Boston.
toms of palsy, which had battled ti.e -kiilt 1 j.lr. sic-ans,
I have received u permanent cure, bv the u-o 'of some
Gent's, Boy's, Youths’ & Children,s
three boxes of Dr. Wing’s Anti-bilious pills. It is
F A IR B A N K S ’
now J8 mouths since 1 was cured.
EUNICE DAVIS.
Tit EMU M STAN HARD
Farmington, Me.
H
1«. .V W
E xcklsioi: Bukxinc. Oil .—A sample of this Oi
s u f f e r e r s : r e a d t h is ::
nauufactured by Lothrop, Bassett & •'«>., has bet
Gaud nki:, Juue l, 1863.
objected to chemical and photometrical experiment
I)r. Wixc-—Dear Sir: It is :i pleasure to inform you
it is an inflammable oil, which may be burned i of the great be:
Mailt- of the Best Materials, in the
lamps with chimneys or in less size of flame, from o
dinary wicks. Although its vapor inflames at comum month
I ha
temperature, it will not explode on tiie approach of years with LivcrCompIaint, Jaundice, Dispep.
flume. When burning froram “ Kerosene” oil wick, it | and from the sickness and general debility suffered, 1
T H E ORI GI NAL I NVENTOR,
affords a larger and more luminous flame than “ Kero- J hate reason to consider mine a seven- case. At least
" and soils the chimney less ! ihe whole of the oil j ! had found all efforts for a cure to prove unavailing.
Every variety, as
in the lamp be .. consumed without tiie wick becom- until I had concluded there was
me,
OF ALL STYLES AND QUALITIES,
H a y . C o a l. R a ilr o a d P la tf o r m m id Com
incrusted. Tlie light afforded by the that I must submit lo bear disease as patiently
ing charred
i ::
[) ru-ssi
lCcllt‘ 1
flame of this oil is agreeable to the eyes, and is excel possible, and probably should never have been induced
(-old Scales,
lent for working, reading or writing by, as it contains to try your Pills, isaifnot a severe attack of Diptheria
Just received, and lor sale as cheap as the cheapest, by the desirable rays, its flame is as steady as a gas come upon me. Finding that- your Pills bore the best B a la n c e s , i.t-„ & c., fo r salt* a t o u r
flame, while the illuminating power is much higher, reputation lor the cure of Diptheria, f consented to
W A II K H O U S K ,
and it is as easily modified in t!:e lamps specially try them, and lulling myself so readily cured ol what
3-3.53 2S£A i2s. i s t i - c c t ,
an
adapted to consuming it.
Respectfully,
all considered a very dangerous case of Diptheria, it
rILYT WORTH,
A. A. HAYES, M. !>., State Assay cr.
gave me confidence to continue their use, aud such a
j; o s t o x .
20 State Street, Boston, January 19, 1866.
cure has been effected for me that 1consider them all
they arc- recommended to be.
State A ssayer’k Office , 20 State St., Boston.
1 find them, botii for myself and family superior to
Messrs. L othrop, Bassett & Co.—Gentlemen:— any medicine we ever used. They have had a large sale
Your “ Excelsior Burning Oil” has been tested and ex in this place, aud I have enquired extensively of those
HR. R. G R E K X E , 18 T e m p l e P l a c e ,
using them, aud dial that those wiio have bought once
amined here.
The vapor of this substance being dense and heavier buy again; that they give the most general satisfaction Boston , cures fe n c e rs, Scrofula, and all
than air, will not mix with it. ii is not explosive, ot any medicine ever introduced to mv knowledge.
8A5IUEL
LANE,
F o r 1866.
and should not be considered dangerous. There is no
Diseases of the Blood. Pamphlet des
Proprietor of the Kennebec House, Gardiner, 5fe.
danger When burning it from the Marcy Burners.
cription of treatment sent free.
With regard to handling and storing’it will be like
A M ISTAK E.
so much Alcohol.
Mr.
Charles
White,
a
respectable
citizen
trader
of
I consider this a safer illuminating combustible than Richmond. Maiue, says: “ A man from out of town R H EU M A TISM and N EURALGIA .
“ Kerosene.”
called 011 me lor one box of Wing’s Pills for himself
Respect fully,
_
and one box ol another kind (don't like to call names)
S. DANA’ HAYES, Chemist and Assayer.
for iris lady. Through mistake 1gave him two boxes oi
'W S iite ’s
24th January, 18G0.
Wing’s Pills. The lady 011 receiving the pills readily
A physician of tikis c tv says of it,—“ l have tried
discovered
mistake, and protested she’d not use nearly
every tiling recommended in the medical works
The attention of the trade is invited to the above them, as sitehisknew
nothing
about
them;
she
wanted
named Oil, which is pronounced by all who have her old favorite pill. But tin* mistake could not be published both in this country and in Europe, and ev
ery thing suggested by my practice of twenty-five
used it.
readily rectified, and being sick and compelled to take years,
and nothing njforded me any permanent relief
she finally felt, forced to try them, and till 1 took
your medicine.” He hud suffered eight
The E est Oil in tho Market. something,
found to her surprise that they did her more good than years.
Sold every where.
any othei "
The following are some of its principal qualities.
had c...... takwi, and sent to
•J.
WHITE. Druggist, .‘IS Leveret st., Boston.
for three boxes
I t f-initx tea oircuw irc o d o r w iiilc b u r n in g . me•Sold
at retail bv apothecaries general!v; and whole
It doc* not r e a d ily miuoIik .
' * GEORGE C. GOODWIN,
I t buriEM w ith g r e a t b r illia n c y a n d wtend- sale by
3a Hanover St., Boston.
iucM*.
February 18, 1866.
lyS
Uni n Slower is now offered for the lburtl
rrjMIE
illlE Ur.
and by actual use and operation in the
field lias proved itself to be supe
or two-horse Mower, to any machine ever offered to
the public.
Particular attention is called to the WIIITC03IB
RIDING

IT S E F F E C T IS

MIRACULOUS.

FOR CONSUMPTION, it is the only reliable reme
dy known. It has,in thousands of instances, restored
patients that seemed past hope of recovery; and in
tens of thousands, has arrested tiie disease in its prim
ary stages, and restored tlie patient to robust health.
BRONCHITIS.—Its effects in this troublesome dis
ease are very marked. It is necessary to persist in
its use for a considerable length of time.
FEMALE DEBILITY.—To sustain and augment
the vital forces; to make new, rich and pure blood; to
build up the nervous system; to restore energy to the
mind and body,—nothing can be better adapted than
tills preparation.
In Asthma, General Debility, Emaciation, Couglis,
it is a reliable remedy. Nine-tenths of tlie cases
where it is supposed to fail, simply arise from the
remedy being abandoned before its beneficial effect
became obvious. Be careful and get the genuine,
manufactured only by A. B. WILIJuR, Chemist, 166
Court st., Boston.

, BROOMS, MATCH-

INES, Leads, Hooks, Ganging*, Ac., &c., at tin
Good*
L
i*nil kind*
jrO O C
Brook.
MMISS ION.
AND SOLD ON
« ltf
II. II. CRIE. • BOUGHT
Rockland, April 25, 1866.

Forgie and H erring N ets.

D ear F a th e r, D rink no m ore.
Ackerman. 30
Tue ah )'. !• seat bv mail, postpaid, on receipt of
price. O L IV E S D IT S C N & CO., P u b lish e rs,
3)7 Wtt.-hiugioi:
..
For sale by <>. S. Andrews.

A m srican and Foreign P atents
IE U .

S C .

SH U > 3 3 ^ ",

S O L I C I T O R OF P A T E N T S ,
Late Agent of U. S. Patent Office, Washington,
( under the Act o f 1837.J
7 S S la te S treet, O ppotitc K ilb y Street,
BOSTON.
FTER an extensive practice of upwards of twen
ty years, continues to secure Patents in the Unit
ed States; also in Great Britain, France, ar.d other for
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Bonds, Assign
ments, aud all Papers or Drawings for Patents, exe
cuted on reasonable terms, with despatch. Research
es made into American and Foreign works, to deter
mine the validity and utility of Patents of Inventions
—and legal aud other advice rendered in all matters
touching the same. Copies of the claims of any Patent
furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assignments re
corded in 3Vashiugton.
Xo Agency in the United States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patents, or ascertaining the pa
tentability of inventions.
During eight months the subscriber, in course of his
large practice, made oa twice rejected applications sixtkkn appeals , every one of which was decided in his
favor by the Commissioner ot Patents.

\

T E S T I M O N I A T. S .
“ Tregard 3Ir. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom r have had official
intercourse.”
CHARLES 31ASON,
Commissioner of Patents.
“ I have no hesitation iu assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more comin tent aud trust
worthy, and more capable of putting their applica
tions in a form to secure for them an early and.tavorable consideration at the Patent Office.”
ED3IUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.
“ 3fr. R. IT. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN ap
plications, in all but uxn ot which patents have been
granted, and that one is now pending. Such unmistak
able proof ol great talent and ability on hispart leads
me to recommend all inventors to apply to him to
procure their patents, as they
ay may be sure of having
t faithful
attention
*.................
.
’bestowed
leir cases
and at very reasonable charge
JOHN TAG HART.
Jan. 1, 1866.
iy
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DR. J. W . POLAND’S

t|§ 3 f lA G I C POWDERS.
IIm a GICh
(mow 'dEPS?

This well known great remedy cares
HEADACHE, NEURALGIA, CON

STITUTION, TI3ITI.ES, BLOTCHES,' SALLOW
SKIN, DROWSINESS, DIZZINK-S, HEARTBURN,
TALTITATION, and other disagreeable comnluints
arising t'rom a disordered liver.
Sold by Druggists everywhere.
P R IC E 5 0 CENTS P E R B O T T L E .
Sent by uiuil'on receipt ot price.
F.,,\V.
. A. RANKIN, Jr., Lewis!
...... ton, General Agent
lor Maine.
Prepared by Dr. J. \V. POLAND, Melrose, Mass.
April 20,18(18.
3ml8

P E R VICAR! We want agents
Id LIBERTY SQ,, BOSTOY,
to sell our improved
are prepared to furnish every description of
§20 Sewing Machines. Three w kinds. Under and
upper feed. Warranted five ; rs. Above salary or
ST E
large commissions paid. Tiie ;i.Y machines sold in
tiie United States i
10, which a r e f idly li
censed by Ilowe, Wheeler «f lfflsnn. Grocer <j* Ruki
Singer ry Co.,and Itachelder. Allother cheap machines
are infringements and tiie seller or user are liable to ar
rest, fine, and imprisonment. Circulars free. Address,
FOR
LEATHE & GORE,
or
call upon Sllaw &Clark, lliddeford, Maine, or at No. Gun-IIouNcit. Ci.iiM W o r k ,, R o llin s M ilU ,
Perfectly S;ife Burner Now iu Use.
3\ ould solicit the attention of the trade and consum
I f i i t a C h e a p a n d A d m ira b le MubHiit n tc 14 Lombard’s Block, Chicago, ill.
an d E'oiindi-i's* unc.
ers to their Standard Brands ot
for Fluid, Kerosene, Campliene and Alcohol, and its
A M O N T H I—AGENTS wanted for Also,GREEN-mtr.SE und OVEN TILE, RETORTS,
perfect safety will commend it to an intelligent public
STEAM R E F IN E D SOAPS,
six entirely new articles, just out. Ad
L'lTOLA I-li-ES, MUFFLES, ami LOCOMO
-----viz:---dress O. T. GAREY, City Building, lliddeford, Maine.
TIVE
ENGINE
RLOCKS,DRAIN
I-Il’E.&c.
T h e B e st S lliiB ifiK n a to r Yet.
A M E R IC A X C A STIL E.
F IR E CLAY, KAOLIN .
C H E M IC A L O L IV E .
SPRING A ND SUMMER
M OULDING a n d F I R E SA ND by the
C R A N E ’S P A T E N T ,
LOTHROP, BASSETT & CO.,
F A M IL Y ,
C a r s o , T on , nr in Cn»kH.
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers,
EXTRA,
EN GLISH and A M E R IC A N CLAYS,
NO. 1.
4 3 IN D IA S T R E E T , BO STO N .
fur Glass, Alum, Taper, and Taint Manufacturers-use.
OLEIN’ E,
Fo
fit
m ill SO D A .
All
of
SUPERIOR
QUALITIES,
in
packages suitable
'
A X C Y GOODS
for tiie trade and family use.
J. B. GREENHALGH’S
Importing our chemicals direct, and using only the
A t H. HATCH’S,
best materials, and as our Goods are manufactured
JIE.VS AJSD BOYS’
E A T I N G I-IOTJSES
under tlie personal supervision of our senior partner,
Perry Block, Lime Eiotk Street,
who has had thirty years practical experiei ce in tlie
business,
we therefore assure tlie public with confi
Where he is opening a splendid assortment of
O Y ST ER SALOON,
dence that we CAN and WILL furuisli the
SPK1YG anti SUMMER MILLINERY
BEST GOODS a t T IIE L O W E ST PR IC ES!
IN EVERY VARIETY OF MATERIAL,
FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.
A nd F a n c y G oods,
Having recently enlarged aud ERECTED NEW
No. 152 asid 15-1 Hxcliai-igc S treet, All New aud
Fresh from Boston and New York Mar AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES, WORKS, containing all the modern improvements,
we are enabled to furnish a supply of S o a p s of the
(Opposito th e In te rn atio n al H ouse,)
kets.
W H O L E SA L E nad R E T A IL ,
lille a , adapted to tiie demand, for E x Ladies entrance, 151, Gents, 152. Hours from 7 AJouiestic CuiiNuuipiiou.
51. to If P. 51. The public will find it to their advan Straw,Fancy andKourning Bonnets, Geo. W. Simmons <
fcCo.
tage to cull and try the above Oyster saloon, lie will
RIBBONS, FLOWERS, LACES and EDGINGS.
L
E
A T H E & G O R E ’S
also furnish Parties and Picnics with
A large and elegant assortment of
Ic e C r c a iu s , F r u i t , C c tra a a l, P o u n d a n d
32 & 34 North St. Boston, Mass.
E2
0
S
S
E
S
I
Y
A
.4
S3
f
c
U
O
V
B
J
S
,
S pouse C ake.
SOLD BY' ALL THE
FA IR B A N K S & BEARD,
at the very shortest notice. RE51EMBER THE K n i t ti n g Y A R N S, Z e p h y r a n d G e rm a n
WHOLESALE GROCERS THROUGHOUT THE
W orsted*.
PLACE, N o. 152 a n d 154 E xchange St., P o r t
Wholesale Dealers in
STATE.
land.
A full assortment of
May 10, I860.
21tf
MINERAL W ATER, SODA,
L E A T H E & G O R E,
S H E T L A N D A N D HOOD Y A R N S ,
3 9 7 C oiaiium ercial St., 47 Sc 4 9 B e a c h St,,
Ale, Cider, rorter &Lager Beer.
Enibroidefi-iiaig iIEnfc-i-inls,
PORTLAND, 3IE.
3Iiles’ Croton Ale. A-ents for BurkSuch as FLANNEL, SADI.EltS and EMBROIDER- Sole Agents for
lmrdt’s XX and XXXX Ale.
WHITNEY
& SOLE, M c Lo o n s B l o c k , R o c k l a n d
LN’G SILK, Tambo, Moravian and Nun’s Cotton,
A LOT OF WOMENS AMD
Wholesale
Agents.
H
O
W
A
R
D
A
T
IIK
N
.E
U
M
B
U
IL
D
IN
G
,
Linen Floss, Gold Braid, Gold and Silver Bul
April 5, I860
IGtf
HOWARD STREET, BOSTON.
lion, and other small articles too numerous
to mention.
A LA DY, who has been cured of great nervous de
T h e Great Cause
FRENCH AND AMERICAN HAIR WORK, bility, after many years of misery, desires to make
known to all fellow sufferers the sure means of relict.
ot the best munufacture^in the United States.
Address, enclosing a stamp, MRS. 31. 31ER III ST,
SUITABLE FOR
BO NN ETS B L E A C H E D A N D P R E SSE D .
0 *Tlie subscriber, grateful that his persistent efforts
H U 3 IA N M IS E R Y
merit a remunerative patronage for his establish
Jflen a n d H o y s ’ W e a r 9 to
Just Published, in a Sealed Envelope. Priced cts.
ment inis been so liberally met by this community, still
A .Lecture ou the N atu re. T r e a tm e n t, and
cherishes the hope that continued efforts to present de
JLuxiiriacit
H
air
lor
AH.
Bought at great loss to the manufacturer, and for sale sirable articles ar low prices will ensure for him a con
radical
of Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhoea,
cheap by
Bogle’s Hyperion Fluid. Restores and Dresses Hair. inducedcure
tinued iucrease of patronage.
by Self-Abuse; Involuntary Emissions, IruBogie’s Electric liair Dye.
Best in the World.
HIRAM HATCH.
Nervous Debility, and Impediments to 3IarBogle’s Wigs und Hair Work. New Improvements. potency,
3E. 85.
Rockland, 31ay 17, 1866.
22tf
generally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and Fits;
Surpass all others. Cheapest, best, and most reli riage
Rockland, May 10, 1866.
*
21tf
3Iental and Physical Incapacity, Ac.—By ROB. J .
able. Try! Be convinced.
CULVERWELL, 31. D., Author ol the “ Green Bool?.”
T H e y
&c.
T IIE N E W E ST D ISC O V ER Y.
Cordage, Oakum, Pitch, &c.
The world-renowned author, in this admirable Lec
D * M y’s t ik o s , o r B o g l e ’s M y s t ic H a ir T i n t ,
beats every thing for giving a splendid and natural ture, clearly proves irom his own experience that the
awful consequences of Self-Aouse may be effectually
colorto the Hair. 31oustaches orir KyeDrows.
Eyebrows. OneprepU
3 3 © o l i i o . e c 3 . . aration, no trouble, complete m (■perfect.
removed without medicine, and without dangerous
W. BOGLE, Wigs and Hair 3V'ork, 202 Was
ashington surgical operations, bougies, instruments, rings, or
tJ O realize thut prices have declined, call on
cordials, pointing out a inode ot cure at once certain
Street, Boston.
TYLER, LAMB & Co.,
and effectual, by whieh every sufferer, no matter what
TOLMAN Si EELLS,
his condition may be, mav cure himself cheaply, pri
Corner of Main aud Lime Rock Streets.
vately. and radically. This lecture will prove a' boon
to thousands and thousands.
April 23, lS«i.
lSItf
AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
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AThIXSO.VS
u a rv riw
! c u re <)f C o r n s , B u n io n s , I n - on receipt of six cents, or two postage stamps, by ad
dressing
the publishers,
ROUND PLASTER,
riC L A L fft
> f l a m e d J o in t s , a n d all D isAND
O H AS, J . C. K L IN E 1 CO .,
r R I EASES OF THE F e e t . A fte r apL l W3 T■ M
SOLE AND UPPER LEATHER,
J Hi J Tilicjltinn.
iaK
nnf nr shoe CUU 127 B o w e ry , N ew Y o rk , Post Office Box4566.
plication, M
the
boot
CEMENT AND BRICK, be worn 1with
3Iay 25, 1866.
2btl
perfect ease.
T 50 cents,—by mail, 60 cents.
For sale by
P U N D I K T C r S ,
W. D. ATKINSON, Ju., Proprietor, Druggist, Tre
A.
Iv.
SPEAR,
mont,
corner
Bovlston
street,
Boston,
Mass.
Horse
Shoes
and
Horse
N
ails
31 A N D 3 3 U N IO N S T R E E T ,
*
fcpcar’s Wharf foot ot Park Street.
Sold by Apothecaries and Boot and Shoe Dealers.
T the Brook,
POSXLAMD ilAlME,
Sm‘24
Rockland, April 25,1866.
6wl9
April 5,1866.
iotf
illtf
H .H . CKIE,
and in softness ot light is equal to Alcohol.
W e e lu iin t h a t if siunmcnmcs a li tlie u u p e rio r
qualities ot fluid with none of tlie defects.
I t b n r n a b e a u lifu fly in th e c o m m o n Haiti
lamp and far better than Kerosene iu the common
Kerosene lamp, with the simple adoption of Marcy’s
Patent Union Hinge Burner, which is simply tlie best
improved Kerosene burner and the only

s i,3 o o ;

FIR E

B R IC K ,

BLOCKS and TYLE,

A M

R E F O E II SDAPS.

M IL L IN E R Y ,

M ODERN S T ’WIsUB,

Is creating a sensation among the friends of tho;
who have had their gray hair restored to its youthful
color, and whose bald heads have been covered with
luxuriant growth of hair. It so changes and iinprov
their looks that intimate acquaintances scarcely recog
nize each other. For sale by druggists, of whom cir
culars can be obtained, containing testimony to prov
what we have intimated.

Home [Proof.

Mn. Baiikett :
D ear Silt,—Having used a bottle of vour “V ege 
table II a 1it Restorative ,” after having tried many
other kinds without success, I am happy to accord to
it the ue plus ultra of all Hair Preparations iu the
world, and do myself sincerely and cheerfully recom
mend it to the public as such.
Yours, &c.,
JOHN FRANKLIN,
No. 0 Tremont street, Boston.

T estim ony from Abroad.

W ALTER TOJLSEAN, Agent.

^ltf

Vine Feed, Pork, Lard, T ea ,

Cotton Warp,

A float on th e Tide.
J/. Keller. 30
“Gently our boat glides along o’er the stream,
Wooed by the tide, and we wooed by our dream.”
Be K in d to D arling S ister N ell. 11. P. Ranks. 30
K iss m e w hile I ’m D ream ing. Wimmerstcdt. 30
“ 1 am happy thus to slumber,
While such sweet dreams come to me;
Kiss me Sister while I’m dreaming,

A

A

P atent Copper Paint.

B

N ew and Choice Piano Music.

SUMMER HATS

FO R D Y S P E P S IA ,I ndigestion , Costiveness, P iles4 and all I mpu

TH E EYE!

EST tiling in use for vessels bottoms. For sale at
tlie brook.
II. II. CRIE.
Rockland, .May 10, 1866.
_____21H

2Ctf

A

P aints, Oils, V arnish, &c.

ta d L im e Ro

---- CAN HE FOUND----T h e D e p u ty C o lle c to r o f I n f e r n a l R e v e 
nue.
T h e A g e n t o f E a s te r n E x p row* C o m p a n y
T h e A gency f o r W cmIc iu T ic k e tn , viz!
Erie Railway, Grand Trunk and Lake Shore Railways,
at greatly reduced prices. All persons going Wes
will save money bv purchasing Tickets at this office.
G.W. BERRY.
Rockland, May 10, I860.
21tf

which lie will make up to order, and at the shortest

F

T the Brook.

TOLMAN & EELS,

Ijim e R o c k S t r e e t

tiie public generally, lie bus a choice assortment ol'

Penobscot River Express.

2Gtf

W holesale and Retail.

Sliip and Bout Coinpas,
J ly on hand.
("10MPASSES.—
BLOOD & PALMER.

removed to the store formerly occupied by
Portland Crackers
E. WALL,
HCASoGEORGE
Y' the Barrel or Dozen. Portland Pilot Bread.
O. B. FALKS.
rn er o f 3Iain a n d E lm 8 ts .,
B
Rockland, May 9, 1S66.
3w2l
where lie will be happy to meet all his old patrons and

Messrs. J . R. B arrett & Co:
I was induced by a friend to make a trial of Bar
rett ’s Vegetable H ath R estorative , and 1 am
ROBBIAS, A PPLETO N & CO.,
ry much pleased with the ellect it has had on my
AGENTS FOR THE AMERICAN WATCH COMPANY, hair. I was nearly half gray, and now, before using
one bottle, my head is freed from dandruff, and my
1 5 8 W n g h in g to u S tre e t, B o sto n .
hair has all the appearance ot youth. I tully believe
June 10, 1800.
4w26
Barrett’s to be the best Hair Preparation in the
world.
WM. HAMILTON.
Frcdonia, N. Y"., April 26, 18G6.

Rockland, June 13,18GG.

E. II. & G. W. COCIIRAN, Agents for tlie above
reliable, companies, with a combined capital ot over
twenty-four million dollars, will take risks on tlie most
favorable terms on the Whole Life plan, premiums
paid annually; or on the Ten Annual Payment plan,
by which the policy l'or a whole life is paid up in ten
years, and then tlie policy holder receives Annual Div
idends in cash, aud tlie policy thereby becoming a
source of income.
Alsous above on Five, Fifteen, and Twenty Years
plans.
Life Insurance also effected payable at a given age
to thiMnsured, or to his executors in case ol prior
death.
Premiums may be paid, one half in cash, and note
for other half, said notes canceled by the dividends of
the company. For example: We Insured the late
ARCHIBALD McKELLAR’S Life, of this city, for
§2,000. Ilis age, Fifty-two years. Premium, §1U4 40.
lie paid cash $52 20, note §52 20. Died seven months
_____ laud 66 x 115 ft., situated near
after. The claim was paid at tiiis agency, §1996 87,
being amount in full. Less only tiie interest on the the old Thomaston road. The house is finishediu the
lower story, and lias an ell attached.
note, and said note was given up.
Also
a
lot of land situated on tlie old “Thomaston
Any information relating to Life Insurance cheer
road”—115ft. front by 20 rds. in depth.
fully given.
Apply to
E. II. »V G. W . COCHRAN,
F. S. BULLOCK.
Rockland, Feb. 14,1866.
9tf
UERRY BLOCK, ROCKLAND.
Rockland, April 5, I860.
IGtf

N

O. J>. S M A D L E Y

I Love th e li: tio rip p lin g S tream .
ged ciillj tlie sunny plain,
Tin- brooklet in the valle
1 in
i all, but m.t

F R O M s ; M . P E T T E .V tI L L It CO .

VEGETABLE

P u lm o n a r y B a lsa m ,

: F lo u r , C o rn , H e a l,

SU M M ER ARUAM GEM ENT.
J . R. BARRETT & C’O.,
Proprietors,
T h is Expi'CM n o w fo rw a rd n m o n ie s, v a lu 
Manchester, N. II.
a b le s a n d m e r c h a n d is e an follow * :
M . S. B U R R Sc C O .. G e u c r a l A gent*,
Oll Boston by steamer Katahdin every Monday
and Thursday at 5 o’clock P. M.
26 T remont Street , Boston,
For Portland and Boston by steamer Lady Lang or 0 whom all orders should be addressed.
Regulator, every day iu the week at 10 o’clock A. M.,
Sold in this city bv LEVI M. ROBBINS, C. P.
(Sundays excepted.)
FESSENDEN’ and SE'l'JI E. BENSON'.
For Bangor every Wednesday aud Saturday morn June 1, 1860.
Gm24
ing by steamer Katahdin, also every day for Bangor,
at 5>2 o’clock A. M.,by steamers Lady Lang and Regu
lator, (.Mondays excepted.)
Best Oil Clothes and Hats.
For Ylachiasport, per steamer City of Richmond,
T the Brook.
every Wednesday aud Saturday morning at 5 o’clock
hltf
U. II. CKIE.
A. M.
Notes and Bills collected. All business attend to
The 3Iultitudinous Combination will enter town with fidelity, promptness and despatch.
Rubber
Clothes.
about 10 A. 31., in a GRAND PROCESSION, headed
Faithful messengers are employed 011 all the boats,
T the Brook.
by the IMMENSE HIPPOPOTAMUS DEN, drawn and will take charge of all matters given into our
21tf
H. H. CRIE
hands.
Office C o r n e r M a in Sc L im e R o c k Street**. ^ LARGE LOT OF

Gigant
Writ, Four Performing Elephants, Tartar Yakx
Asiatic Tiger, Black Tiger, Six Enormous Lions,. Den
of Trained Lions, Cage of Leopards, White Bear,
oonah, or Sloth Bear, Kangaroo, Sacred Cattle from
ndis, Egyptian Ichneumon, Crested Cockatoo,
And Gun Fixtures of all kinds. Please call and ex Golden
Silver Pheasant, South American
amine this large stock before purchasing, as it will be Powee, Pheasant,
Spanish Macaws, African Parrots, Monkeys,
sold less than can be bought in Rockland.
Apes, Baboons,Prairie Wolves, Australian Cockatoos,
Lori Parroquets, Australian Rosellas, Java Hares.
O. I I. P E R R Y ,
King and Queen Parrots, Red and Yellow Crested
21tf
No. 1 Perry Block, Lime Rock Street.
Cockatoos, and a host of Minor Animals.

TWITCIIELL BROS. & CHAMI'LIY,

i

A m erican W atch ,

In organizing this Circus, the management would
respectfully Plate, thyt they have spared neither time,
labor nor money, to make their present combination
the most brilliant and attractive ever presented to the
public, and have congregated from the four quarters
ot the globe the choicest gems to form the iollowing

G. F . BAILEY ^

/

tenement house; situated at the head
of the bay, South Thomaston. The
farm is divided in mowing, tillage and pasturing, un
der good cultivation. There is a good well of water,
and a never-failing brook runs through the pasture.
Apply to the subscriber, on the premises.
E. T. E3IERY.
So. Thomaston, June 13,1S0G.
G\v26

THIRD.

Melville's Australian Circus!

NEW PACKET.

RUBBER COATS,
HATS,
CAPS.
TRUNKS,
VALISES,
TRAVELING BAGS,
GUNS,
PISTOLS,
CARTRIDGES,
PERCUSSION CAPS,

over T. A. WENTWORTH’S store, every afternoon
at two o’clock.
T e rm s , S12 to r 2 4 L e s s o n s .
Rockland, June 14, 1866.
3w2G*___

White Lime Rock Company.

W

JUST RECEIVED

ROOMS IX BERRY’S NEW BLOCK,

T H E R E will be a meeting ot the White Lime Rock
J. Company at the office of W. A. FARNSWORTH,

J ames 3Ielville , the unparalleled Australian
Equestrian.
3Pllc Melville , the Great Australian Equestrienne.
K. a t a l i d i n ,
The A ustralian F amily —F rank . Sam, and
CAPT. J. P. JO B S SOX,
George Melville .
ILL leave Bangor for Boston and intermediate P ihlo Nathans, the One, Two, Three and Four
landings on the river, every Monday and Thurs
Horse Rider,
day, at 11 o'clock A. 31., arriving'at Rockland at about
W. L ester , the Flexionatomis and Boneless Marvel.
6 o’clock P. 3r.
Wm. Kinkaid , the 3Ian of a Hundred .Somersaults.
Returning leaves Foster’s wharf, Boston, for Bangor Sharper and W hitney , thereuowned Acrobats and
and intermediate landings on the river, every Tues
Maitres du Trapezo.
day aud Friday afternoon at 5 o’clock, arriving al Billy K ennedy , the Original Wit, Jesterand Clown.
Rockland every Wednesday and Saturdav morning at J as. W ambold, the Irresistible Grotesque.
about 5 o’clock.
Sam Melville , the Young Australian Clown.
M. W. FARWELL, Agent.
Ben W ilbanks, the celebrated Equestrian aud
Agent’s Office at Police Court Room, in Berry Block.
Posturist.
Rockland, April 5, I860.
IGtf*
Prof. E llingiiam , Maitre du Cirque, Sec.
A magnificent Stud ot P erforming Horses and
T rick P onies, together with r host of T um
blers , A crobats , Vaulters, Dancers, &c.

S it

MISS A.VVV S. liA K E K .

SANDS, NATHANS & CO'S

W EEK.

On and after April 24th, the new
substantial, and swift going steam
“CITY OF RICHMOND,” Capt
. Charles Decring, will leave Frank
lin wharf, PORTLAND, every TUESDAY' and FRI
DAY EVENINGS at 11 o'clock, (or on the arrival o;
evening Express train from Boston) for Rockland
(arriving about ."» o'clock Wednesday aud Saturdav
mornings.) Jslcsboro*, Castine, Deer Isle, (Scottlanding) Sedgwick, Mount Desert, (Southwest liar
bor) 3Iillbridge, Jouesport and 3Iachiasport.
Kim uxiNii—will leave Ylachiasport for Portlaud
every MONDAY and THURSDAY .MORNINGS, a t.
o’clock, touching at the above named landings, and
arriving at Rockland at alrout 5 o’clock P. M.
Passengers for CALAIS aud KASTPORT will find
this the safest, cheapest aud most expeditious route
Stages will be in readiness at all the landings to for
ward passengers to all the towns.
Passengers by this St earner arriving at Portland can
remain on board until morning.
This Steamer is 800 tons measurement, has large and
well ventilated State Rooms and new furniture, bedsand bedding, and is in all respects elegantly fitted up
for passengers. Also lurne freight room.
Passengers by the 3 o’clock and evening Expre.trains from Boston, on their arrival at Portland, wi..
be taken from the depot to the boat with their bag
gage, free of charge.
Passengers ticketed through on the Boston and
Maine and Eastern Railroads, and at depots in Bos
ton, Salem, Lynn and Lawrence.
The Steamer “ KATAHDIN” leaving Boston Tues
day and Fridays connects with Steamer “CITY' OF
RICHMOND” at Rockland.
«7. P. WISE, Agent,
Office No. 7 Kimball Block.
Rockland, May 17,18G6.
22tf

This is the Bell that ring3 away
ggvTo arouse the people sail and gay
Unto this fact, which here does lay—
I f you would not be bald or gray,
Use the A m b r o s ia that Ring made.

E. M.TUBBS & CO., Proprietors, Peterboro’, N.H.
."'olfl ill Rockland by I,. M.-lWHHIXS, ('. I’. FKSSKMJKX mid SKTii i:. HF.Nsox.
cmri',nr.'7

P O R T L A N D AN D M A C H IAS S T E A M 
BO A T CO M PAN Y.

TRIPS

But who now has raven locks, they
say,
Because he used the Cure that lay
In the A mbrosia that Ring made.

S ixty-tlioiisniid D o llars,

BOSTON ADVERTISEMENTS.

F R O M S. M . F E T T E X G IL I, k CO.

commodious homestead of tlie
late Mnj. Gen. HIRAM G. BERRY',
RITIES OF TIIE BLOOD, USC
______situated on Beech, Ylaple and Cross
S A R SA P A R IL L A A N D TOM ATO
FOB
sts., about live minutes walk West of tlie post-office.
The dwelling is finely situated on rising gr onnd, com
B I T T E R S .
niandiug a good view, and in point of location is the Coufths, Colds an<L Consumption,
FRED BROWN, P roprietor, 67 Washington & 1
best in tlie city. The house is a large, two-story build,
Established 1826, and still the best known remedy
Street, Boston.
ing, with two-story ell, barn, &c., finished throughout for all affections of tlie Lungs, Throat aud Chest. Be State Sold
by
all respectable dealers in medicine.
in modern style, Tlie house contains sixteen rooms. careful to get tlie genuine.
A cement cellar bottom is laid under botii main build
R E E D , C U T L E R Sc C O .. B ontou,
ing and ell, and contains furnace, cooking range, &e.
100 W a sh in g to n Street, B oston,
P
r
o
p
r
i
e
to
r
s
.
The diilerent stories are furnished throughout with
LARGE BOTT LES, §1.00. SMALL, u0 CENTS.
Chickawaukie water, for cooking, bathing, &c. Tlie
lot on which the same is situated is 162 feet on the
front, running back 154 feet, containing a large garden
with about fifty fruit trees, sucli as Plum, Apple, Pear
and Cherry, in tine condition, with a large variety of
the smaller fruits, such as Currant, Raspberry, Black
berry, Gooseberry, &c., together with some fifty orna
mental trees and a flower garden, tastefully laid out,
AND
containing tlie choicest plants.
For examination of* the premises, terms of sale, &c.,
apply to J. T. Berry, or to G.W. Berry, Eastern Ex
press Office, Rockland, Maine.
ALMIRA M. BERRY".
Feb. 15, 1866.
9tf

XA. Fruit Trees. A gootl Shore
J g J g e ig s a a . Privilege, with a small wharf. A
our jp t .
ffify good chance for fishing, plenty ol
EW GOODS.—The largest and best stock
drift wood for two families. A good
line ever offered in Rockland just ceived at
house and barn. Tlie house was painted and papered
& PALMER’S.
last summer. Will take part of rent in labor. In
ol
O. II. PERRY.
Pitchers, Spoons, quire
Rockland, May 8, 1860.
21tf
BLOOD & PALMER’S.

REM OVAL!

Rockland, June 14, 1860.

L a d y Lang-,

TW O

M u tu a l B e n e fit Life IiiH isrance Co.
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY".

BOSTON ADVERTISEMENTS.

P U R E COB L I V E R
rJL
’o L e t —- A F a rm .
OIL AND LIME.
a
A BOUT 25 acres of Land, with fifty

GRAY HAIR. '

Penobscot River, Bay and Boston,

New Steamboat Route.

C o n n e c tic u t M u tu a l L ife ln iiu rn iic e C o .
HARTFORD, CONN.

For Sale!

ROCKLAND,

GREAT S s i D E J H , DAILY. H IPPO PO TA M U S!

F R O M B O fe T O N D IL Y r.
Cars leave Depot of Boston & 3Iaine Railroad, Haymarket Square, every MONDAY', WEDNESDAY and
FRIDAY, at 7 P. 31., through to Portland in lour
Lours, making sure connections with the Steamers of
this line.
Cars leave Depot of Eastern Railroad, Causeway
Street, Boston, every TUESDAY, THURSDAY and
SATURDAY, at 7 P. 31., through to Portland iufour
hours, making sure connections with this line.
This will be found the most expeditious, safe, reli
able and the only daily line between Boston and the
Penobscot Landings. Tickets are sold between Bos
ton, Lowell, Lawrence, Lynn, Salem, and Rockland,
Belfast, arid Bangor.
•
-t&pBaggngo C h e c k e d T h r o u g h .-538'
WALTER TOLMAN, Agent.
Office,Corner 3Iaine & Lime Rock Sts.
Rockland, 3Iay 17, 18GG.
22tf

N e w E n g l a n d M u tu a l L ife I n s u r a n c e Co.
BOSTON.

L

S U M M E R . 1866.

E x p r e s s T r a i n th r o u g h to B o sto n i n fo u r
H ours*

L I F E I N S U R A N C E . Desirable Homestead
C ochran’s A gency, R ock lan d .
FO R S A L E .

PLAIN AND FANCY CASSIHERES,
F 01 Men and Boy’s Wear, at
April 27, I860,

€ JL O T H I N

!

STEAM REFINED SOAPS

JUST RECEIVED!

FANCY

C A S S IM E R E S

MANUFACTURERS,

Boots, Shoes

Affliction of the Feet.

Rubbers G

A

